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1, Draw a 'line A B=S cm. and

b'isecb lb ab D. Ab /
, ^

I) draw D 0 perp.

to A B making D 0 (
Join 0 A

and 0-B. '
- I

•AV O y' ^

Now, the 0 A D and 0 D B are identically equal

<Theor 4j. 0 A=0 B.

With centre 0 and radius 0 A hr 0 B draw the circle

ABC. Then A B’C is the required circle.

lo is-^required to find the length of 0 B andverify ‘it

by measurement. ^

From Theor. 29 we have,

0 B=yHB "+0 D ^=V4“+J-'=/^«5cm.
Measure 0 Band 'it will be found to bb 5 cm.' long.

2. Take any point o 0,aod with 0 as cen-

tre ''and radius = 13" / \ describe a circle ABO. '

From O^draw a|
)

sb. line, .0 I)=5'''._

Through D draw a ^xT ' o lino A D B perp.

'to 0 D, meeting the ^ circumference at A
andB. Then AB is the required chord. Join A»B.

Then from Theor. 29, D B=yO B --0 D-*

'=.yib-'—6'‘=yii4=l2".

^

^Now,AB«2DB (Converse, Theor. 31),a=2xl2 or
1 24 • r
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. 3. Take aoy poittfc
f. — O^aod with Oajpcentre

'

aud«
,

raaru8= l'^ /\
|

\dteciibea circle A B»
D*C. Take, auy two

|
)
points;A and/Con the'

c.rcuinfereuce. With Aand C as Centres and '

ladil ~-l o" and 1 2i Tespectively draw aics"

cutting the circle at B aad ‘D. Join AB and^CD. Uben-
A B, C D are the reqaired^ chords. From 0 draw 0 B *

pprp. to A B, and 0 P perp. to C D, Join 0 A and 0 C.s

1 ben from Theor. 29, we have 0 E=j^6 A'^—A
s^=^j"s6=6", e^ti4 0
6^«:yh4=8".

Alearture 0 L and O.'P and it will be found that 0 B"*
e= C*, and 0 P==-

4*/rake aoy pc 0, and with 0 as centre

and radiu8=:i cm./
^ \ di aw a circle'A B Cf.^

Take any point ATou (' K jibe cucumftrence,
With A centre acd radiusesd’ cm.
arawan arc cucting the circle at B. Join^
A B.' Then A B IS the required chord: - From 0 draw
0 D perp. 10 A B. Joijy A B...

From Theor. 29, we have 0. B=yW^-l) "b~ -

*=4/4®— 8®=^7 = 2-6 cm. approx
Measure 0 D and it will be found to be 2*6 cm, nearly.
5. With any pt. O’j,

\

as centre and radius

'

*=3-7 cm. ,draw a 7 \ cirote A'Bi.C. With •

any pt. A'^ on the
^ r"^') ciloumferoutie aff

centre and radiub=sAV d yB'7
cm. draw an arc* ^

cutting the circle at B Join A B Then
AB IS lie required chord. From 0 craw OD peip 'lo AB.

From Theor.. 29, we have gP =^-ytrB-Jj £ =
.

J S*-yi*il«^ 2 cm,
‘

" ’
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Beasnre 0 D and i6 will be found to b'i 1*2 om‘

/, the true lougthbt 0 or 1 fo.

6. With auy'pt. 0^ as centre and radiua

sssld'^ describe a X ^ \ circle ^ B C< With

an’jr pt'. A on the‘L
|

ciicumfeience and ra-

dius** 2*V draw' an ^ "Vs^arc cutting the circle

at B- Join A B^ '''^<2-- Then AB 18 the'chord.^

doin 0 A,* A'B? tc 18 reqiuited to fifid the a^ea'‘ of' tfie A
AOB In eq..!!!.

. . . < ^ \

From 0 draw (J U perp. to A‘B.’
^ ^

From Theor. 2^, we have 0 D'«y6
:=>yiM»-~l22 = y‘25= *6^

Area of the A''A 0'B=| AB.' 0^ x 2*4>i'*5

~ 6 sq. in.

7. Let P add Q'be ^ h^apar’c Join

P Q'atd bisect it at / ^ \ ,B.. At B draw E 0
per^. to P Q< With! centre and

radiu8=il*7'^ draw au P arc cutting BO'ao O'.

Join 0 P and 0 Q. With centre 0 and

radiaa=iJ 1‘7'^draW aciccl*. This cii’cle mil pass through

the pointsP"and because, the A® 0 ? B and 0 Q E
being identically equal

'
(Theor, 4), O'^^'O Q*

From Theor. 2 J, we have

y'O R' =*7'64 -.^8^, '

Ueasuie 0 B 'aud to wiU be fonnd to be 8",
<

Page 147.'

1.- Let ABE and c' D P’ be two con-
.c-ntiic circles wit^^

\

^ coiiitoon'

^

oentre. Let
,

be a st. hue cutting
the two cfrcies at ‘A, B, C and D.

/



^^are'eqoar thnb tbs jnt

••• ^ 64“S-4|=® s «»d c ^:% '»^

, ^
^ C :::S S 31),

<3 E D.

D atA
• '^'’” C D

'"IB-o intesraecD at O

-« Z!'

»s reqaired
^od B M,

ifr. /in\. Prore that A Tir ,^ and B JJr are in th
centre A b,»f ‘he «t ,

cm tfae

-

. 2 *he chord c D
" ^ ^ ^atvn fr•• ‘he ^.A5rD,«

^ ° from the

S'nn/arlv fi,

'® a rt. ^ «„,

• ft, ^ PjffTl ^^heorsi;.
••the^s^jg. ^^'^art. /

i-
^ ® «»C| BM

““'^ B Jt D 'Bheor 31,

c Bf'nr
^ ® "-'i-

«

'

’'•

* and
passes »i, ®''Oeofcflr,»

°f;-

'

'"'““““‘ofe-fCE,
•^•r.e6AB,An

»,

‘ae centra n ''*ha centre 0.

1?r « -
' ^“«s®s

the
, 1,

f %

Q. fi ^

/
‘he St

^

ihrougl,
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Proof—Since 0 D, 0 E are perps. to A E, A C
pectireiv,

A B is bisected at D and AC at E. (Taeor, 31,

Converse?. Bat A B=AC (girea),

their halves A B, A £ are also eqaal.

l\oTv, in the A® 0 D A, 0 E A,

fD Ar=L B (proved)

bccanse A 0 is cimYnoo to both, apd
ibe Z.0 3) A=the z.0 EA, being rS. z.®

two A® are eqoal in all respects (Taeor. 38), so tba t

the Z.I) A 0=stbe z. 0 A E. Hence A 0 bisects the

Z.B A C. the bisector of tbe Z.B A C passes through

the centre 0 Q E. D.

4. Let 3% Q be A
It is required to find

tres of all circle*

P and Q. Join PQ.p ^

Throngh 0 draiv

any two given points,

the locns of tbe cen-

wbicb pass tbrongh

^and bisect it at 0.

A 0 B perp. to P 0^

Proof—^Since A 0 B bisects Q at right z.^,

then A 0 B is the iocas of all points equidistant from

P and Q. (Prob. 14).

isorr, she centre of every circle passing through P and

Q, is a point equidistant from P and Q.,

/. the locns, of the centres of all circles passing

through the points P and Q is the st, line A 0 B whicb

bisects P ^ at right angles.

Q. E. I3»



iiae. P^oiB

f^fihrertn" «

.>.^5r «'.o ^ B, ,,„

"“^'>»-d5s‘S:gr^d...o^^;
• .V

^ ' -B
de.cr,b5

i’rP* ‘0 C*jr®‘ ^ o/» H^hpn th^
B. 'P.

° *''" “”'
‘'o g„e„

Jj
.

->.'» D ^ r*“"”® “'-S® '""""e «fc

» '» 4 b“ i* ® and
'"^

•»»
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'Since 0 D bispc'ig A B Ab r6^®,

. tiKc.'CenCtQjof bhe wqni’-el cjrcle bhrongh A
ftn 1 3 li’s m r.h? 'll. Une D 0 (orovpl.in exercise 4). AniJ

'Since 0 'A is eq’ial bhe sti. line E F (by construcMon),

/, 0 is the centre ofjiha requireti circle.

Not, vriih o>»i'tre 0 an'i ta'lins 0 A i^esoribe the re-

qnired circle'A'B G.
Q,'E ’F.

This prohlpm is vjipofs^ihh when»bhe given sti. line EF
cs le»s than AD, i. e ,

less than half the »t. line A B ;
for

-then the^arc dravTn ^ith B as ceutre wouid not out D 0,

.and the oonstniotion ^wonld fail.

'Page 149.

.st. 'lines at rt

arfd BC=so^ be tsyo

each oihei.

It is req.uir<d tjQ dnaar a circle napping through -the

points A, B and C, to find the lengtl^of tiie radius of the

•circle and to verify it by measnrement.

The locus of centres of the (*ir'*lps.Dassjng through the

points C and B la chast. line E 0 which hispcts.CB at rt.

it.® at'E. Similnrlv, the loons of centres of the circles’

passing ihroiigh Che points B and A )3 »che et 'hne D 0
bisecting BA at rt. Z.® at D.

.*, the»pcint 0, comnron to bwh EO and,D0, is the

qgntre of the reqnired circle, passing through A B and C.

,Now, vwith Cfntre Oion i radius 0 B draw a circle,

lit snrtU.pass through 0 and A also. Join 0 B. <

Badiue 0 B^yo S'* +E B-‘ = yS'
+ 1-52= yjj‘«9 « 1-7 y

Measure 0 B and it vvid the found bo be 1.7'?.
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2.

Draw a sb. line

Bt?ct lb ab Di Ab D
A B, making D 0=

With centre 0 and ladinses 0 A or OB draw the^

circle ABC Jpiii’ O'B

’ Radins 0 B

=

JO~W+WW^= yd'+d"* =

cm. nearly.

Menpure 0 B and lb will be found to be 4'2 cm.
, ,

3. With any point 0 as centre and radios

e=4 cm. draw th^ ^ \ circle ABC. Take

any point B on the ( ?
j
ciroumference. With,

centre B and radios DlXy =4 cm. draw an are

cnttting the circle at A Join A B.

Then A B le the required chord. Join 0 B From 0 draw

0 B perp to A B
0 D=yO B-‘ =y4®^3=yT^S*5 cm.

nearly.

hleapure 0 D and it will be found to be 3 46 cm.

4. With any point 0 as centre and radios=2 5cm. des-

cribe the circle ABO Take any pt. ^Aoa
the, 'circumfereticp ^ Ibe circle.. With

' centre A and radiu&^l
v? ^7 J^=4 8 cm. draw an

arc cutting the circle ^ at B Join AB. From

0 draw 0 E perp to A B, then 0 E will insect A B at E
(oonveree, Theor 31)' With centre B and radius=:2 6 cm»
draw an arc out ting 0 E produced at P.

With centre P arid radiii6a:2 6 cm draw a 'circle.
Then it will pass ihtongh the points A and B. Join A 0“
and A P» ’ • -*>•*

A B=6 cm. and bi-

draw D 0 perp. to

3 cm.
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It is reqtiiVed to find the distance 0 P between the

centres of two circles A S G and ASP and Terify ’the*

result by mea^nrement.

O E=yA 0^ -A E*=y2So'‘—2 42=y-49= 7 cm.

•EP=yAP-—A'#-=y2 6^—2*4-*= yi 00=1*0 cm.

.*. 0 P=0 E+E P =1 7 cm.

Measure 0 P and it will be found to be 1*7 cm.

.'.the true distance between the centres of the circles=17''

5. With 0 as centre and radius =6*5"' draw the circle

A C D B. Take any

ference. - With centre

draw an arc cutting

A E* From 0 draw
^

pt« A on the circum*

and' rad^u8=12''

the circle at B. Join

0 E perp. to A B.

cr—

D

From E A and E B-cut off lengths each= 2’5". From'

those pts draw perps. to AB'cntting the circle at C and D.

Join C D. Then C D is parallel to A B and is equal to 6 ,

Produce E 0 to meet C P in G. Then 0 G is aWo perp.

to C P (Theor 14). Join OA and OC. From 0 G cut^
0 P=0 E. Through E draw A^F B^ parallel to A B/

Then A' B'=A B. Jem 0 A.'
'

It 18 required to show that the distance between C P-

and A B or A'B' is 8 5'^ or 3 S."'

0 G=V0‘cmrG^= y6.52-2 5»=/86=6^ ,

0 E=yo A^—A E2=yb*6-'—b^=y6 20=2 5".

E G (the distance bet. A B and C Bi=E 0+0 Or-

=6+25 or 8*5". n-n\
And P G(the distance between A^ B^ and CP)

=0G-0F'=0G—0E=6-2*5=3-5'', .
6, Draw a st. line A B=8 cm. and bisect it at E At x*

draw E P perp. to A
Through P draw P*
making P 0=^3 cm.

G P=6 cm. Join.
r

right angles by a

B making EP= I cm.

P C parallel to A B
and P P=3 cm. Then

A C and bisect it at

Bt line meeting P E*
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pwdnced *16 0.' Then 0 le the^cenlre of W^th

centre 0 and radinq 0 A draw ube circle A C D B.

Join 0 A fiqdjD C, £ie6 0 Es=aj cm. /I hen OF=OB
^EF=fa-i7 l) cm.

\ov 0 A* = 0 C® (beiner radii\ or 0 B^i+A E*

_j=0F»+CF» (Theor. 29;, or,«V+4*s= +{3%
»e=8 cm.

The radios 0 cm.

•Measure OiA and ib will be>found to be 6,-om.

7 . Plob bhe pbf.iA and B whose co-ordinates are (6,5)

ifind (6,— 5» respec-

enfctin^ X "Sf ab 0.

^are each= 5, Take

as^ai^is. -Join ^A^
bhe A® C P A
equal ^Theor.

ib velf. “Join 'A B
Then D A and D B
any pn;nb 0 on the

ond C B Now,

C P B are identically

,.-.C^=C,B.

Hance, the circle dr^.vrp ,with ^centre (P ^and paesing-
,
through A rausb also pass bbrojigb B.

<8, Let A B, C P be^any tjwo parallel chords m the

,
circle A C D B G ifjhoso ceqtre is <0.

Bisepo A P ^ab E
(P* and P E.

and CD absE. Join

^ ^ 3,.and0.p is perp. tc

Since A B and C D are parallel, O.F is al«o perp. to

“T*® P"P’ OB and 0 P are drawn
to li»nee these lines must coincide, ^.e., 0. E and F
imuBO be on the, same st hue 0 Jl F,

'

<9. E.JD.
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See ^Fig. tn Ex, 8.—Leb C Dibe chord of,^bo

circle A 0 D B whose centre ,is 0 . Throngh

0 draw G 0 r ;pero. to C D .catting G D ab P. *^6,111

P the mid. poii;ib,,pf C D.

Proof.—Dj;aw any cho/;d A B parallel to C D, cpjlifcing

P 0 ab E. Then 0 E is perp. to AjB. is the mid.

point of AB-iTheor^l, .converse). And E lies on PG.

Similarly it can be,she,wn that the ppiddle point of any

other chord dra^m .par^llei to.-^ dS liga on P'G. Hence

P G ja the repaired locna.

Q. E.'p.

U. and let

E.

It is required to prove that the chotds A B, ’^2) ccmjt^S

bisect each otiier (.qnleee p^ch.ia a,/)japiei«rr.

If possibly let the choijds A B,€'D,b;eicteoch oiher at

Join^-E.
" '

Proof— Since E ip the middle pojnt of AB, therefore

Z.0 E B 18 a rt. z. tTheor, 31). L

Again since E is the ^piiddle^oiut of^CJD* the 4.O E P
is^ r't. z. (Tbeor. dl),'

.*. The z. 0 IjB^'tbep EjD.

The part is eqnal to the whole, which is abenid.

Hence, A B,p D cannot bisect each other. But
each be a diameter, tl)qy would intersf cc ac,«pi.tre|P,
And obviously a diameter is bisected at the centre,

Q. E. D.
I r
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'

11. • Leb A B C D be a parallelogram inscnbed in a

cucle nod let tbe

lubersecb ab 0.

It is rec^tiired to prove'bHat O-iffab the

CUClP. '
,

I Proof.—Since the diagohals AC, BD of the parallelo-

gratn bisect one another (Oor. 3. Theor. 21) ab 0 ,
and

each IB a chord of the circle. Hence each mast be 'S

diameter (proved in Ex 10).

0 where the diagonals inierseob -iS at bhe'centre

of the circle .
'

’
,

’

1 2 (See Ftg in Ex. 1 1.—tieb A B C 3) be a parallelo-,

pram iiiponbed in a circle ^>d let the diagonals A 0,

B D’ intersect each other ai’Ol

It 18 I'emlired'to ehow’ that the parallelogram A B C B
mast be a rectangle.

Proof—Each of the diagonals A C,, B I) mnsb be a

diameter (proved in Ex 11), and hence they are equal.
» ** I

the parallelogram A B G D lea rectangle (Ex. 5;

page 58
>S I! • , ,

Q. E. D.
Page 151.

1. Let AB, CD be any two of a system of equal chords

centre is 0, and B
poinfs.

/ „ ^

It IS required so find the locus of the point E or
Jum OB and OP.
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T

Proof'=r“Since eqnal choHsof a ofrcle are .eqoidista^Qft

^rom the centre, therefore PF=OE (JTheor. 34i).

- the middle point, of any one of the give’b system of

.equal chords is an a dt8tance=0F from the centre.

,*, the rf'qmred ^ncus is a ciiele whose centre is 0 and

radia3 == 0F, the couimun distance of the equal choide

from the centre 0.

2. Let AB, CD, the two chords of a circle whose centrO

18 0, cut one another at E, such that the

z.AE0=?the iiOED*
ID

It is required to prove that AB, CD are equal,

From 0 draw OF oern to AB and OG perp, to CD.
Proof.— In the A® OFE and OEG

f the L. 0EP=the /.OEG (given)

because ^ the z. OFE= the z.0GB, being rb.

^ and OE is common to both

the two A® are eqnal in all respects (Theor. 17);
so that 0F=0G.

- ABssCD (converse, Theor. 34).

Q, E. D.

3. ^ See fig. in Ex. 2.-—Let the two eqnal chords
AB, CD of a, circle whose centre is 0, intersect at E.'

It is .required to prove that AE=BD, and EB=CE.
From 0 draw OF, perp. to AB, and OG perp., to CD.
,Jom OE. . ,

Proof.—Because AB=CD, 0F=0G iTheor. 34).

In the A® OFE and OEG,

r 0F==0&
bec^nse ^ OE is common to both

i and the z.0FE=tho ^OGE, being rb. z.®
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so thatthe tVo- A** are congruent (iJ'heor,

S^iaBG«
Bto^use OS’ IS perp.tor AB:’.*. P'ls middle pomt of

Ali. (converse, Tneor. 31).*

For the saTKie readoii, Chlslihe nriddlfe point of CD.

Now A'B«Ctf'{Biven). AP=P B*C G*5G D.

/.A P+P D+E ^ E=’BD. Also P B
P' E*=®C G—*E G/''t. e. B B— C B> Q. Ifi. D.

4. Leo O^he tht: centre of the given oircie, A B and

C D two given a;,

not greater tbad the h

hues of'^wnich A B is

diameter of the ciicle.

It-is reqnired’’to^raw a chord in tlJfe g«^en circle w’hloh

shall be eqhal to A B,‘aud pardillel to C D.

Coilstruotion.—Takfi any point B on the circum-

ference o^tue circle Witb'Cuutre E atiif ,radiUbs=sA B*
draw an arccuctin? the circle at 1^.' Join £ P'. From 0
draw OK nerp to EP, and ON perp. to C D. Prom 0 N
ciA off 0 L^^O E. Throakh L draw 2^ L G perp. to

0 N meeting the circle at G and Then G H is the
required chord.

Proof '-Sinop 0 L«0 K (by construction),

.1. G H=»E P (converse
j
Tbeor. 34)eaA Bv

Again, since G H and C D are perps to 0
,\Q H and C D are parallel (Ex. i, page 41).

qvk.‘ f;
5. Let PQ be a &zed chord of the oirclo whose centre’''

H 0^ let AB' and ^ A3' be
{ItameCers, uf which

c'iOrd P Q wnile«ebe aI

au) two

the latter cuts the

®Jq former does not* : /D uuua liov

U.«AC,_BD,-A'C''?t3;^B'i)'
p.rp.. to F«,.

lueeiing P’Q'iprodacgd or PQ^at C, DrC',D'(
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" li I" reqitnred‘'to prove i/hUii the Btim'bf ' tKe pefp'i. AC
sAid D B'' aod the djflfereutje of toe p^rps, A'C'» ftAd!’

B'-D' &ie constant for all puditiuuB ol A-B^

From O-'draw 0 E perp. to P Q.

. Proof-aE*='i (A C+<B D> or i-lA'^C'—B'D';,

since A'^aud B'are on the same Bide, aod A aod JB

Ob oppoaue sides of P Q'^Eli. 9/ page 66). ^

I
Sidcfe the chord P Q’'ia fixed (^iven), therefore 0 E its-

di'stauoe from the centre 0 is of coustaoC Idogoh.

Hence, (A'’’C+B'D-) or (A'G'—B'D-'^is conatant.

" Q. E. D •

\

6. With any point 0-aa centre ^and radiue«4*l cm,

^

dfaw th'e oirde A B ^ pi.A
oa the ciicumfereuce, /r centre and radius

css»l*8 cm. draw jjwrc' cutting the ciicle

^latB. Join A B» 'Then* itild. chord/

rI

S

imilarly draw the choid C'‘D=r8 cm.
il^BiacCu A B at P and C 'D-at E.- Join OP 0 B, 0 € and
•fO-£.

Because 0> P* biaeccs*' th'e chord A B, therefore

It cuts A B at rt. z.^lheor. 31). And 0- Psa^/fTB^^—
—

•

9 ‘*s=54 oni,

Similarly 0 E cnta'-C D at rt. ^’S (Theor 31 ) : aad
^,0-E«yo C-'—O •yz=»4 cm. 0 P«0 E.

cjrf ,% The pointa PyE, aa well as the middle point'i of all’
jphoi'dfl'l b cm. lotJgjJie on u ciiclc whose centre is'O- and

' .CfirllUtsai cm.
n I

Measure 0 E aifd it will bo found to be 4 cm.'
i

^J\
,With‘(..irtre 0 and r-v.ms«p. - d^ATF'ths oicole.

I
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2,

Take tt sh Ime BC =3*5,"' With centres B and

G, and radii equal to

pecfiively draw two

anotber at A% Join

ABC IS the required

8*7^ and 1*2'' res-

arcs cutting one

AB and AG. Then

triangle.

Now o2.f?)2s-3.524.i.22^l3,e9„S-72«=c®, the

triangle is rb. z. d at G.

Construction— Bi-ecb BG at D. At D draw DO
perp. to BC meeting BA in 0. Then 0 is the oentre of

the Tpqd. circle. Join 00. With centre 0 and radios

OC draw the circle ABO which pasoes through A and
B also, since 0 is the mid. pt. of AB'(Eiir. 10, page 47.)

BA 13 the diameter of 4he circle ABC, radius

BA=ix3-7 or I-86",

Measure 00 and tb wiH be’fouod to be 1-85'^

3.

OoDstrncb the

AB«3^ B0«2 8«’

It is reqd. to draw

of the A A B 0 aud

dius.

A -ABC such that

and ' A C «« S'S’T,

the circnm<;Oircle

bo noeasure its ra-

Construction—Bisect AB at D and BC at E. At D
draw DO perp, to AB ; at E draw EO perp, to BC meee-
ing'DO in 0i Then O is the centre of the reqd. circle

(Theor, 32).

With centre 0 and radius OA draw the circle ABO.
Measure OA and it will be found to be 1*62'^.

4.

Let 0 be the

of which AB" IS the

any pt, -Z in AB x

Z draw the chord

centre of the circle

fixe'd 'chord. Taka
Join OZ. Through

^3 XZY perp. to OZ
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Thpn the XT hns n« mtdtllo pi Z (Cnnrer»£v

Theor 31) on AB. From 0 draw OC perp, to AB, then

AB XB bisected at C (Theor. 31).

lb IB reqd. to hud tho greatest and the least length

tbab XT may have.

Proof.—Tho length of XT depends noon its distanco

from the centre 0,t c., on OZ^(Tncor &l>. XT v/ill bo
greatest for leasb value of OZr and ienst for greatest vainer

of OZ.

Now since Z is any pb, on AB, OZ will bo leasb when
lb coincides with 00, the perp. from 0 to AB ( Tneor i2).

In that case XT oecomeo the chord AE» Hence AB is*

the greatest length of XT.
* Again,. sinco Z must bo on AB, OZ is grentenb when
OZ coincides with OA or OB In that case the length

of tho chord XT becomes earn, which is us icost valno.

A gam as Z approaches from A or S’ to C (tho foot of
the o^'rp.)' lent- t'n of OZ diminishes (Oor. 3, Theor. 12)
XT luoteasoa aa Z. approaches C, the mid, pb of AB.

Q. E. D.

pt.B whose co-or*-

I'C*'), also the pt^

dinatce are

With the origin O-as centre and radiassstS'' describe-,

a circle.

Join OB’ and bisect it a» E From Edraw EF pero
to XSf. Join OE. Draw CD,,BA perps to XX'.

Because 0B= ^“6A- -P-BA-^= I «*»=yFoO
and OC=r/0D* +CD»« 'jr8^~+2>P
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/ 6B=0Ci=3",«the radiup.

Hence, the pts. B and C are on the circle.

from B draw a perp. to CD, and snppose it cats

CDatB. Then CB=ycF+fF";bnt rB~DA=OA'
-i*0D=2 4—1 8 orjG^ and CF =0iy--BA= 2*^--l*8 or

•6^, /. CB=y*6“+t)“= /*72—*3‘J8''=‘85'' approx.

(ii) 0F=i(0A+0D)==if2 4+l-S)=2-l"* and EF
±=|(GD+BA)=«J (l-8+2-4>«2*l".

Ou)^ (pprp. from' 0) = yOF- +BF2
2*l-'*=i,/8 b2«=2'969"==2'97 approx.

Page 155.

1. Let AB be a j»iven st line, and
C a given pi. It le reqd. to ptove that

all circles, whosa
[ f i ~

'

| ]

centres lie on AB”
and which pa33‘^\ P through the fixed

pt. C, most pass N. through a second

fixed points
^

Draw CB pern, to AB, Produce CE to D making'
BD=CE. Then D is the second fixed pt.

Pro6f—^Since AB bisects CD at rt. angles^

all the pts. on AB are equidistant from C and D'
(Prob, 14),

the circles whose centres, 0, P, etc., lie on AB and*
which pass through C, also pass through D/

Q. E. Dy

2 Let twer

ABCD whose

P incprssct at

AD. Then AD
oboid Let a

lei to AD cut

d, H and 0.

Circles AGHD and
centres are 0 and
A and D. ,Join
is the common
st. line BO pnral"
these circles at B,

It IS reqdf to prove that the intercepts Bd and KO
are cquab
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Join OP cntiting AD at E and BO at F,

Proof—Since OP bisects AD at rt, z.® (Ex. S, page

%i7) and BC is parallel to AD
OP cuts BC at rb. 4® (Bx, 3, poge 41)

;

and since BO is the chord of the circle ABCD it bi*

sects BO (Converse, Theor. 31), i.e., BF^^FOi

Again since 6D is the chord of the circle AGB[D and

OF IS perp. to It, OF bisects OH (Converse, Tbeor» 31),

GF=FH.
// BF-FGsFC-FH, or BGf=HC.

Q. E. D.

3. Let two circles

DB whose centres are

another at the pts. H
and ODD be two paraU
tbrniigh E and L, cat*

Aj Bf 0, D.

AELC and EL
0 and P cat one
and L( Let AEB
lei St lines drawn
ting the circlei at

It 18 reqd, to prove that AB^sCD,
Through Q dray FOJ# perp to AH and CL. Through

P draw HfG perp. toJEB and LP.

Proof—EF and OH are parallel (Ex. 2, page 41), and
AB, CD are parallel, therefore the figure EFGH la a
parallelogram. /

EGaaFBC (Theor. 81)

Sippe OE 18 perp. to AK, therefore OE bisects AK at
E (Converse, Theor. 31), eo that EK?sJ. AK,

Similarly, ^0=?}. KB, FL=f. CL, and LH*»i.'LD.
EK KO ^ J (AK + KB), and FL-pLEci

(gL+ LDj, ^ c„ EG=^ i AB, aud PH« i CD,
4Jut E05=FG (proved), therefore AB=«CD.

Q. E. D,
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4« Let fvr6 circles ACFE and EFBI)
are 0 and P ont

at £ and F.
then £F is the

Through F draw
AFB and CFD
angles v. icb £F
AFE^=: the A
AEFBathe A
minaied by the circumferences at A^ B, 0 and Di

wfiosQ centred

one anothetf

Join EF ;

common chord

<

two hues
making equal

(i.e., the a
EFD and the

CFE) and ter«

It is reqd. to prove that AB and CD are equal/

From 0 draw OH. OM perps. to AF, CF respectively;

from P draw PK, PL perps. to PB, FD respective!;^

From 0 draw ON perp. to PK| and from P draw P^
perp. to OM. Join OP cutting EF at

Proof—0 P biaeota EF at rb» angles (Ex. 2, page

1471.

Now, in the qaadriiaceral OMFG, the A® OMF and
OOF are rt angles ; ther^-fore tne a®MOO and MFO are

Bupplementfiry. iSimilariy, iii the quadrilateral GFHP/
the a®GFH and GPH are suppleinontBry.

Blit the AMFG=itbe aGFK (given therefore t^
AM0G«the aGPK.

Now, in the A® OQP and ONP
f the A Q0P«=»fihe aOPN (proved)

beosuBB the AOQPj=Dho Z. ONP, being rt. A*^
and OP is common to both

two A® are equal in all respects (Theor. 17) ; so
that (1P=0N.

The figure'OHKN is a paralWlngrain; ON=±H£l
(Theor. 2L). Sine** OH is perp. to AF and PK perp. to
FB, thereforeOH bisects AF and PK bisects FB (Oon-
vwse, Theor. 31), that is, HF is/*. AF, and FK J.
FB. *. H F + F K « UAF + FB), or HK«i. AB.
/. 0N=iAB.
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Similarly, it can be proved that QP-=i CD# i

3at QPsf=0]y (proved), tiherefore AB=3CD.

\ Q. E. D. ,

6 . Draw a et line ^ ^ ' AJB=2'4 cm Bi-

fleoD AB at C Through j/ \ C draw perp. OOP
W^ph centre B and ra*

|

dins »= 2 cm, draw

an arc cutting CO at bT’' J
^*th centre B

and radios = 3*7 cm. ‘

^

draw another arc

patting CP at P. With centres 0 and P
and radii equal to 2 pm. and j3‘7 cm* respectively

fcwo pircles

Xt IB reqd. to Sud the length of OP and verify it by
maasnremeot. Join OB and BF. '

0C=y0B2=-BC2 = = 7^6=1 6 cm.

And CP*/BP^BC^=/3 7 ^ - 1
2-*=yl?p=i3-5cm.

/. 0P=0C+CP==1 6+3 5*5'l cm.

' Measure QP and it will be fonnd to be 5*1 cm.

ff Trne length of 0P=5l^.

^ 6. B^efig.vn 5—Make a st, line 0P'=»2*1^.
With centres 0 and P, and radii eqnal to and 1*7^

respectively draw two circles, intersecting at A and B.
’*

Join AB cutting PP at C. Then AB is the oommon
phord.

It 'IB reqd. to find by oaloalation,and by measurement,

^be length of AB, and the lengths of QC and CP.

Join OB and BP. '

t

Let OC*®, then CP=0P-0C==21-a; Now, Og*
*-0C^=aCB®*BP® — CP®, orl®—®® =1 7® — (2*1 —a'®,
hr 4 2a = 2 52, .*. aj**6*', a. e, 0 C * •6'^. .*. CP*
2*l-^5«; CB=^B-'-0C”« - (,** 9*

j/'64*8» ,*. AB*2x*8=5l6*
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1* Let 0 and P ba cbu centios

and CSPD
secD. Join OP’cnt*

B and G* Prod nee

ent the circles

Let any other «*:!.

circles at £, G, K
&qd produce it to

ence at K.

of tvro given circlcsl

which do not inter*

tioEf the circles at

OP bothway 9 lo

again at A and D.
hue BGHF cat the

and P. Join PO
meet the circumfej-

It is reqd« to pcore that (t) AD is the greatest^ and

(ti) BC the leadG of one at. lines which hare one exorenzioy

on each of two given circles.

Proof—(t) Since from the external pt. 0, the at. line

QD IS drawn oarough che centre P, and OF is any other

hue,

OD is greater than OF (Tneor. 37). To these un-

cqnals add eqaals OA and OK.
* Tnen OD+AO are greater than OF-fKO,

i.e. AD is greater than KF.
* Again, sinoe from the external pt. F, the st ime PK

*

in drawn through the centre 0, and BF, is any other Uuej

KP IB greater than EF (Theor. 37),

* AD is mneh more greater than EF.

Similarly, it can be proved that AD is greater than

any other line having one exoremioy on each of the two
circles*

Hence AD is the greatest of all such lines.

(ii) Join HO catting the circle AEGB abL.
•-Bacauso, HL when produced passes through the cen-

tre 0, and HG does not, and they are drawn from the
external pti 'H,

''

HL is less than EG (Thaor . 37),
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Agnin since OC wbeli prodnctid p8S«e8 through the

(H’Qtre P, and OH does noti, and they are drawn from »he

external pt. 0, , ,

*. OCis less than OH. And since 0B=0I*,

»•. OC—OB 18 less than OH—OL,
' K

i.e., BC IS less than LH ;
bnt LH is less than GH

(proved). .V BG la much more less than GH.,,

Similarly* by tahing any nnmber of sb. 'lines termi-

nated by the circumfereoc-s of the ‘-circles* it can be

proved that BG le less than them all. ,

Hence BG is the least of all such lines,

D,

2. -'Let ABGB be a circle whose centre is 0, and
from any pb B on
the lines BOA, BD
to the circomfer

aBOD eobtended
!< greater than the

BC.

the «ircumfereiice leb

and BC be drawn
ence* so tbst ‘the

^ by BD at the centre

i:.BQC subtended by

It is veqd. to prove that ot these st. hoes*, (i) BA is

the greatest* and (ttf , BD is greater than BC.
'

Join OD, OC,

Proof.—-u) lo the ^BOH, the sides BO-, OH are to-

gether greater than BD (Tbeor.^ 11>>.

But OD>=OA* being radii
; ^

BO, OA are together than BD

,

t.e., BA is e I enter than HD(

Siinilarly it can be proved that HA io greater than
any other straight line draw& from B to the citcumfec-
ii.ce.

Hence, BA is the grealeat nf all «inoh hues. ;

(ti) In the two A® DOB and COB,
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'f OD=OG, btmg ia<lu

because ^ OB is cuunnnn to both >

(but the Z.B0B 18 greater than the /:.C0B
(giveu)

BD is greater than BG tTheor. 19)

Q. E. D,
'

9« X>et AEG
two Eiven circles

are 0 and P, and
of the pis. of in-

Ihe circles. Join

E draw a et line

to OP and termi-

circumferences at

and EBB bo

wboBC rentres

let E be one
tprsection of

OP. Ibiough
AEB parolicl

naied by the

A and B.

It isreqd. to prove that AB is the grcateat of alMincs

drawn through £.

Let CBD he anv other sfc. lino drawn tbrongh E.

{
From 0 draw OH, OP oerps to AE, CE From P draw
PK, PG, PL perps te EB, ED and OP.

Proof—Since the dgures OHKP nod LFGP are
parallelograms, '

/. OP=HK, and LP=PG (Theor, 21)

' In the rt, angled AOLP, the hypotenuse OP is great-

er than LP.

HK is greater than PG.
BatHK«HE+BK«l AE+i EB«i AB ;

‘

and FG«PE+EG=J CB+J ED«J CD.
/. AB IS greater than CD,

Similarly it can be proved that AB Is .greater than
any other sc. line drawn ibroogb 'E and teruiiuated by
the circamferenoes.

Hence, AB is the greatest of all such lines.

Q. £> D.
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V
y' 'r7i

n_ L.
\k E bJ

j

V'
c

bwo pts^A and B
Let D be t)he pb<

uates aile (6,-11).

and B| and radii

bively draw two
iQg again at) the

4. Take any
on the axis,

whose co*ordi-

Wibb* centres A
AD.BD respec*

circles intersect-

jptu C.

It 18 reqd to £nd the co'ordinates of G.

Join CD. Then CD is bisectied at rt. angles by AB
(Br. 2, page 147), t e.j by the fls-axis.

Hence, the co-ordinates of C are (8, 11).

6, Plot the pts. A, B and 0 whose co-ordinates are

(-6,0), 1 15,0) Yl .
and (0, 8) respec-,

tively. With rly'" centres A and B
and radii ‘AC,
draw two oit-

ipgain at D.

respectively

intersecting

lb is reqd. bo find the lengths of the radii of two cir-\

cles, and the oi>ordioates of the pt. D.
,

Join AG and CB.

. Because bobh the centres A and B lie on the axis ('of

a, and pb. G lies on the y— axis, the sb. line CD i8,biBeob-

ed at rb. angles ab the origin 0 by the a;->axis. There-
fore, the co-ordinates of the pb. D are (0,-8).

.*. AC=yDO-* -I-AO®=ys* -i-

=

10 ; and CB-
rf/CO-‘ -l-DB"=y8“

-I- 15
-*= 17 .

6 Let CAB be an isosceles triangle with an angle
of 80° at Its vertex -V. 0. With cen treO
^d radius 0 A \r

^
draw a circle. Lob

P, Q, Bi, . be any pjfvS. q nuoaber of pts. on
the circamference

j
of the circle on the

centre 0. Join
AP, BP, AQ, BQ, ABi, BB, .....
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It is reqd. to meastire the angles ^PB, AQB^ ABrB,
sabtended by the chord AB at the pta. F, Q, B,...

Measure the APB. AQB, ABB, and it will be

‘found that each them is equal to 40*.

Now, make the .d.A0B=:50*, and repeat the s^me
exercise. It will be found the each of the APB,
AQB is equal to 25*«

Inference—The angles at circumference of a circle

subtended by any chord are all equal to one another ;

^and each of them is half of the angle at the centre 'sub-

tended by tbe chord. >

Page 161.

Let BAG. B
(majors BADC of a

^is 0.3 Join OB, 00,

given ^74*. It is

number of degrees

BAG,BOO, OBC*

The ii.BAC=the zLBDCXTbeor, 39) f

*=74",

the z.B0G=:2'the iCBDO (Tbeor. 38),=s2 x74*=l48*.

(Since 0B=00, being radii, ,% the ^ OBC «= the jl

0GB (Theor. 5^

But the z.® BOG, OBC and OCB together *= 180"
(Theor. 16)

.*. Z.0BC+z.0GB=180"-z.B0G
or, 2 /.OBG=180"-U8*«32". /. z.0BC*=16*.

,
^2. Let Bag be

f\
- anjgles m ^Ihe same

( minor
^

segment BADO of a circle
whosejcentre is 0 . Join OB, 00. Let
'BD and CA inter-

) sect at X. The z.
pXCis giyen 40*, V' /and the 4 XCD,
^9 • _ V y

)Gbe angles in the same segment
circle, whose centre

The angle B D G is

\ yi »n each of the 4 *
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It 14 reqd. to ^nd the nnmbsr of degrees in the Z.

BAC and in the reflex z. BOC.

la the ABXC, the z.®XDC, BXC and XCD together

^ISO’ (Tbeor. 26),

z.XDC«18O‘-(40‘+2 6',«ll&".

Bat the Z. BAC=tthe Z.BDC (rneor. 39i, ssllfl*.

IDhe reflex z. B0D=2 the Z-BDC (Theor. 38;,

= 2x115*= 230*

3. See fit), in Ex, I —The Z-CBB is given 43*, and
the Z.BCD, 82*.

It 14 rpqd. t-o find the namberiof degrees in the Z.®

ABC, OBB, OCD.

In the A BBC, the z.®BB0 BBC and BOB together

=180* (Theor. Iff), and the z.CBB=43*, and the z^BBC
-82*.

the JL BDC:i=l80*-r43*-i-82*)=55*. .

.*. the z. BAC=th0 Z.BDC (Theor. 39),= 55*.

.*. the a.BOO= 2 the z. BBC (Theor. 38)= 2x55=
no*

Sinco OB=OC, being radii ; therefore the z. OBC=
the Z. 0CB‘( Theor. 5i. In ihe A OBC, the Z.® BOO,
OBC, OCB ioppt.hpr= 180* (Theor 16), and tho Z. B 0 C
= 110*. OBC+z. OCB=180'*-llO’,or 2 z. 0BC=
VO*. z.0BC=35’=z.0CB

z. OBD=z.BBC-z.OBC= 43* - 36* 8*; and z.
OCB-z.BCB-z.OCB=82*~35*=47*.
'/ 4, See fiq in Ex 2,—It is rend, to show that the
Z. OB0=z:BAC-90*.

Proof—In the A BOC, becanse the z.® BOC, OBC
and OCB together™ l80’, (L’heor 16), and the z. OBC=
the Z.0CB (Theor 5), .'. 2 z. OBC=180* - z.BOC«
180* -(360* -reflex Z. BOC)=reflex Z-BOC-ISO*.

.*. Z. 0BG=^. reflex Z.B0C—90*»
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Bnt the z.BAC=i. reflex Z.BOC ^Theor. 38)

/. /.OBC=z.BAC-9a".
Q» Si Di

Page 163.

1, With nnv ot, 0 as centre and rndins « l*fi draw
the circle ABGD. Take two pts. B and

A on the cticum-
/f"

"TX ference. Jom B A,

At B make the ^ CK 0/ \
ABC «= 126*, the arm

BC meeimi? the cir- K / 1 comferenco at C.

Take any pt. D on \\ / ' the aro opposite to

B. Join D C and ^ ^ben ABCD
IS the reqd. inscrib- D ed qnadriiateral.

Measure the z.® BCD, CDA, and BAB, and it will

he found that the z.BCD=»ll4*i the Z.CDA «= 64*, and
the z.BAB*=66“,

(Note—The Z. ADC will always be equal to 54*
; bub

the z.® BCD and BAD have ditfereuD values de*
pending on the position ofD.)

The Z.S ABC and ADC«126*+ 54*«180*; and the
4SBCD and BAD=:H4*+66’*=.l80’.

Hence, the opposite angles of the inscribed quadrila-
teral ABCD are supplementary.

2. Let ABCD be

inscribed in the circle

DB.

a quadrilateral

ABC. Jom AC,

It is reqd. to prove by the aid of Theorems 39 and
IS, that the z.® ADC, ABC bogether»2rt. Z.® =» the Z.®
BAD, BCD together.

Proof—Since the zADB«=»the Z.ACB, and the z.
BDC=the Z.BAC (Theor. iJ9).

the z.ADC=ethe z. ADB+tho Z. BDC =« ,tho,z.

ACB+the Z.BAC.
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To these equals ^he L. ABCT.

ThAn,tbeZ.AT)C+ 'he z,ABC«bhe

*1-AB^=2 rb /.s (Theor. lb)

Similarly ib can be proved bhab the

together *= 2 rb. L.^i

/lsacB+BA(J

a^BAD, BCD

Q. E. D.

8. Let ABCD be

about which a circle

It 18 reqd lo prove

gram* tA B C D is a B’

R parallelogram

can be describfd-^

that She parallelo’

'C rectangle. ^

Proof-Becau8e ABCD die quadrilateral,

therefore the opp. /.sfiAD and BCD together = 2 rb.^

^^^&itbhe^Z.BAD=the opp. A BCD (I’heor. 21).

each of the BAD and BCD is a rt. Z* ,
and

since quadrilateral A B C D is a parallelogram, ib is a

rectangle.

4. Let ABO be

and let XYbe drswn

BC,cutting the eidea

It 13 reqd. to prove

Y lie on a circle.

Qr E. D.

an TBoaoeles trrangle,

parallel to the base

AB, AO m X and Y.

Y the four pts. B, C.

® ^
. rt',

Proof -Sihee AB=AC (given), therefore bho Z.-ABD

ttfelhe /.ACB (Theot. 6).

Since XY and BC are parallel and XB neefcs them, i

*•. the Z.® YXB and XBO tog6bher=»2 rb. z.®
' (Theor. 14V

• the z.® YXB aud YCB together=2 rb. z.®-

Hence, the pts. B, C,X, Y are ooncylio (Converse/

o. E, n.



*^5. Let ABCD
Iftternl and let BC
pt* B, It IS reqd.

tenor Z.DeE=»Dhe
bad.

be a cyclic qnaiJrf-

be produced to any
Ho prove that the ex-
opposite interior £.

„
E . „ , "riz

the ^ BAD-the aDCE [Oor, 3, (,). Heor. IJ,
'

Page 165.
Q B. d.

a triangle rt. angled
prove r.hnh L- »

K T
J* ABC be

at C. It 18 reqd. to
-- xa reqa, t

described on the fay-
diameter

passes
augtilar pt C. B.seco

'“'-"gh the opp,
0. Jo,o OC,

Art
rroof—Since OCasi AB tPvOC=OA=OB, ^ P“gt 47;, therefoie

OB nrill p^se through' t°be’’pt8. Awd c!”
“

li®* ‘"O oirolea
®‘ B.

vrhose centres are 0 and AQB
at A and B. Let two fBe drawn through A. V̂x \l/\ J

^^anieters AP, A^

Jeroof—Since Apia .. j-

«be ;CABQ 18 a rti. 4 «*role ABO,
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the z.® ABP and ABQ togetherea2 rh z.®

Hpnce, PB, BQ are m same so. hoe, ve#, the pto*

are coliinear.

Q« IS> Oi

8. Let ABC be

and on one of the

diameter let the cir*

an isosceles triangle

equal sides AC as a

ole ACD be desoribed

cutting BG at D. 8 0 C

It IS reqd. to prove that D is the middle pf. of B G.

Join AD.

Proof—Since AO is the diameter of the circle ACDi
the Z.ADG IB a rt. Z. (Theor. 41),

Z. ADB IS also a rt. Z..

liow in the A® ABD and ADC,

f AB^AC (given)

becanse AD is common to both

t and the z.ADB=tbe Z.ADG, being rt. Z.®,

twojA® are equal m all respects (Theor. 18)

so that BDsDG , t. e. D is the mid. pt. of BC.

Q. B. D.

4, Also see Hg. xn Ex, 2.—Let APQ be a triangle. Let
two circles APB and . AB(i be described
on AP, AQ as dia- \ meters, and let them
ntersect again at B.

fa.

It 18 reqd. to prove that the point B lies on Jthe third
Bide FQ, or PQ produced. Join AB.

'

Proof—Since AP is a diameter, the z:ABP 13 a right
angle [Tneor. 41]. For the same reason the z.AB(i is
aright angle.
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8S ,

)

i

tAnd these angles have one arm AB common, r. the

other arms BF ,and BQ muse lie in the same ser. line,

since ac B there can be only one >perp to AB ; i.e.,

F, B and Q he on the same, str. line, i e ,
B lies ou FQ or

FQiprodnced. • >

Q E. D.

5. Let AC denote
- <»(,

the,straight rod, sUding

straight rulers’OX and

right angles to one an-
'

li ^

one position of

between two
^ /

OY placed at

other* ^

It is reqd. to find the locna of the middle point of the

rod AG. Bnect CA at'B. Join OB.

Froot—Then'OB«=i AG‘ (Br. 20, page 47;.' The
length of AC is' coiistanc, therefore the length of OB is

also constant. Ahd since' 0 is ^a' fixed point, the locus

of B IS a circle whose centre is 0 and radius 0£ss^ AC.
Blit since the rod AC slides between the rulers OX

and OY, its middle pt. B never goes beyond these rulers.

{Therefore, the reqd. locus is the arc DBE.

.1 j , I <

"

Q*

^
,Leb 0 be the centreof ^be^givea

circle and A any f
/ \

given pt. outside

it. It 13 reqd. to f ot— find the .locus of

the- middle. 4pt3.,*of \i

y

chord? of the. giyeh
circle drawn 't^^ough '’t}ie flxed.pt.' A.

Ernui^A, drawia^st line «ACB cutting ^he
,
cirola\at C

and js.'j '|!|ien CB is a chord^through A. From 0 draw
OD perp. to BC. Join 0 A.

Sincd OD is'p^rp. to^BC," therefore OD' bisehts BC at
(converse, theor, 31.)

'

Since ODA IS a rt.,angled 'triangle, rt. angled" at D,

.‘^the circle ODA desertbed upon the hjpotenuse OA
as ''la eter pisses through D.

^
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Similarly it can be proved that the middle pts. of all

cborde drawn tbrongb A lie on the circle ODA.“ And
eince the mid. pt. of a chord most lie within the circle the

Iccos of the mid. pts. of all chords drawn tfaroogh A, is an

arc of the circle ODA described upon OA' as diameter,

enclosed by the given mrcle. The same reasoning can be

applied when A is on, or within the circnmference of

the given circle. OA isJess than, e^nal to or greater

than the radios of the given circle, according as the pt.

A lies within, on, or without the circnmference of the

given circle ; also, in the last case when A lies without,
the locns is only an arc, while in the other two cases the

locns is the complete circle.

Pages 170-1

1. Let P be any pt. on'the arc of a segment of whidi

AB IS the chord, join . r PA, PB.'

A B

It ri reqd, to sbow that the som of the z.® PAB, PBA
is constant.

_ , A PAB, the som of the z.® APB,
PAB and PBA

=180* tTheor. 16)
/. the z. PAB-f-the ZPBA=180* — the z. APB.
Bos the z, APB IS constant (Theor 39)
Hence, the som of the z.® PAB, PBA is constant.

Q* Si D*
\

^

2 Let P^,HS be two chords of a circle interseotiog
*tX. JoinE(l,PS.
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It is reqd. to prove thob the A® PXS and BXQ are
eqaiangnlar to one another.

Proof.—The z. EQP Bathe jlBSP, also, the z. QRS
‘ »the Z.QrPS, tTheor. 39)

And, the z.BXQ=3bhe Z.PXS (Theor, 3)

V. the A® PXS and BXQ are equiangular to one
another.

Q. 13. D. 1

» i

8. Let two' circles intersect at A and B, and through

A left any st. line 3 / ^ PAQ by drawn term-

inated by the cir-
)

cumferences. Join

It IS reqd. to »how that PQ subtends a conatanft angle

at B i.e., the Z.PBQ, i? constauft. Join BA.

Proof—In , the APBQfthe sum of the z.® PBQ, BPQ
andPQBsslSO’ ^Toeor. 16.)

.‘.the z. PBQ*=180“—(Z.BPQ+Z.PQB)

. ' Since the chord AB is fired, the angles in the seg-

ments APB and AQB arc of constauft magnitudes.
(.Theor. 39.)

the sum of the z.^ BPA and BQA is constant, or
the z. PBQ 18 constant.

Q.B.D.

4, Let two circles intersect at A and B, and through ^

A let

drawn
, oes.

JoinPB, BQ, XB,BY.
Ift is reqd. to show that the arcs PX, QY subtfind

equal angles at B, ie.f ihe z.XBPs:thc Z.YBQ*

any two st.

terminated

lines PAQ, XAY be

by the circumferen*
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I

‘ Proof—The 'z.PBX=»the z. PAX. beinig.in the^samS

feementPABX {Theor. 89) ,
for the Same, resBon the

.Z.TBQ«ihe ^lYAQ. ^
.

Bob the z.PAX«the Z.YAQ (Theor. 3)*;-.'//.PBX

«z.yBQ. . ^ «
'»< 0 I _ ' Q*.

5. Let P he any pt. on the aro of a segment whose

,chord la AB, and left the z,®
,

PAB, PBA,

be bisected by sb.

} I

at 0. It is reqd.

» /

/

lines which intersect

)
»

bo find the loons of the

pt. 0. N ®

Proof—In the,APAB, jl APBd- iL PAB+ 4. ABP
«1«0* Theop. 16,

'

/. iiz.APB+Jz.PAB + JAABP:y:90%or, §z.PAB
+Jz.PBA=.90*—i z.APB, or Z.0AB+‘il'0BA«90’—

i

.^APB ' ^

/

Again, in the A OAB, the 'z.‘AOB + Z-OAB+z.
AB0»180“ (Theor. 16,)'

.*,Z.AOB+,90*—Jz.APB=180’, z.AbB«180*—
W^JaAPB) z.'AO''B=.90"4-Jz:A>PB=ooiiBt8Dt,
(Theor. 39). . . ^

'^ttce^A APB la constant. *

' '

'Hbhfee th6*locWB^f*th6opt. -0 iis'an)ffro,of >a s^mont on
(the fi-ked chcird AB,[and containing angle sa 90^^Iz.
,.APB (Converse, Theor 39). -

^
' Q. JS. D.

<
» ll

^

6. Let two chords AC, DB intersect within tlie circle
at E It is reqd. to prove that thez.ABD
or z.BEC=sthpanelc ^ '*- \ at the centra, subien-*
drd by half the sum

( ] - of the arc? AD and
BC -Join AB.- a\
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an^le at tho circamferenca >8abtended by

an arcstmoe the angle at the oircumference sabtended^

by half the arcs: the angle at the centre subtended by"

' half the arc,
.

/, the angle at the centre sobtended by half the sura

of the arcs AD and BC^the enm of the angles at the

circumfeteuce subtended by the arc? AD and BC^itha

sum of the z.® ABD^ and ,jBACBtbe ext, AABD
(Theor. 16),

,
,Similarly it can be proved that the Z-AEB«ths

angle at the centre subtended ijy half the sum 'of tbe arcs

ABand DC.
’

Q. B. D.
> 1

7. Let two chordSgCD, BE intersoot outside the circle

at Af V Q

It IS reqd.'to prove that the z.CAB=:the angle at the

centre subtended by half the difference of the arcs BC and
DE.'JoiA DB.' .

Pfoof—Since the angle at the centre subtended by
half an aroca the,angle of ,,the circumference snbtended by
that whole arc (proved in Ex. 6)

the angle at ' the centre subtended by half the
difference of the arcs BC and <DB « the 'difference ,of
tha angles at the circumference hubtended by the arcs

BC and DE&=tho difference of the BDC and DBE»
the z. BAG, beoausa the ext* /. BDC= Z.BAC+ Z.DBA
(Theor, 16) ; and z. BDC~z.DBA« Z.BAC.

Q. B. D.
>8, ^ Let AGf OB b'e

^
two chords intersect-

ing at right angles.
/ n-' I
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It iB reqd, to prove that tibe'enm of tbe arcs oat off by
AC and CB=abbe semi'Circninfereoce. '

'

• Proof—lb has been proved iif Ex* 6, bhab 'bhe angles

ab the cenbre snbtended by faaff the earn of tbe'arcs by tho ^

cbordpssongle beb the ohordeaSp", tbe angle ab the I

centre pnbtended by the efam of ttfe arcs b=2x90’=180* '

.*. the sum of the arcs=sem^ oircnmference since a serot^''

circnmference^ only can subtend an angles 180* ab the'^

centret > f

’Kote—If the chords do oot interseob the propositioa

does not hold.
' . i

.
^

9. Leb AB be a fixed chord of a circle and P any ipK ,

on ‘the arc APB. —
'>v. Join PA, PB. Leb

the id.APB meet. the'

at D. It is reqd. to

position of P, D is

PD, the bisector of

conjugate arc ADB
prove that for all

a fixed pb,

Proof—Sinco thez.APD=the Z.DPB (given), there-"
fore the arc AD= the H 10 DB (Theory 42). ^ >

D 13 the mid. pt. of the arc ADB and hence Jb
IS a fixed pb, ' JQ. B-jD.:

10. Let AB, AC be any' fcW-'’ chords.
,

Bisect

the arc A'B ab b * ' fPj-'Jind tbe arc A C

at Q. Join PQ cnt-p^

AC at Y. It is

*1 ‘ ‘ - ‘
‘

i !<'>

y) tinb AB ab X and'
CM

(. reqd.f to prove j,thab-

PB, PA,AQ, QC.AXj=AY.' Join 'Q

Proof—Since arc APs:nrc, PB, ^ndri aVo 'AQs?aro
DL, ihHirefore ihpz.PAB=tho id,PBA, and the Z.QAC=»
the z. Q C A ('I heor. 43).

QAC^^
^ ^ P Q ^ AC Q, (Theor. 30j »the z.

Also, tho aPQA« Z.PBA, (There. 39),=tho Z.PAB,
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"Now ttie ilAXY^z.® APQ4-PAB=:Z.® APQ
•rPQA; also the ext ^AYXcs J^.®PQ,A*^QAC= /.PQA
+APQ (Tbeor. 16).

/, ibe aLAXT« the’ Z.ATX ; hence AX<»AT.

Q E. D.

'll, Iiet ABC be a triangle inscribed in 'a circle.

Iist ithe bisectors of Y the BAG, ABC
and ACB meet the circti inference at X,

Y and Z. 'Join ^T, Y Z and ZX.

It is rejd. to A^l /' ŷ prove th»vc, th.'Z.

IXZ=90' 1 ; ' AV ih- AZYX-90’-i
Band the iiTZX B «9u‘-JC.

Proof—The z.ZXA«tbe Z.ZCA, aid the Z.AXY
s»the Z.ABY (Tutor..̂ 9 >.

The z.YXZ=2.AXY+/lZXA '

« AABY+z.ZCA« 1 B+i C.

In the ^ ABC, the sum of the /.** A, B, C®sl89
(Tbeor, 16) * •

V. i A+5 Bd*^C=90’
, i B+ i C=.M0*—A A

z.TXZ=90--§ A.
Simiiatlj ii can be proved that thez.ZyX"*00*—JB,

.and the /.YZX«00"—i C.

, . Q. E, D.

12. Let tvro circles ACB and ABP intersect at A
'and B, and let P be

ABP. Join PA.
them to meal the
B.

any pt. on the circle

PB and prodiico

P circle ACB at C and

^
It is reqdt to prove that the arc CB is of constant

leagtfa for all positions of P." Join AB, AB and CB.

Proof.-—Since the chord AB is Bxed, the sea-
men ts A CBB and AiPB are constant, and /. Z.®
APp and ACB ate constant (Theor. 39),
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Novr, tHe ext. a jDBb—’fe’he 'Z. AP]S+fche z. ACB
(Tbeor. lG)=*ooa8t&ut. * '

HfiUce Dbe arc CD is OoHstanl (Coorerse* Theor 39).

Q. B. D.

13< Let CD and V"^ X AB Wo
*

chords of' a. circle ’ CABD. Join CA,

CB,DA, DB It 18 reqd. to prove that

CA—DB, and CB— AD.

Proof—Since the
,
aDCB= the aCBA (Tlieor. 14),

therefore the minor arc BD»tbe minbr arc CA (TheOr.

.*. the chord DB=the chord CA (Tbeor. 45.)

The z,CDB la supplement cf the Z.CAB (Theor. 40)

and the Z.CDB is snpplement of the /lABD (Theor. 14)
.*. the z.CAB=sthe Z.ABD.

the arc 08= the arc AD (Tbeor. 42) "
^ ^ j

/. the chord CB^s the chord 'AS (Tbeor.'AS).

^ *
,

Q. B. D.
- (• •

14. Let two equal circles XAP, AQY intersect one

another at A X X ThrongbA let two

st. lines P A (iV
> 1

terminated by the" P A

r
^ '

XAT be drawn
>

circnmferences.

"

Join XP and TQ.
S

^

16 IS reqd. to prove that chord TX==ohord QT.
' Proof-Becaose tfie z;XAP=JtIia Z.QAY (Theot^ 3),

the arc XPs=the arc QY ^Theor.‘^‘4‘2j,'

the’ohord XPsatfae chord QYi(Theor. 45) \ ,
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15. Lei two circles intereecb at P . and Q. Through

P and Q let two x"—
parallel st. lines APB

and C Q D b6 d^rawn terminated bj

tk« Qireaxnfer' ^ cnees. Join AC» BB.

It 1* reqd. to prove that ACaBB* Join PQ.

Proof— Becanso A P is parallel to C Q, and PB is

parallel to QD (given), therefore ACo^PQ, and PC^smBD
(£x.l3)

Q. B. Bt

circles PBA and
and B, “aiid^

hoe P A Qi be

the eircnferencet.'

.*. ACs»BD.
^ »

13. Let two equal

AB(l intersect at A
through A let any st.

drawn terminated bjr

Join BP and B(},.

It is reqd. to prove that BP“B(3t» Join BA.

Proof—Sioo** the circles PBA and ABQ arc equal,

a ud Che chord BA IS common to both, ,
'

the minor oVc BDA«= the minor arc AOB (Theor.

44). z.BPA«z.BQA.
;

BP~BQ tlbeor.G).

Q. B. D.

an isosceles triaDgle

AXBCY, and let

base^ ^angles AC]^

circumference 'at X
XB, AY, TC.

, 18 reqd. to prove that the four sides BX, XA, AY
and YC of the figure BXAYO are equal.

Proof~The /.ABC=ibe ACB (Theor. 6), ,% iheir
halves are equal to one unutber.

17« Let ABC be

incribed iii the circles

the bisectors of the

and ABC meet the

and .Y. Join AX,
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v.\ the ABY, YBC. ACX and XCB are cqaal bo

one anobher,

.*. the arcs
,
on wblich these angles stand are also,

eqaal' (Theor. 42)
' ’ '

^ the chords wbititi cob off these arcs hre also 4qnal

(Theor. 45)
,

Theft IS, the chords AYj'TC,' AX and XB are eqnal

bo ^one-another.
‘ . i '

^ ‘ ^ . .. ij. E D.

In order that the dqnre BXAYG be ei^ailateral,. the
‘

side BC jnnst be eonal to BX, «rc BO mu3t»arc BX
(Theor, 44) Z. B A'C mus6= Z.BCX (Theor',. 43j,«=*

J

Z.ACBs> half ihe^base angle.
1*

'

I u V ! I. - '

18' Let ABCD \ 'be a cyclic qnad*.

nlnt(,ral; and let
{

ABt BCbeproduced \
CB, BA to meet at

^
cteB otrCum‘>oribed ouwuw «i.io ^

BBC, iQAB interv ’*>,*, sec® again at E.
Join PR and RQ. ,

‘

J , ,
>

the opp. > Slues

to meet at P, and
Q. Let the cir*
«<UokB.a. oUa. Ta S

, / It IS reqd. to prove that the ptst P, R, Q are collenear.

join BR., I

Proof—Since the quadrilaberal BCPR is concrcHo,
Z.PRB is snppletneqt to the ~APCB (7’heor. 40'. Bn#*
Z.DCB is en’ppiemen t to the Z.PGB. Z.PRBb:Z.
BOB. I

* 4

5 Anain, Since the quadrilateral' ABRQ Is concyclio,
the Z.BRQ IS euppip'inent to the /. B A Q. (Theor. 40l.
Boft-^ 3AB’i8 Bopplement to the Z.BAQ. Z.BRQn
aBAD. ' " ’

'
^

,

Nonr the Z.5 B C D + BAB«=2.rt. Z.S. (Theor. 40).
the z.® PRB-hBRQs32 rti.

.*. P R and R Q are in,tbe same st, line (Theor, 2)

,

%.e ,
the pifl P, B, Q are collenear.

’ ' '

- j J I ' <

•\ > 1 , Q B. D.
I
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19. tebABCbe a trianclo ondlel

P, Q, E be Ihe mid.
,

y/N^ Ej®’

AC reBpjBotively, Let „ X be the loot) of
^

%ho perp. from the vertex A on the opp. ‘

side BC. It 18 rpqd. / • —

A

to prove that the

four pts. • P, Q, E, X * are coocycho.

, Join' QP, QE. RP;QX and EX. .
“

.i

" Proof—Since AXB is a rt, angled triangle, and Q
is the mid. pt, of the hypotennse AB, therefore QX=“QA
(Prob. 10)

]
the ^.QXA»lhe aQAX fTheor 5>. , ,/

Similarly, iii thp rt A AXC. the L. EXA~tbe
Z.EAX. z. QX A + z.EXA=-^aAX+z.EAX,
that 18,.the ,whole /.> QXR =icBe wbole

, Z. Q X E *=» the

whole Z.QAE,

, Again '^incp AQPE i** a parallelogram (Bx. 2, page

64t , the 'z.QPE*= the Z.QAE (Theor. 21) '

tlie z.QXE=ache Z-QPE
/. the pte. ,'P, Q, E, X are concyollc (Converse,

(C eor, 39j .
, ,

.

Q. E, D,

20. tn 19.—Let ABO bp a triangle

a d let P, Q, E bo tho niiddle pts. .of BC^ AB and AC
r. <pectiTely Let X, Y, Z be the fapt of the perp?. from >

the vertices A, B, 0 on opp, sides BC, . AO and AB res-

pectively. , ,

It is reqdf, to jiro vo ibat Z, Q, P, X, R, T aro con-

cycUo. Jo n ^P. QE, E P, QX and EX.
» t *

Proof—It has been proved in Ex. 19 that tho pta,

E. X are nbncyclio, t. tho circle through P, Q,, E,
also passes throngh X.

‘ Similarly it can be proved that j^the circle throngh
Q, P, R passes through Z and also through Y.

' But only one circle can pass throngh the pts, P, Q and
E. (Theor, 32), \
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.% the pta'. 2, Q. P, X, E,T arc oonoyclie.

Hence the mid. pts. of the sides of ti triangle and ths *

feet of the perps. leC fall from* the vcrticek on opp. sides
^

are ooncycUc.
^ '

'

Qa Ea !Da
r

21. Let PAQ, PBQ he t series of -triangles standipg

on the fixed base
b'

having their Vcr*.

ticai /.e PAQ, '/7r^ PBCl>-='a given' angle.'

Let the bisectors

PB(4 meet iu C. p

M J
of the vertical Z* PAQi

^

4 It is reqd. to prove that

6 It a fixed point.

Proof—Since the base PQ is fixed and the z. PAQ
«the Z.PBQ, ‘

.
'>

the virtices A, B...of the A® PAQ, PBQ. Iw
on the are PABQ of the circle APQB of'irhich PQ is the

chord (Oonveree, Theor. 39.) • '

‘ .*. the bisectors of the ‘vertical,angle sbiill in all 'posi-

tions of A pass thri^ugh C, the mid. pt. of the minor hcc,

PGQ (Bx. 9, page ^70).
''

' ' Q. B. D.

a triangle inscrihed
^

be the mid. pt. uf

ded by BC on ‘the

Tbrobgh'' £ let the

dra>vn.'

22. Let ABC be

in a circle, and let £ ,

the arc B£C sobten-

Bide remote (roin A.

diameter £B be

AD

(E
t

j t

ZACB) Join BD, BE, DC’, CB.
_

. Proof- Becenee the^ arc BE«=,the arc EC (civcn)
thereioie the Z.BpE=tthe iZ-EDC'^Theor. 43j. ,

> ( Since DE is a diameter, therefore' the 'Z.a DBE - andDOE are rt. Z.® ^Theor, 4J). , ,
>

i ^ '
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. ' Ndw, in tbe A® DBE, DGE, the jL BEE •• ibe z.

^DC.and the ^DBE«the /.DOE (proved), tberefor«

the ^BBD«t)ho ;:.EEC (Theor. 16. Inference 2).

’ The ^i)EC«Z.AEC-z.AED«z:BBA+z.ABD.'
'

/. 2./lAED«z.AEC-aBB;a.
^

..

Bat the iLAEC«tho ^lABC and the ^.BEA-ibt

iC.AOB (Theor 39),

/. 2 iLAED.=^ABO-^z.ACB,
“

AED«K-^ABC-,lACB).
'

‘

Q. E. D.
,

Page 177. ,

,

/ V

1. With any pt, 0 as centre and rada=:5 cm. and
8 cm. dravr two con- E D . centric circles

ABC and Draw AB, CD, EP a
series of chords of the /

\
circle ABC tonch*

ing.tbe circle*^HK at M KA) B[» K rpspec
tively. Join OG, OH, OK, then these are

perps. to AB, CD, BP , rgepeotively
(Theor. 46).

Bscanss OG, OH and OK-are eqnal to one > another

being radii of the same circle .% AB, ,GD and BP are

feqoal{to one another (Converse Theor. 34).

Join OB. Then 4cm.

.
••BaB'ABs=s2{ GB'(Cdnverse‘ Theof.>31^2^ 4l‘'or *3 cm.

-•l^b^b &f'‘eriCh'^chord lof thef eyatem, lilii meaenremetti
^ttk'bh wilhbe' foand to'be^-cm. long. ' ? •

’

2. BeeJZpwiV! ^n,E^c, J.-pWithjiitiy pt. ,0 aa 'centra'

and.radins^al^draw'tbe,circle ABC. .Make, tbe^ chords
AB, CD:EP, eacir«l-6"'. Prbm 0* drkW OK

'porpa.'to AB,'CD/BP respsotively. • •’

"
^

‘ ' r ' , ,

Since ABs=CD*=EP, therefore 0Gs»0H«0K
iTfi* or. .^4i. 'H-nce thjse churda rnin^h the cnboeutfic
circle GHK v/bo3B radiua rs OG. ' Jom OB,* - . ? a

RaduH^OG yOB- -Gb-*

=

y*l<o =* *6*^^
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A 3,' fWith iTny pt.-O as centre hnfl ritdn

‘ 2‘5 cm. draw owb con.,

andAGB. Draw the.^

AB of the two bon-

any chord F£ of the

the circle AGB at Gt

ta'5 omr and

centrio' circles CBD
diameters CD and

centric circles.Draw

b circle C£D to touch
*

Join OG and OB.

GE=y0E-*-0G'‘*=y53i-2‘62=yi8‘76=4*33 ora.

nearly.
,

' ^

BacEEf32 GE (Converse, Theor, 31)ss«2x 4*33=38*7

era. udaUy.

4. Since TSO is the circle described
B r

0 } meter, therefore theupon TO as^a'dia-

£. TPO is a rt. z,
<•'" ^ (Thcor. 41)

the tangent TP= yiO** - bP”= 13“ —5-^ =12^.

.Make the st. line TO=6*2 cm. With centre 0 and
TadiU8B2 cm. draw a circle. On TO as diameter draw
the circle TSO cutting ,thB former circle at P and
(^. ' Join TP, TQ, PO and QO. Then TP and TQ jore

the two tangents.
*

' \ 'i,

The z. T0P«=the Z.TOQ (Oor. Theorl 47). Meaenre
the Z.TOP and it will be^fonnd to be 67*.

.1 5. See figviTe vn Ex 4.—With any pt. 0 as centre
and radius =*7"' draw a circle. Take any radius OP
At P draw the tangent PT=3 2'4'^. With centre T and
radius TP.draw an,arc cutting the circle again at Q>

(rpkan mn.:.. -r-jrmn'Join'^TQ )Then TQ'is the othbr tangent.
^
Join TO.'

' * i^’TO'^!^TP« +P0^

i

/2lcq:T?« yf^=2*6'';
6.* Let AB.BCbe

^secting at Aj^and let

circle touching the lines ^

BO. It is reqd. to

iqsects the Z. A B C. • C

two St. lines . inter-

0 be the centre of a

atD and E Join

prove that B 0

Join OD, OE.
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*’ "Proof—In the PBOand'OBE, 'becansQ ODs=OB
(being' radii), BO>ie cuiutson 'co ''both, and BP~B£
(Theor. 47, Cor),

two are' identically equal (TheoV. 7)'80 that

the ^l)B0=the iiOBE.
•9

That IS, BO bisects the Z.AB0 ; or m other words,

the centre 0 lies on the bisector of the L. ABC.
V

7. Let AB and AC be two tangents to a circle whose

centre is 0. Join

one another at B.
i ^

t that AO bisects the

at rt. angles at B.

BC and AO cutting

It IS reqd. to prove

chord of contact tBC

Join OB, OC.

In the A® BOB and!COB,

fOB=OC (being radii)

^ because -( OB is common to both

^and the z.BOB«the Z.BOC (Cor. Theor* 47),

two A® identically ec|Onl (Theor. 4) ; so that

,thc /i.OBB==tbe Z.OBC. The ABB and ABC being
adjacent angle®, each is art. angle.

Hence AO bisects the chord BC at rt. A® at B.
^ Q. E. D,

, 8, jSiee w JJiB. 4—Join PQ.
It is reqd. to prove that the APTQsa2 the aOPQ,

’ l^roof—The AOTQ«the aOPQ and a OTP ~ A
OftP. (Theor. S9) ; also A 0 P aOQP (Theor 5);

the A PTQatbe aOTQ+aOTP=! aOPQ+ aOQP
«2a 0P(^.

Q. E. B»

9. Let two parallel

C B touch ibe circle

ire is 0, at A and C.
tangent^ B B touching
cut the parallel tau>

B and Bi Join OB and

tangents AB and
AEC, whose cen>

Let
,
the ’ third

the circle at E
gents AB, CD at

OB.
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It is re^di to prove that tbe sogtneob BD Bubtends a

rt angle at the centre 0, «.«.» tbe i/L BOB ia a rt.

Join 0£>

Proof—Since £A and BE ore tangents from B,

/. z.AOB=iz.BO£ (Thcor. 47 -.Cor,), i.e., ^BOE"i
Z.AOE.

Similarly, it can be ahown that Z.EOD=i> -tlEOC.

But tbe Z.® A 0 E and COE together *= 180*

tTbeor. 14)

z.® BOE+EOD- i X 180*«90';

t.e

,

Z.B0D IS a rt angle. Hence BD sobtends a rt*

angle at tbe centre 0,
^ Q, E. p.

10 Let AOB bo diameter .of a

eirolo vrhose centre
|

o
|

is 0, and let CD be

the tangent to it at

It is reqd. to proy^ that tbe diameter AB biseota all

chords parallel to tbe tangent CD.

Jieb EF be any chord parallel to CD catting AB at GK

Proof—Since OB IS perp to CD, (Theor. 46), and EP
u^p'acallel ^to pD , OB cots EP "at' rt, angles' (Eii. 8,

'P'»Se-4Uv
'« ‘

“
'*‘00' bisects EP^t G (Coifferse, Theor. SI).**' ,

'Similarlyjit'can^B proved) that AB bisects other
oborde parallel to CD.’

> ) Q E D.

j j
'IL Let AB be C a given sc. line and

;E a given pt. lu it. It is reqd. to find
[the locus of the,cen- A B tres of ‘ all circles-^
•Trhi'ch touch AB at

^ the pt. E Through
E draw CED at right angles lo*B
Til' ti CD It) the ,

* r**qd locus
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Proof—^loce the at. Ime C£D la psrp. to the tangouo

AB at the pt! of contact B> it passes throagh the centres

of che circles of which AB is a tangent at £ (Cor« 2,

Tbeor. 46).

Therefore CD is reqd. locos.

Q. K. F.

12. Let AB, CD be

lines. It is reqd.

the centres of all cir-

of the efa. lines AB,

any two parallel st.

to find the locus of

cles touching each

CD. Take any pt.

B in the st. hue CD.

At F draw F£ perp. to CD meeting AB in £. Bisect

BP at 0.

Throngb G draw HGK parallel to AB or CD. Then
SK is the reqd. locus. ^

Proof—Since BP is perp. bo CD, it is also perp.

to AB tBx. 3, page 41) Then a circle described with
centre 0 and radios 0B or 0P will touch AB, CD at the
pts. B, P respectively. (Tbeor. 46).

Thus it 18 evident that the centre of a circle touching
two parallel sb. lines is equi-distant from them

; and HK
is locus of each points. Hence HK is the reqd . locus.

Q. B. P,

13. Lei two sb. lines G AB, CD of nnlimi-'
i^d length intersect . y j ^ at 0. It is reqd.
to find the loons of centres of all

circles which touch each of the two in-
tersecting lines AB t and CD.

H - '

The centre of^any oirole which tonches two interseo-
ling sb, lines lies on 'the bisector of the angle between'
them (Bs. 6).
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j the-^ocnB of (he ceDtres of all circles which tench

each of two intersectiug 86. lines AB, CD is the pair of

lines EP, GH which hiseot the angles between the two

given St. hoes.

Q. B. D.
r \

14. Let .AB CD be a quadrilateral

(Krcamscribed about circle EPGKi

whose centre is ' 0 i
and lab the sides

touch the circle at .bc I V the pts. E,P,Gaud

H.
It isreqd. bo prove bhab AB+BC/'=aDA+CB
Proof—Since from A two tangents AE, AH are

drawn bo the circle, EFGH, therefore AE=AH (.Theori

47, Oor.)

Similarly BEs=»BF, CG*»CPj and DG=»DH.

,
ae+be+cg+d,g=*Ah+bp+cp+dh

,
or (AE+BE)+(CG+DG)=(AH+DE) + (BE +CP)
orAB+DC=DA+CB«

Q. Bi D.

,

Converse—If the sum of one pair of opposite sideM
of a quadrilateral be eqn>il to the sum of the obher pair,
then a circle can be inscribed in it.

Let ABCD be a qaadnUberal in wbioh AB+DC=>
DA+CB. If IS reqd. to prove that a oircle can be in-
scribed in ABCD. Bieccb the DAB and ABC by
Bt. lines 'AO, BO meeting at 0.

^

Proof—Since A 0, B 0 are the bisectors of the z.®
DAB and ABC. then 0 is the centre of the circle which
would touch DA, AB and BO,

. If this circle does not tonob the side, CD, let tb touch
the side CD' meeting AD, or AD produced at O',

V Then ABq-CD'—AIX-l-CB (proved)

But by hypothesw AB+DCs^DA+CB
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Sabtrtfcting the latter from the former, we have CD^
’-DC«AD'-AD4. e.,CD'-DC«DD'or CD'«:DD'+
JDC which IS absurd, (Theor. 11).

Henba the circle also touches the side CB; therefore

e circle can be inscribexi in the quadrilateral ABCI).
Q« Bk D»~

IS. SeefigvLre Ex. lA—Let ABCD be a quadri-

lateral described about 'the circle BFGIH whose centre

is 0. Join OA, OB, OG and OB*

It is reqd. to prove that the BOG and AOB sab-

tended by BG and AB at 0^:2 rt. angles; also the 4,.*

BOA and COB subtended by AB and BC at 0>=2 rs.

angles. Join OE, OP, OH and 00.

Proof—Since the Jl AOH=:the z;..AOE (Oor. Theor,

47), therefore the jLAOE=J the Z.HOE.
Similarly, the /. BOE=:| the z. EOF, the ^ 60G«»

^ the Z.FOO, and the ii BOO^* J the z. GOH.

/, (z.A0E+z.B0E)-{-(2lG0C + z. BOG) « i
HOB-i- Z.BOF+ Z.GOF+ Z-GOH;

or z, AOB-f Z.BOC=J of 4 rt. Z.® (Oor. 2, Theor, 1),

tt. z.®.

Suniiarly, it can be proved that the Z.® BOA COB
<=s2 rt. z.®*

Q. B. D.

Pagem
Iv Take a St. line AB=s2'6^v With centres A and
and radn«= and ^ •9'’' respectively

draw two circles. It f' . will be found that
.the circles touch ester- 1 ^vJJCVnally at a point D
in AB, such that AB 6=1 •7"’ and DB «*

'S*', Tnev touch one another, because the sum of their

»adii=al*7^+‘9*'=2*6'’'<s:the distance between their cen-
tres [Theor. 48, Cor, ri) ).

From AB cut off A C*o S*^. With centre C.and
CftdkB=3*9» draw a circle. It will he found that this
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• tbe circle, wbosa centre is A, internally at

circle tonobe c
^ ^rcle with centre A,

P
.we diL^oe of their radix. I*?'' - •8''-the pis-

«rbe.«e"centte= t
Th=o- «. tor. («, ).

2 Ooostrnct the A ABC such t^n BC=»8 cm.. ^
j ATt— R QiQ (Prob. 8). With centres A, B,

=7 ora. AB=6 om.
on... 3-S cm., and 4-5

and C and radi
j circles,

otn. l?/WV^the pts. D.EandF.
tonchinp m pai^ ^ L

om.,and AC

=a (2*5+3 5j cm. t
Theor. 48, Gor. l.t) ].

?om AB.’’'S«n ABO
(

>»
'T''''

dT=7 oai. dratr a y 7 oitala. ““'“B AB

at D. '

Because AB« /feC**+AC^= a/^^*

+

6* or 10 cm., if

a circle be drawn with centre B to tonch the former circle

internal and externally, then its radius will be 10—7 =
3 cm. or 10+7=17 cm. respectively.

4. Take a at. line BA=2 cm. With centres B and A,

and radii=3 cm and 5. cm. respectively draw two circles

EGD' and ECO'. Then these circles will tonoh each other

internally at the pt E. Let P be the centre of the circle

dec which touches the circle EGB' externally at D and

the Circle ECC'' interuallv at C Join BE, AP, BD, DP
and PC. Since A and P are ,t he centres of the circles

ECO' and DEC, and C is the pt. ® f contact of these two cir-

cles. therefore the pts A, P apd G are in the same at. line

(Theor. 48), , t e .

Again since B and
the circles E G D^'

their pt. of contact

D P are m the
'

48>

A'PC is a Bb. line.

P are tbe centres of

and DEC, and D is

therefore ,B D and
same st. line (Tbeor.



,
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AP=AC-PC, BP«BD-hDP, and PC « DP being

radu of same circle.

AP+BP=AC-fBD *= Bam of* the radii of the

given circles —constiaDt, and=5+3=8 cm. in this case.
/

Similarly if P' be the centre of any other such i5ircle»

it can be proved that AP'+BP'==8 cm. -
^

5. Draw a «!t. Iinf* ABss^'’^ and bisect it at C. Bisect

AC at E and CB ah F. With centres C, E and P and
radii« 2'’^,

I'’’ and d reenectivelv dea»

cnbe the semi-circles ADB, AHC and
CKB Let G be the centre of the cir-

cle DB[£ tonchiug /t\ the semi-circle.

ADB infernally at
a C F

jj gemi-

circleo ABC and CKB esteroally at the pts. H and
Join DG. GO. GH, HE, GK and KP.

1

Since G and 0 are the centres of the circle DHK and
tbe aemi-circle AOB, and D is their pt. of contact, there-

fore the pts. D, G, C are in' the same so. hue (Theor 48’.

DGC If a 8G. line. Similarly GH and HE, as well as

GK and KP, aVe in the same st. line (Theor. 48 1. Since"
AC«GB;AE=i AC, and CP=5 CB thprefore EC=CP,
and hence EH=KP. GH-i-HE«GK-l-KP, or, GE
«GP.

the A® GEC and GCP are congrnentfTheor. 7), so

that the Z.GCE~the ^GCP;aod these being adjacent

angles each is a right angle.

'

Let be the length of the radial of the circle DHK,
then GCs^DC~DG«( and GP=GK+KF=i
(«+lA

Now,GP*«GC2-l-CP*, or (ai-f-l)* =(2-a/ +1%
or, a?--l-2a;-f ls=4—

4

or, 6«e4, .-.GD^f''.
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Let ft et. lino

P C Q bo drown
through C the pt of

eoDtact of two circl)>B

'whose ccDtrea arc A
and B, cutting the

•cirouniferefices at P
fttid Q respectively.

Join AF And BQ.

lb 13 rcqd to prove thab AP and BQ are parallel*

Join ACnodCB
Proof—-AC and CB are in the some st. line (Thcor. 48).

^

Since APsaAOi and BC=BQ; there fore theaAPC*»
the z. ACP, and the z. BCQ=»thc Z. BQC 'Theor. 6)

111 the cftie when the two circles touch each other

fKlcrnally, the z. ACP==«he JL BCQ (Theor. 3). There-

fore the Z. APCsatho A BQC, and these being alternate

angles, AP and BQ nre parallel (Theor, 13).

In the case 'when the two circles toneh each other

internally, the AACP**the aBCQ, being the aamo
angle. Therefore the loc. A APC=the ext. A BQC.
Hence AP and BQ are porallei fTheor. 13;.

Q. £. D.

. 7. See figure in Ex 6.—Let two circles whose centres

-

are A and B touch externally at the pt. 0, and throngh

6, the point of contact let a sD line PGQ be drawn termi-

uated oy the circumferences Let I)F£ and PQC be tan-
gents to the circles at tbepts P and Q respectively.

It is reqd. to prove that D£ and FG are parallel. Join
PA. AC. CB and BE. '

'

_ Proof—Stnoe AP and BQ are parallel (proved in Ex.
6), therefore the A APQsstbe a PQB tTheor. 14) But

As APE andBQF are equal, being rt. A® \Theor.

the remainingaQPE=3 the remainingAPQF, and
these being alternate angles, BE and FG are parallel
(Theor. 13) Q. B. D.
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8. (i) Lefc B be

circle PCQ. and C a
reqd. to Htid the lo-

circies which cooch

aft C.

^a. the centre of the gWib
given pc. on it. It ia

COB of the centres of all

the given circle PCQ

f

Let A be the centre of a circle toncbing the circle

"PCQ at C. Join DC, AC. Then D, A and C are in one Bt.

line (Theor. iZ).

t e. A lies on CD or CD produced bothways, and since

C and A are given pts. the line EDCF la fixed. A
always lies on a fixed, line EF, which is, therefore tbe

rcqd. locos. Q. B. D>

(ii) Let A be the centre of tbe gireii

eirela EOF, and let \ \ its radios be a. It is

reqd. to fiud tbe locus f f of tbe centres of all

\ eircles of a given radi- • J
) /

o® ( snppose h ) and
touching the given circle ECF, internal-
ly or externally. Left D and B be tbe cen-
tres of circles with Vgy radios h touching
tne given circle ECP internally and externally at any
pt C Join AC I DC and BC.

Since tbe circles with centres D and B tench the
circle ECF internailr land externally at C, therefore AC
and DC, as well ns AC and BC, are in one et. line (Theor.
4S). Therefore AC, DC, and BC are in the some at. line. .

Then AD=3AC - DC*=a - 6, and ABsssAC-f-CBssa
+6. Now since a and 6 are constants therefore AD and
AB are also constants

; the distances of D and B from
the fixed pt. A are always conetants.

Hence the reqd, locus consistis of the circles whose
eommon centre is A, and radii equal to (a— b) aad (a-l-b),

jlB shown by dotted circles in the diagram.
t
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9. Let A be the ^ ^ centre of the driven

circle ECD and B a Ae \ ;giveu point. Jt is

reqd. to describe a
j

circle with centre B
jto tonob the given j circle BCB. Tbrongh
A'and B draw a line y catting the circle at

1) and C, with centre B and radii BB and BC draw two
circles

, then these circles will touch the given circle

ECD externally at internally (Theor. 48) as the case

iniiy be.’ Thus there will be itoo solutions of this nrob-

lem, .
, ^ 'Q. B. F.

10 Let B be the cen tre of the given circle

HDE of radios h, and f F Y D a given point on it

It IB reqd. to describe
( /^|\ 1 a'* circle of ra'dius a to

touch the given circle V
{

' a) 7 HDK at'D.‘ Join BD
ahd produce it to any pt C'SO that DC***®
Froto DBcnboffDA=* (^ }

® With centres G and
A and radii DC and VH DA respectively draw
“two circles I'heso’ circles will touch the given' circle

’HDK externally and internally at the pt D iTheori 48).
;That there will be two solutions of this problem

I
Q. E. F.

Page J81.
1. If the £. FBD= ^ 72% then the /.BAD=

I'BD (Theor. 40) =» 72*. But the z.®
BAD and BCD to { J\ gefcher=JS0‘ (Tbeor.40>.
ffheorfore^, the //J’ BCD =180*—72*»10S’.
The Z. EBD « the V j/y z. BCD ( Theor. 46 )

=
108 ' P

8. Let DA, DB tangents to

iho oitcle ABC from an external pt. D.

it it reqd* to prove that DA^aDB. Take any pt.-

T J .n
‘5-BC on the side of'AB opposite to D.

Join AC, Be.
Proof**—The z. DABathe z. ACB in the alb. sen-

moot
. also, the z. DBA=tho z. ACB (Theor. 49). '
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tbe z. DAB s: the z. DBA, and hence DA^DB
(Threor. 6j.

3. Throogh A
coaOnct) of^bwo

and AP^ let

chords APQ
be drawn ter-

Gironmfereno-

and .QX.

Q. E. D.

tbe pt. of

circlesAQY
any two
and A X Y
ininated by
es. Join BX

Ib 18 reqd. to prove that PX and QT are parallel.

Draw BAC the common tangent to two circles at A.

Proof— t) For internal contact.

The Z..BAP*=fche z. PXA in the alb, segment of the

circle AFX, and the z. BAQ=tba z. QTA in the alt.

segment of the circle AQY (Taeor. ~49j.

the erb. z. PXA=the int, z. QYA, and hence PX
and QY are parallel (Theor. 13).

(^^} For external conbact.

Tbe z. BAPwtbe z. PXA in the alb. segment of the

circle AFX, and tbe z. €AQ»bheQ7A in tbe alt.

segment of the circle AQY (Theor 49). Bat tbe Z.BAP
essthe Z.GAQ (Thtjor. 8), therefore the Z.lPXA*=bhe z.

^YA and these being alternate angles, PX .and QY are

parallel (Theor. 13). ^
’

- Q. B. D. -

4. Let A and
intersection

^
of

which passes

centre of the other;

gent to the Brsb

P) at A. Join AB

B be the pta. of

two circles onec of

tbrongh 0, the

let CA be tbe tan-

cirole (with centre

and OA.

It is reqd. to prove that OA bisects the z. C A Br
Join OB.
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Proof—Since OA»OB being radii, therefore the z.

OABssthe L. OBA iTheoc. 5 . Bat she c. CAO^ehe Z.

OBA ui abe ftU. segmeuD (L'neor. 49. Tderefore the z.

CAO Bathe Z. OAB, % <>, AO biaecta the z. CAB

Q D.

Let two circlea APB and ABC intersect at A and

B, and through P ®°y P* tb® cir-

cle APB let the si. PAC, PBD
be drav7n to cut '

)
the circle ABD at

C and D Through ’ ^ B draw EPP tan-

gent to",the circle ^ ^ c APB. Join CD

It IS read, to prove that EF and CD are parallel.

Join AB
Proof—The z. PAB is sapplement of the Z. SAC>

(Theor 1), also the z. BDO i* supBlenoent of the Z. BAC
(Thpor. 40' the z. PAB* the z. BDO But the

Z. FPB=»6h6 z. PAB in the aU, segment (Tfaeor 49'.

ffifaerehire the z.PPB=ath«* z. BDO, and these be xng al-

ternate angles, £F and CD parallel (Tbsor. 13;.

Q. B. D.

^^6. Let AB be a tangent to the eirle DECK at the

pt. ,C, and from C fi. let a cl ord CD bo
drswo. Bisect the ® ® ® ttnd

DHC at ihp pte. E '// and H respective-

ly. Prim Band H k draw BP,HP
perpa to the chord

perp.'Othe tangent *& K-'®

Id is -pqd. trt Tirove tha* EG EP and HK « HP.
Jmti EC, ED, HD an'd HG.

Proof—Since the arc ED=zthe arc EC 'by constrnc-
tion), therefore th“ chord EDsthn chord EC (Theor. 45*.

^ ^ECD iTheor. 5i But the
Z.GCE=sthe Z.EDC in the alo segment (Theor. 49).
51 herefore the z.QCE=sthe Z.ECD.

Host, in the A® EGG and EPC,
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ffcha Z.ECQ=fche Z.ECE (proved)

becaaae ^ the z,EGC=»6he' Z.BPC, being rt, angle's

(,atid EG IS common no both

two A® are identically eqnal (Theor 17) ; so thatr‘

EQbsSF. Similarly ii can be provi^d that HEs=HS.
Q. B. D.

'

On the Method of Limits. Page 181.

2. Let DEC be a

diameter
;

let ACB

te DC at one of its

circle and DC its
I

'

1

be drarra perp.

'

extremity C.

It is read, to prove that AB is tangent to the circle

at the pt. C. Draw any chord EP parallel to AB ent-

ting DC at G. '
- ^

Proof—Since EP is parallel to AB, then DG is perp.
to EP. Therefore'EP is bisected at G (Oonverse, Theor,
8l), and this IS true however -cloaer G approaclw to'

If the pb. G mores up' to coincidrnce with th*n
isnee EG altvaypaGP, the pts. E and P will coincide

with Che pc. C, and (hen ibe chord coincides with ACB,
and ent the circle ao one point only.

Hence, nltimately (be sc. line AB is a tangenb at C.

Q. £ D

3. Let two circl s

and P intersect ac A

whoes Odutres are 0

'' and B Join AB

lb 18 reqd.,to prove that when the two circles tonoh
one another the centres and the point of contact are lu

one St. line, ^
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Proof—OF) the Ime of cenbres, bisecbd the comtnoQ

chord AB at right angles at C (giveO) t e., passes

through C the mid pt. of AB This is true however near

A and B approach to each other.

If A aud B come very close bo, one another and ulti*

mabely coincide, then since AC alway8=CB, the pb, G
%vill also coincide with A and B

,
and the circles will

tonoh each other at the pt. C.

Hence, nltimately the sb. hue which joins the centres

of tno circles tonOhiog each other, passes through the

pt. of contact.

Q. S. D.
\

4. Let ABGD be ® quadrila-

teral, and let the side // , CD ,be prodqced
to any pt.'^'E ; then * jl the 'ext. /.ABB
=» the opp. iht. z. ABC (Ex*' 6,,p.
168). r

It 18 reqd. to deduce Theorem 49, from the above
data.

Proof—5;he AB£«s/. ABC fgiven). This is true
however »ear D approaches to C. ,

^
® wovet up to and coincides with C, the chord AB

will ultimately beoooie the chord AC, the line CBE will
beoomei^ie tangent OB', and the Z.ADE wUl become '

the z. AGS'. »

Henue, tfitimstely the Zi ACE'*=«the 4. ABC m tho'
alt. HBgmeot Q. E. D.

5. Left CAB be a circle
ter. Take any pt. C on
of Xtb^ circle, Join AC
18 a rt .angle (Theor. 41)
^hat the tangent at any
perp. to the radius
of QOUtMt,

and AB Its diame*
the circamference
andBC 9henACB
It is reqd. to prove
pt. of a circle is

drawn to the pt.
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Proof—the Z.ACB is n rt. angle (given). This is trne

Twwever Ttear'G approaches to A.

If C moves up to coincidence with A the chord BC
will become the diameter BA, the chord C A will beoomo

the tangent AP, and the z. BCA will beoome the JL

BAP .% Z. BAP is a rt. angle.

Hence the tangent PAQ at the pt. A of the circle AB
C is perp. to the diameter BA (and therefore to the radi*

ns OA) drawn to-the pt. of contact. Q. H. D.

Page 187.

3.„ There can he drawn—

(i) Two direct common tangents and no transverse,

when the given circles intersect, (it) Three common tan-

gents— fteo Idireot and a third at the point of contact^-"

V when the circles have external contact, \iii) One Common
tangent—at the point of contaot—when the circles have
internal contact.

(i) Draw a st.

centres 0 and P,
and respectively

The circles inter-

two points.

Upon OP as diameter describe the circleAOATt With
'centre 0 and radius— the difference of two given radii
(1*4“

—

V^)ss’4i^ draw arcs catting the circle AOA'P at the
pts. A and A'. Join OA and OA' and produce them
to meet the ciroamference of the larger circle at B and B'.
From P draw tho radii PC parallel to OB and PC' parallel
to OB'. Join BG and B'C'. Then BC and B'C' arc the two
direct common tangents.

There will be no transverse common tangents, for P
will he within the circle of construction for transveiss

angentsi

lineOP«r. With
and radii ss* 1*4"

draw two circles,

sect one another at



(
‘6
2 )

lino 0P«*»2‘4p*'.With <

and radii es 1*4^ and
dravr two circles. '

The circles touch

Daily at the pt. B
48]

I

Upon OP as diameter desoribe^the circle CODP. With
centre 0 and radius^ the difference of two given radii

(1*4*'— 4^ draw arcs cutting the circle CODP at A
and A'. Join OA and OA^, and produce them to meet
the circle GO'S at G and G'. Draw the redn PH parallel

to OG and PH' parallel to OG' Join GH, Q'H'. Then
GH* G'H' are the two direct common tangents. Dratf

£BF perp. to OP. Then la a transverse common
tangent to the given circles at B, their pt. of contact, for

F IS on the circle of oonatraction for transverse tangentSi

(iii) Draw a sb. line P0=4'''. With oen*
tresO and P, and radii and 1" rea-

pectively draw two circles The circles tonch
each other inter- nally at the pt. A (Oor.
(ti) Theor. 48] Join pA, Then AP and pO are in one
0t. line (Theor. 48j. Through A draw BAG perp. ito AO.
Then BC is the direct common tangent to the,given cir-

cle at A their pt. of contact, since P is on the circle of
coDBbrBctioiit There are no tc&iiBretse coatcaao l&agooiSt

(ill) Draw a fib, -p line PO =8''. With
'

centres 0 and'P, >— radii ** 1*4^

^nd ^^ceapeotively ( draw two circles
BE' BB and AA'

( J C'C. The cirolot

neither cut nor \<^ v\ touch each other.

Upon OP as diameter describe the circle DPD'O.
With centre 0 and radius = the difference of two given
radii 1*'},=b*4* draw arcs cutting the circle DPD'O

(ii) Draw a st.

centres 0 and P,
I*' respectively

GQ3 and H B H'
each other exter*

[Oor. (i) Theoi.

m
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at 6 and G'. Jem OG and OG*^ snd practice Ibcn* to

aeet the circle BS'EB a£ B sni B^ Draw »he redit PA
parallel to OB and PA' para*!*! to OB'. Join AB, A'B'.
•Xa=a AB and A'B' are she tiTO direct cOEmon tan-

genre.

With centre 0 and radin? = tbs snm of two girea
radu (l'4''-rl'^jt = 2 4'* draw arcs casting the circle

DPI^'O at Band
J}'.

Join OD and OB' casting the
cjcle BBB'B at JS' and E re-psctiTeir. Draw tba
radii PC parallel to OD' and PC' parallel to OD on opp,
s:des of OP. Join CS and C'E. Tnsn CB snd C'B' are
two trassrerss cemmon tangentr. In sai* cars there
are four COiaaiOii saneentSt

- 2 Sttf,giire in Bz, 1, K)—Draw a st. line OPssS*',
"With centre® 0 and P and radii» 2*^ end -S^ raspectirely
draw two circles. The circles inceraec: each other at two
pis.

Draw the commnn tanseai, as in Ex. 1, (»;, In Ibis

csss. OA or OA'«,r—S'>«i.2'.
BC=PA~yOP*-OA- = /2s-i.2i=/2^=* l-e"

Also B O'=» 1*6’', Measars BO and B'C' and it will be
foand that each of tberr.=l*6''.

Sesf.gure in Bz, 1, (tC)—Draw a line 0P*=
1*8% With centres 0 and P, and radii=*l'2^ and *6"

respEciiTsIr draw two circle?. The circles toacb each
other exiernsHj st the pr, B [Gor. (i), Theor. 48],

Draw she CTramon taneanr®,- n« in Ex. 1, (i) la
this case OA or 0A'=(1 2"— *o'jsa'6*’.

_ ^GH=AP=yow- -OA*=yi*8--'6= =
3*/ nesnj. G'H'=I.7'' nearly.

,,
GH, G'fi', sed it wiU be fonnd tna: each c£

taea» 1
*
7^, <>

4. Bra— a st, line
eentresPand 0, and
1" resoectirely draw

cattiog
»nd P.

0P=*2*1" With
radii =* 1-7*' and
two circlesBBB'P
one another at B
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* Upon OP is diamobor dawribe a cirolc* 'With centira

Pand tadia8*»6h6 diff*}tQnco of ttbo given radu(l
i=s<7'' draw arcs ontting the otrole (with diameter OP)
jio H and H' Join PH, PH' and prodnoo bhem to

meet the circle CEFC' at 0 and O'. Draw the radii OB
parallel to PC and OB' parallel to PC'i

Join BC, B'C'. Then BC, B'C' ore iho two direct

common tangents.

BC=.0'H=.y0P-‘-HP-‘«= y2.1^--7*

198" nearly. Al<»o B' C'=a 1*08" nearly. Mcaenre BC,

B'C', and it will bo fonnd that each of themBBl>98".

Join £F catting OP at A. Lot OAesfli, 'tbon AP«
OP-OA»2l-a!. Bat OE*-OA“ = AE* -= EP* —
AP®, or P - a® aa 1*7* - (2*1 - x)®, or 3*2 x«i2‘52,

.*. x=a.8'.

Bat EF= 2 0A=» 2 X *8sal 6". Moaaaro EF and it

will,be foaadsaL6".

Produce EF botbways to meet BC, B'C' at D and D'
respectively. Measnre BD, DC, B'D' and B'C', and it(

will be found that BD^DC ond B'D'saD'O'. Hence'
DD' bisects the common tangents BC, B'C'.

6. See figure in Ex 1, {-iv)—Draw a st. lino 0P=
3". With centres 0 and P, and radii = 1*6" and *8"

draw two circles. The circles neither ont nor tonch each
other.

Draw oil the common tangonta, as in Ks. 1, (ttil.
'

In this case OG or 0Q'=(l*6"-*8"ys=-8'*' ond OD or OD'
s=»(l6"+-8")=24".

6. Talie a st line OP of any length. With cenlireB'
() and P-tand radii of equal length draw two equal cir-
cles. “ Through 0 and ^ g P draw AOC, BPD,
diameters, of these ^ “v oiroles, enpb perp. to
OP. Join AB, CD. (o-4^pVThen AB, -CD arc
the two reqd. direct common tangents.

X
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7. Seefigure in Baa, 1, (i). It is Wqd. to prove

thofi the two direct) cominon tangents BC, B C are

equal. Join AP, A P. * .

Proof—Since OA = OA', OP is common, and

»OAP and OA'P rt- angles, the two A® OAP
OA'P are canal (Tbeor. 18): ‘«o that AP=A'P. But

AP«BC, and A'P«B'C' A BC=B'C'.

8cc/ij;ii.re iiijE®. 1, in)— It la roqd. to prove
^
that

the two tranpvprsp common tangents CE and are

eonat. Join PB, PD «

Proof—Since Che Z. PDO is a rt. nnqlp (Theoi*. 4l)

and tbt* z. C'E'O a rc. angle (Tbeor 46), therefore the

Z. C'E^O = the Z. PDO. Hence PD, C'B" are parallel

('Iheor 18j. Buc PC^ is parallel to OD (by conscrnction);

therefoTP the figmc DPC'E', is a poralellogrnra. Therefore

PD=«C'E' (Thcor. 21>. Similarly, PD'=GE.

Bnc PD=/F0~ 'DO 2 . PD'« ypO^ - D'O" and DO
«aD'0 (by consCructiou). PD=PD', /. C'E'«=CB.

Q. E. D.
''

8i See figure in Ev 1, fi). 'Produce BC, B'C' lo

meet at D. Jom OD, PD. It is required to prove that
OD and PD are in the same st. hne.

Proof—The A® BOD and B'OD are identically
equal (Theor. 18), becanoo OB=OB', OD is common m
both and the Z. 0BD=the ^ OB'D being rt>. angles
(Theor, 46), bo that the Z.BDO=ihe Z. B'DO That i»,

OD bisects the Z.BDB'.
Similarly it can be proved that PD biflecfs the aame

angle. Therefore ODand PD or** m the same eh line.

TSecfigure ^n Ex. 1, (tv.--^Leb CJE, C'JS' uicersect at
PK and KO. It IS rt'ijd. to prove that PK

and KO are in tho samo "t. tine-

_ —The A® PCK and PC'K are identically equal
(Theor. 18), because PC=PC\ PK is common to both,
and the z. PCK he z. PC^K being rt angles (Thpnr.
46); so i»,ib the z: P K C=^thp z.PKC'«§ Z.CKC',
Similarly it can he proved that the Z- E]£0s=tlie /*

il'KO=i Z:EKE', tbo,.L CKC'= he .1 Exi .

5
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Therpfore the z.s PKC, PKC', EKO ftnd are oil

equal

Now the £j> PKC'+PKC+CKE'=2 rt. z.s (Iheoi‘.

1 )

the z.® PKC+CKE'+E'K0»2 rt. z.s. Hence
PE and KO aie lu the eame st.^lme (Theor 2

)

Q E

d. Let two given oirotee have external contact at A,
j

and let FQ be a direct common tangent drann to touch

the circles at P and Q. Join AP, AQ It is reqd.^ to

prove that the /.PAQ s. is a rt, angle.

Let the common tan- T ) gent to the two

_ a a. *

ciroleM at A meet PQ in B
Proof

—

iSiiioe BA and BP are two tangents from B,
theielore BA=PB ^Theor. 47, Cor.)« Therefore the z.

BAP

»

the z. BPA Similarly , therefore the

Z. BAQ— 'he z. BQA.
Z.BAP+Z. BAQ=z. BPA+z. BftA, oi; z,

PACI«/l BPA+Z BQA '

. . the z. PAQ'is a rt. angle (Inference 4, Theot 16)

\ Q. E, D,
On Loci. Foot of Page 188.

(t) See Hgure %n Ex. 4, page 147

.

The locus of the centres of the circles which pass
through two given points is a straight Iin^ bisecting the
line joining the two given points at right angles,

(tt) See figure %n Ex, 11, page 177.

The locus of the centres of cirdles which toncb a given
straight line at a given point is a straight hue perpendl-
culax to the given straight line at the given point.
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(lit) Seefigure in Ex. 8, (i), page'179.

The locus of ihe cenbres of circles which touch a
given circle atja given point is the straight line passing

through the centre of thu given circle and the given

point.

(tv) Seefigure in Ex. 12, page 177.^

The locus of the centres of circles which touch a
given straight hoe and have a given radius is the two
straight lines parallel to the gii^en straight line on either I

side of it and at a distance equal to the given radius

from It.

(V) Seefigure in Ex, 8, (li), page 179.

The locus of the centres of circles which touch a given

circle and have a given radios is one or 6ther of ths two
concentric circles whose radn are equal to the sum and
difference of the two radii refepectivelv.

(vi) See figures in Exa. 12 and 18, page 177.
1

The locus of. the centres of circles which touch two
given straight lines is a pair of straight hues bisecting ^

the angles between the two given straight hues.
(,

'If the given straight lines are paToUcl, the locus is the

/straight line parallel to the given Miaight lines and
midway between them.

Page 189.

1. Let A, B, C be

It is reqd. ,to draw a

A, B, C. Join AB,

any three given pts.

circle to pass through

BC.
t

The centre of a circle passing through the pts. A, B
lies on the st. line GD bisectixig AB at rt, [Note (ij,

page 188]r
” -

'
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The oentre of a circle pasajng through the ptg»' B, C '

line on the at), line PE bisecting BC at rt. /.s [Note (i),
^

page 188]. >

the pt> 0 \7here the at. lines GDi EE interseot

aatiahea both^ihe conditions and is therefore the reqd'.

centre. With centre 0 and radius OA draw the ciiole

which will also pass through B and C.
)

2. Ijet A be any ^ pt. on the st. line PQ

and B any other pt. (
]

outside it. It is reqd.

to draw a circle to touch PQ at A and

pass through the given pt. B Join BA.

If aicirole touches the st. line PQ>t A, its centre lies

on the^ist. line EA perp. to PQ at A [Mote page^

188.]

If! a oirple ipasses through two given ptp. A and B,
its centre lies on the st.Shne BC bisecting AB at rt.

[Note (t], page 188j.

the pt 0 where the|let. knes EA, DC intersect

satisfies both the oonditioos, and is therefore the reqd.
centre. With centre 0 and radios OA draw the circle

which will tonoh the st. line PQ at A and pass through
B.

3. Let C bo the oentre of the given circle and A ary
pt. on It. Leo B be any other 'pt. outside the circle.

It la reqd. to draw a circle to touch thiS
circle im A and to pass through B*
Join CA and pro* dace it to any pt.

P. Join AB.' o

If a circle .touches the given circle with centre C at
tbn pt .A, It? centre lies on the st.lline through CA [Note
Itn), page (88],

*- - -
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If 8 cucle passes throa^b B, A fts cenWe lie&'on the

Btil ImeBD bisecting BA ati rb. z.® [Note (I'i, page 188^<

=tbe ptr. 0 where the st. lines OF and ED intersect

satishes both the conditions, and is therefore the reqd.

centre. With centre 0 and radios OA draw ' the circU

which will touch the circle with centre C at A and pass

through B.

4. Let P be a pt. at a distance of

4*5 cm. from a given at. line AB. It

IS reqd. to oraw two
j
F-^r M / circles of radijis

3*2 cm. to pass J through^ P and

to touch AB *

Locus of the centres of circles of radius 3*2 cm. which

touch the given st hue AB is a st. line EF parall elto

AB situated at a distance of 3*2 cm. from it [Note (iv),

page 188].

Locus df the centres of circles of radius 3 2 cm. which
pa^s through P is a circle 'CGD, with centre P and radios

I s 3‘2 cm. Let these two loci intersect at C and D.

Then C and.D satisfy both the conditions, and are
therefore the "reqd. centres. With centres C, D and
radine=3*2 cm. draw two circles which will pass through
P and touch AB at H, £.

5. Draw a

6 cm. With
and radii «= 6

reepec 1

1

v e 1 y
cles. It is reqd.

^

cle of radius 3 5 c

each of the
externally.

Loons .of the centre of a circle of radios, 3*6 cm.
touching the given circle of radios 3 cm. eiterqally 'is a
circle whose centre 18 A and radiuses i3+3*5j« 6*5 bin.
[Note tv’, page 188].

st. line AB=s
centres A, B,
cm. and 2 cm.
draw two cir-

to draw ‘a cir»

cm. to touch
given circles



f
'Iioaas of the canbra of a* oirole of radios 8*5 caa.

feoochiag the giren circle of radios 2 cm. f,externally is a

'circle whose centre is S and radius=(2 +8*5) *3 5*5 cm.

J.Nobe (v), page 188]

.

With centres A and B, and radu=36*5 cm. and 5*5

cm. respectively draw arcs on either side of AB catting

at C and D.

Then C and D are the reqd.^ centres. \ With centres

C aVdD, and radias=a3 a cm. draw two circles. ’ These

circles will touch the two given circles at Q, H, M, and

L. Thns there are tWO solutions of this problem.

^
The c'entre) IT of the smallest circle, wbich'tooches

the gi7ea,oiEcle3 with centres A an^ B externally, lies

on AB hud way between the pts. E and T where the

given circles cat .AB

f EP«=AB—-AE-—EB=6—3— 2«1| cm. Therefore

EN the radios of the smallest circles 1. EF— 5 cm.^ — t

6. Make the z.
^

AOBoTG*. It is

teqd. to describe a oir- cL cle of radios 1*2'’'

-to touch the lines 0A, y
^ OB \

> \ H ,

If a circle touches two st. lines 0A{ OB its centre

.lies on OF, the bisector of the z. AOB [Note (vt), page

188],

Locus of the centre of a circle of radios 1*2^ and
touching the st. hoe OB is a st. line DE parallel to OB
at a distance of 1 2'' from it. [Note (^V), page 188].

. . the pt. C where the st. lines PO, DE intersect is

the reqd. centre. With centre C and radins- 1*2'' draw
a circle which will touch OA, OB at G, H respectively.
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7, Let 0 be tbe

given circle of radi-

distabce of 5 cm.,

at. line AB. It is

tvro circles of radios

X touch the given cir-

given sb. line AB,

centre of n,

ns S’5 cm. aba
from a given

reqd. bo draiT

2’5 cnit bo

/cle and tba

Locos of centres of circles of radios 2*5 cm. touching

the given sb. line AB is a sb line ££* parallel^ to AB/ at

a distance of 2 5 cm. from lO. [Note {iv), page 188].

Locos of centres of circlps of radius 2 5 cm, touching

the given circle v^ch centre 0 is one or other of two circles

^hose common qeotre is 0 and radius = (Vo d- 2*5) or 6
em. and (3 5 - 2*5 > or 1 cm respectively. [Note (v), page
IS*)} The hrsb circle BLCBL cuts £F at C and B } but

1 the ocher does nob Then G and B are ohe'rcqd. centres.

With centres 0, B ond radias=2 5 dm draw two circles

which Will Conch che given circle at II, N^and the given
Bt. line AB at G, S.

8,, Let AB, CB be any two parallel st. linos and BP
anv transversal cut- C ting AB, CB at

E, P re"ppctively. 16 reqd. to draw a

circle to touch AB, ^ CD and jEP.
f*

Locos of the centres of circles tonching BP and CB
is one or other of the et, lines PO, PP bisecting the

BPC, EPB respectively [Note (t>ih page 188],

Locus of the centres of circles touching PE and AB
is one or other of the st, hues BO, EP bisecting the

AEP, PBB respectively [Note 'Vi', page 188].

Hence 0 where PO, EO'meet, and P where PP, BP
meet are the reqd. ceotres. Since the circles touch AB
and QD) their centres are equi-disbant from AB and CB.
Hence their radii are each= half the perp. discaooe be-

‘ ivireen AB and CD. Draw che reqd. circles.

These circles are eqiU, b causa chair radii ara equal.
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9. .-let EMH
iTvhoBe centre is D,
iti,agiTeDqt line

to draw a circle to

cticle EMH, and
C.

bfe "ft given" circle

end C ft 1^1' • n I ^

{ AB It 13 rtqd.

itonch'the given

t the,St line AB ak

k *

Conatruction-rAt C draw CK nerp. AB then the

'pcntroof the reqd. circle lies on CH pft’ire

1883> From D <ohe centre of the circle EMH draw BG'

perp.^^o AB cutting the circle at F. Produce GB to uip^'t

the circtle again ap E. Join EC cutting the cq^cle at H>
\ Join BH and produce 10 to meet CH at K. 'IbetiE is

the centre of the reqd. circle, t ^
^

^Proof—Sinc^ EG, KC are both pe p. to AB, there-

fore they are pftraUel^lEx. 2, page,dli ’
'

the A BEHe*,the alt. A HCB>('l'henr. 14', ^gam
since BB»«1>H, therefore . the A DES^iObe A BSE,
^Iheof, 5)

the A H0K*»the A BHE~Dhe vertioally opp.

A KHp.
’

' ^

'

‘ 'EH=EC. Draw a circle .with centre H and
rndiu^HHl 'Itieu this circle will touch th e giriu oiicle

EMH at H and the given st. line AB at the given
pti C

^
,

Another Circle cau he diawn to satisfy the givtn
' conditiuns. Join CF and produce it to meet the .cicle

at M, Join BM. Produce MB, CK to lutetat Lf Iheu
L IS the centre of the reqd circle

,

Since BM=DF, 1 he A l)MF=iho A BFM iTheor.
5'= ibe veriicallj opp a GIC (Iheor. 3)*=:ihealt. A

riiFCK Therefore LM==LC
be a given st line-

pt. on a
,

•^iven cir.

• 18 0 It 19 reqd
to touch AB, and
circle a C Join
CD perp, to 00,

lO. Let AB
and C a given
cle whose ceacre
to draw a circle

also the given
00. A't C draw

t-
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m«pting AB m'P Thp*i CD will be the'commoa tan-

gent) to the >»iven circle and the reqd. one. - '
^

' Oeutire of the reqd circle touching the giv^ cirele

afi C lies on the at. line through 0, C. [Note itt), page
188]

' Again the centre of the reqd. circle which touches 'the

at lines CD, AB lies on one or nth^r of the sb lines BP,
DQ th& birectora of the CDB,'CDA respectively [Note
(dt,pagel8Sj %

,
the pts. P, Q where OC prodhoed bothways 'meet

DP, DQ are the reqd. centres. With centres P, Q and

V radii PC, QC' re-pactiv ly, draw two ' circles wl ioh

touch the given circle at C und the given .st*. line AB
at P, E.

(2) Locna of centres of circles touching the st. lines

.<, GA 13 one hr osner of the st> lines CIj, I2 Cl ^ the
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bispctors of the ani;les between BC and CA {Note

^
page 188].

Let BI„ CTj meet at ; CIi, BTi at I^, BIj, CTj at'

Ij, and Big Cl, at L the orw. I, I, and I, cBMafy

both the conditions; they .are the cetjtr«;« of the reqd.

circles. With oentres 1, Ij and I, draw the circles «
in diairram.

Thus there nr* foTlT circles to touch each of the three

given St. lines AB, BC, CA

Bage 191.

’
' 1 Let BC be

'given angle nnd
It 18 reqd to des-

BC, having I'S

and vertex on the

^the given base, G ibe

£B the given se. line,

cube a triangle upon
vertical angle =» Z.

line £F.

Uoon BC describe a segment BADC containing an

angle taihe Z.G Pcob. 24). Then the vertex of the reqd.

triangle lies on the arc ABDC. Also the vertex lies' on

the St. line £F. Therefore, the pts A 1) where the

segment BADC cats the st. line £F represent Thu

vertices of nh.. reql triangle. Join AB, AC,-^ DB, DC.
Then ABC DBG are the two reqd. triangles.

2.{ Let BC be the given base and G the given ver*

caal angle. Upon BC 'describe a segment BAG contain*
ing a|i angUoKhbe given Z. G tProh 24l Then the

vertex of the trmngle whose bni<e is BC and the vertionl

angles; z. ^ lies on the aro BAC. ~
t

(t) Let BF de*
' one of the sides of

centre B and radma
Then the vertex of

lies on this arc.

A where this
/

note the length of

the triangle. With
*=EF draw an arc.

the reqd. triangle

Therefore the pt.

aro cuts the are

I BAC 18 the reqd vertex. Join AB, AC Then ABC is

the nqd. triangle. I
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<it) Let EP denote _ ^ ^ a* - length of the

altifiode. AH B draw perp, to BO
making BD = EP.

Vlll

4

From D draw DA'
parallel to BG. Then vertex of the

read# triangle also lies on the line

DA'. Therefore" the pts, A where

AD' cnts the arc BAG are the reqd. vertioea* Join AB,
AC, A'B, A'C. Then ABC. A'BC are the reqd. tri-

angles. '

tiii) Let EP denote the length of the

median which bisects jk^***^ Bisect BC
at D. With centro

/ v^' i A ® radius »
EP draw an arc. Then vertex of

the reqd. triangle al^o ay'^^ lies on this aro.

Therefore the pte. A, where this

arc cnts the ate BAC ® are the reqd ver-

tices. Join AB, AC.:A'B, A'C. Then jABC, A'BC are

the reqd. triangles.
I

(iv) Let D be the P®*"”*

Toni the vertex to the / /'^\\ \ BO. At D
fraw DA perp. to BO. I ^ Then the vertex

of the reqd triagnle lies on the pt.

line DA, ^Ihercfore m the pt. A where

DA meets the arc 'BAC IS the reqd. vertex. Join BA,
AC. Tnen ABC is the r<qd. triangle.

3. Construct the

in the Text Book.

r

I

triangle as given

/

Proof—Since the arc AP=:bhe arc PB (hv constrne-
bioni, therefore the A ACP=*the jL PCB (Tbeor 43'.

Hence the sb. line CP is the bisecrnr of the vertical z,

ACB which IB eqnal to the given Z. K» Therefore ABO
18 the reqd triangle.
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>

Proof—Since the Z. ACB=the z. K, tbe Z.BXCaBj[

Z. K. end z. A C B == Z. BXC+z. XBC,(Tbeor. ]6 k

tberefoie l. XBC=Z. ACB - Z. BXC=Z. K
Z. K=the z. BXC. CX=CB ('Theor. 6). ;BC+

C'AsssAC+CX*=AX»=H.
,

Therefore ABC is the reqd.

trinnele. AY cuts the smaller segment at C'. Join

'AC', BC' and BY Then it can be proved that ABC' i8

another such triangle. , ,

,
6» Let BC he the

given angle and the

the difference of the

given 'base^ B ‘the

line F equal to

remaining' sides.

, Construction—On BC deeoribe a segment BAtJ boh-
’ taming an angle equal i» B, aU6 another segment BOO
contaimng an angle z. 90’+ j E, (Prob 24h - With cen-
tre C and radmss=F draw an arc cuECing the arc BOC at

' D Join CD and produce it to ineet^tbe arc BAC a,D A.
Join AB Then ABC is the reqd. triangle.

Proof—The + ADB=180' — z. BDC=180 — (go’

+ J E'=go’— iE
The z.BDC=:z.BAl)+z. ABB, (Theor. 16),

iherefoie the z. BAD= Z. BBC — z. ABB=i90’+iE)— E=90’— 4 E. Therefore the 'z. ADB=the z. BAB,
• and hence.AB=AB jTheor 6). AC-AB=AC-^D=
DCe=P, ABC is the reqdi A. ^

t
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Page 198 •

1. With any pt. 0
ssScm draw a circle,

circle draw a tan*

At A make the z.®

60", the arma AB,
cle at B C Join

the reqd. inocribed

^ The L. GAB= A ACB
=60"; and the aHAG=
fTheor. 49)—60". Bnt the

180"'(Theor. 1). Therefore

the A ABC is equiangular,

(Gor. Theor. 6).

as centre and radius

At any pp. A on the

'pent GAH (Frob 22

)

GAB, HAG each=
AO mpeSiop the cir-

BC. Then ABC is

equilateral triangle.

in the alt. segment (Theor. 49)

aABC in the alt. segment

A® GAB, BAG and CAH—
the aBAG alao=60°. Hence
and consequently equilateral

Draw any radios OQ. At O'make the A^ QOP, QOB
each=320*. At Q,P,B. draw EP,DB,DP' tangeuts to the

circle meeting one another at D,E aud F. Then DEF is

the reqd. circnmscnhed triangle.

' Since the A® POQ, QOBi, P0B/=360* (Gor. 3, Theor. 1)

therefore the aBOE=360*—240*=s 120". Since the a®
OPD, OBD are rt. angles (Theor 46), therefore the pts.

D,P,0,Bi are concyolio (Converse, Theor 40) ; Therefore
the A® PDE, POE =! 180" (Theor, 40). Therefore the
aPDE= 180"—120"=60". Similarly^ it can be shown
that the a® PEQ, EFQ each =60*. Hence the ABEF
is equiangular, and consequently equilateral (cor.

Theor. 6).

2. Draw a st. line

centres B, C and
two arcs cutting one
AB, AG. Then ABC
ral triangle.

BG=8 cm
^

With
radiU8=8 cm. draw
another at A. Join
18 the reqd. equxUte-

Bisect the A® BAG, ACB' by the st. lines AK, CH
eittiBg one another at 0, Thea.O is the centre nf the
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inscMhed circle (Frob. 26). Lab AE, CH meeb BC, AB
afi K and H. '

^

'

,
.*. AE bisects BC at rt. angles, and CH bisects AB

'

at rt. angles (Ex. 1 page 19).

And AE and CH cab one another at 0. Therefore 0
18 also the centre of the circamscnbed circle (Prob. 25)

Produce AB, AC to F and G. Biseob the CBF,
BCG by the 8t. lines BF, CP meeting each other at P.
Tbe'n P is the centre of the escribed circle (Prob. 27).

Join PE. The A PBO = 120‘ = Z. BOG. There,

fore their halves are equal, so that Z. PBC==Z. PCB=:
60*, hence PB*=PC ( Theor. 6 ). The A*® BEP, PEC
are identically equal (Theor. 7), beonuae FB^^PC, BE<=>
EC (proved) and PE is common to both, so that the z>

BEP=the Z. PEC and these beine adjacent angles,

each 18 a rt Z.. Bub the' Z. BEA^ is also art. Z..

Therefore AE abd EPlare in one et. line.
t

The A® BAE end BEP are congruent, because z.

BEA= Z.BEP being rt. angles, z.ABE= Z.EBP being''

=60’, and BE is common bo both '(Theor. 17) There-

fore AE=EP Since AE is the^m'edian of the A ABC,

0E~^ AE,^A0*=»| AE (Oor. Proposition III, page 97).

/. AOs 2 OE, and EPs3 OE. Hence the oircum-

radius OA and ex*radias PE are respectively double and<^i

treble of the in-radiuff OE. ' AE =» J AC^ «• E 0^ =» ‘

— =3 9 oui. nearly.

‘ OEas^-X 6'9sa2 3 cm., .*. 0Aai4’6 cm. andj P E
6‘9 cm. . ^ ,

Measure them and it will be fondd tbat.0E=a2'3 cm.,

0Ass4'6 cm. and PE=:6*9 cm. '

(^) Draw a at, line ^.0=2*5'’. At'B, C make the Z.*

CBA, BCA=:66’ and 50’ respectively, the arms BA, CA,

meeting at A. 'Thea ABC u the reqd. triangle. Biseob
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BC, AC at E and D. D draw pprps,

E 0, DO meeting other at 0. With
^

centre 0 and radius* ®r\j^ ® circle

Avhicn will pass ® through C and A alse

(Prob. 25). Measure 0 B and it will be

found to beeel"39.^

(%%t Draw the A A'BO making jl B=72“, a C=s
44".

(Ill Also draw the AA'^BC makingz.B= 41",ALC=
a" but on the other pide Jt AC. Circumscribe a circle in

each ca'>e and measure the radius which will be found to

be '1*39'’^ in each case. The vertical ^ A=130"— B+C),
^Theor. l6;=l30“-{6«"+ 50")=64" in Case (i..

Z.A'=l8u"—(72*+ o4")= 04" in case (ii),

Z. A'''=lb0"—(41"+23")= 116" in case (iii).

Bccau>^e the base BG is of the same lengih in all the
cases, and the vertical,/. A lii ca^e (ii =» the vertical /. *

A' in o,ase,(U)= the suppiemenb angle of the vertical

/uA" 111 case (ill)
,
therefore they he on the same circle

fl’heors. 3'J and 40, converses). Hence their circnm-
radii are equal.

4. See figure in Ex. 1.—With any pt. 0 as centre
and radius=4 cm. describe a circle. Inscribe and cir-
cumscribe tqnilateral A® ABC, DEE in and abont this ,

circle, .as in .Kx 1 Draw AK perp. to BC, The A®
AB£, AKC aie congruent, beenuse AB=AC, AO is
common to both, and the /. AKB=r.he /. AEG being
rt. angles Theor. 18), thereh»f-p BK=KC. That is, AK '

^bisects the base BC Join uK, then it is perp. to BG
(Theor. 31i. Therefore AK, OK are in one at. line.
Join CO and produce it to meet AB at M. It can be
proved that CP is a median of the A ABC. 0K= I AO •

^Oor Prop. Ill, page 97) =2 cm.
;

’ *

„^Sc°ce KC = /0C«~0K^=y4"—2-* = 3’46 cm.
Therefore BC= 2X3*46= 6*9 cm. nearjv. Measure BC
and It will be found to be 6*9 cm. AK=A0+0K=4+ 2 = 6 cm. Hence the area of the A ABCoi. BC *

AK= X 8*9 X 6 s»20'7 aq. cnii
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Since 0 18 the in centre of ibe ABEP, DO bisects the

JL. EDF (Prob, 26)i .*. DO when prodaced would bisect

EP ao rt. angles. (SetfEx 1, page 19).

Again since both DO prodaced and OQ are perp. to

lEP from 0, DO and OQ are in the same str. line; i. c ,

DOQ is a median of A DBF. Siroilarlj it can be shown

that POP 18 also a median of A DEP. DQ=3 0Q=s

32 cm Also PP=3 OP=32 cm. F0=f PP=8 cm.

QP=/P0'* - 0Q^'=y»'‘ - cm

.*. area of the A DEP*S EP. DQ^QP D(i*=12x

6 9 or 82 8 sq cm.=4 X 20 7 sq. cm.=4 A ABC.

5 . Let ABC be a A trianele. Bisect

<£.®ABG, ACB by th^s

meeting at I. ^Tfieo 'V
^ centre of

the nsen bed circle (Prob.v26). Draw
ID, IB, IF perp SI on ® ec AB. BC and CA
respectively. Since ^D, IB, IP are radii of the iriBcnbed

circle, therefore each of tbem=r. Join lA.

AIAB=JID 'aB=J cr. a lBC«i IE. BC=|
ar, and A IOA*=+ IF. AC~i 6r.

Bat the A ABC=A IBC+A ICA+A lAB
= J ar-i-br-i-erss^ (n+i+c} r.

In tb- A ABC, if AB=9 cm., BCs=8 cm , and ACs
^

7 cm., then ID v/ili be fonud to De 2 24 cm. on measor*
ing

A ABC=3(a+b+c)ra^9+S^7 )x224
26*8 sq, cm. Draw AG perp. to BC. Tlien AG will be

found tolbe.6*7 Jem. (see page 111*. *In this case the A
ABC AG. BC==JX'6’7x8=26 8sq cm.

Thus It iB.evident that the formula—A ABC=4 (a+
4+c) T—ia true.

,
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Lek ABG be

the sidee AB, AC no

JBiaect the CBHi
BO, CO meeting at

centre of the esorib*

opposite to Ai From
perps. to AH, AK,
Since OD, OB, OB

atritcgle. Prod««i

any ptis, K ftod K
BC£ by the st. hue*

0. Then 0 w the

ed circle (Prob, 2
*

1)

0 draw OD, OB, OB,

B C resptctivelj

.

are the radii of the

escribed circle, therefore each of them— Join AU.

A AB0«J OD. BA=i A AC0=J OB. AC=
1 hr,, and A BC0«i OB ar^. '

Bub the aABC=(A AC04*AAB}P)-A BC0«(J
cri)— i ari=J (b+c - o) 1*1

^

In the A ABC, if B0=5 cm., AC—4 cm., and AB=»
3 ora., then OB will be found to be 6 cm. on measure-

ment.

.% A ABC=»i (h-tc-a) {4+3~5)x6=6 sq.

cm.

Draw AG perp. to BC, then it will be found to be 2’4

cm. (see page Lll of the Book). In this case the A
ABC=s \ AG. BG=i X 2 4 X 5=3:6 sq. cm.

Thus it is evident that the formula A ABC=| (&q-c
— o) r,, is tiue.

7. Construct the AABC in which a

=

6*3 cm., bssS cm., and c«5*l cm.
(Prob. 8). Bisect (""Von® * sides AB, AO
at G,H respectively, \ J AtG, H draw GO,
HO perps. to AB, AO metsting each

*

^ other at 0 Then 0 is the centre of the circle ctrcums-
ctihed about the A ABC (Prob. 25). Join OA and mea-
sure It ; it will be iound to be.3*2 cm. nearly,

Bfom A, B, C draw AD, BB, CE perps to BC, AC,AB respeotively. Measure AD, BB and CE, and it will
be found that AD«2*4 cm., BB««5‘04 cm, and CEa^
3*yo cm. '

.

' '

6
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If AD, CE be repreaeDfced by pi, pj and p,

\ ' he 3x5*1 ,
ca

reepeobively, then
2x2T“® ^ ^

6*3x3
2pi 2X2'4(

’6*1 x6*3 „ „ , j— — =3 3*2 cm. nearly and
2X5*04

^ 2pj 2x?*96'

2p2

3*2 om.

nearly.

_ A<. >« « ho ca _ ab
/. The oircnm-radiUB 0*a=3*2 .

' 1. Wibh'centre 0
oribe a oirole, and lu

nfeters AC, BD at rb.

Join AB, BC, DD,
the reqd. equate, since

(Theor. 41), and atiy^

Page 199.

and ral3ius= l'5^des-

V ‘angles roioecn other,

f • DA. Then ABCD is

itB Z.® are all'ro. Z.®

'Bide, say BC*=s

yBo» +oc» « y2‘0F’»oByr« i*B/2Tor 2 *12^

^
Meusare BC and ib wiU be foond bo >be 2*12'’' long.

Area of the 8qaare=»’BC®“20B®=2x(l’5)®, dr 4*5

sq.^in. ‘
.

2. See fig ^n Ex l.~With centre 0 and radlnsaa*
•'1*5'’', draw a circle, and take in ib two diameters AC,7BD
at rt. angles to each'bbher Draw tangents at the,>ptiS.

A, B, C, 0, catting one another ab E, F, C, K Then
BFGH IS the reqd. circumscribed sqaaie. Join AB, B6,
CD, DA.

Since EH, BD ann FG are at rt. angles to the same st.,

line AB ,
they are parallel. Similarly EF, AC and HC

are parallel. >

''

'

each of the 6g8.'jEFQHj EEDB", BDGF, AEFC is

a Paralleldgratn, > '
t i .

‘
»

FG=EH=iBD=ACi=EP,=GK. <

Now Z.EBD is a rt. z., .*. the Parallelogram EHDB
is a rectangle. »
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is also a rt. 2L. .'.EEGS is a sqaave.

Becaase cbe rectaDgles EBBH and BDG^ are respeo*

<5ive!y doable of the A® ABD and BDC,

the whole square EFGH=* twice the square AECD

3, SeeUginEsi /.—take a line BF=7*5 ctn., end

on 10 describe a square (Prob. 13.)» BisfectEF, EG atB, C,

at B, C draw BD, CA perps. to EF» EG intersecting ac 0»

With centre 0 and radi«s==0B describe a circle ,
it will

touch the sides at A, B, C and D.

In the BOCP since the z.® BEG, OBC, OCE are

T\ jL^, .\B0CP IB R rectangle
,

0B=0C, also Z.

BOGsaa rt. z.« each of the angles at 0 are ro. angles.

Fold the square about AC ; then since A® AGE and
ACG are rt. Z.®, GP will fall on CG > and because CF=CG>
E Will fall oil G. Now since Z.® CEB and CGE are equal

<being rt angles), EB falls on GD
Again since z.® BOG and COB are rt. A®, OB falls

on OB.

/, B falls on B OB=i:OB ; and £.0DG= Z.OBE
ta a rt. ZL. Hence the ciicle tenches GH at B.

Similarly, It can b" proved that 0A=:0C (= 0B,
.
proved) and Z. 0AE« Z. OCE-a rt. Hencj the
circle touches EG and EH at C and A. it is the
insen^id circle.

A See Etff. in Ex> f.—T)raw a sqtj'ire ABCB on a
line AB^6 cm Join AC, BB entting one another at 0,
(Then the diagonals AC and BD are eqiit.i, and they bisect
one another at 0. .\ 0A=*0B=±0C=0B With centre
y and radmsssOA describe a circle

;
then it will pass

tbrongh B, C, D also. ,% it is the circnmscribed circln.

Measure the diameter BB, and it will be found to be
6‘5 cm. long.

SD«yAp:f7p‘«AB/2*s:G/2,
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5, T?itb anv p8i 0 i r as ceufre and radios

*sl’8'^ draw a circle, /^|^vX With any pt A as

center on the cir- comfereiica and ra-

dinssai'^draw an arc cutting the circle at

D Join Atficndat A and H draw st#

lines AB, IDG perp®, to AjD; meeting'the

circle at B and C. Join BC Then AB
CD Iff the rcqd. rectangle. Join AC, BD f they are

diagonals since ABC, BAB are rt. then they cub

one another at centre 0.

The side BG= /AO-* -AB-* *= /d'h-* -3-*= or
2" nearly.

Ornvr tlie diameter £*011 perp, to BB, Join FB, F B
BBand £D, Then FB£B is a square inscribed in t h
circle Draw AG perp'. to BB.

Area of the aq. FB£D3=2 the ^ FBB=>F0. BD ;
and

area of the reot. A<BCDa>2 the A ABD=AG BD,

Now, AO being the hypotenuse ia greater than AG.
But FO»AO (being radii) FO is greater than AG, •'

A FO, BB is greater than AG. BB.

Therefore the area of the sq. F6BB is greater tbaur

the urea of the recc. ABCB,
Likef/iseit can be proved that the sq FBBB' ler

greate>' than soy other luscnbed rectangle.

Bence of all the rectangles inscribed in a circle the
square bus tbc greatest area, s

6, Let ABCD be a

equilateral triangle
I

given c’rcle, and let,

lengths rf tberr srifesi

A square and ABF an

inscribed in thw
t

a and h denote the-

If r denote the radius of the given circle, then BD’^
AB*+AD*, or (,2 r)* s»tt* — 2 or r*’a»J

i
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Aii**AG*+EG" oro*=s{r+J lOrf^’**

5^9**
;

6*XE®-AO+OG*AO+i AO«sr+i r],

/. I 6*, r- 3 «*=2 6*-

7 Let AB6D be p * tqatre ineccibed im

s, -cirrfe sod let F ^ ®®y P^*

AD Join PA, PD, / / \ \ PB. PC. It is rcqd

to prose tbftt the- ( / V
j

<1 APD = three

times any one of the \ ^ / .i.® APD, BPO end

jCPD. ^
Proof—Since the chordc AB, BC, CD are equal to one

{
•

‘ soother, the atoB AB, BC, CD are also equal (fbeor. 41}

;

and hence the APB, BPC, CPD subtended by these

equal arcs are equal ( Theor« 48 ).

Hence the ^ APD««/. APB+Z. BPC+A CPD **3

times any one of the APB, BPC, and GPD£8iDoe
these are equal angles].

8 Let 0 be the a h eentre of a given
circle Construe*
two diameters EG 5 V ^'''d PH. At E and
G draw tanjrents A ^79 AEB and DGC.

and H draw LX.! tangents AHD,
BPC, cutting the former tangents *t
A, D, B, C. Then ABCD is the reqd. rhombus.

Proof—Because tha AHO, OPC are rt Z.®

(Tbeor. 4€), therefore AD, BC are parallel (Tbeor. 13j.

Similarly, AB, DC are parallel, Heoce the Fig. ABCD is a
-paraUelogram, so that AD=BC and AB=DC (Theor. 21).

But AD-f.BC=AB+ DC (See Et. 14, page 177) 2 BC
=7 DC, or BC- DC. Hence the sides AB,BC, CD, DA
are all equal to oas another. Hence the fig. ABCD is a
chombae.
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_ 9. Let ABCD R be a ^rren Bq;DBr»

and X a point on the ' ^side" A'8.

Cons.—Draw thej^ .diagonals AC, BD
intersecting a'b

0“
* pro-*

dnce lb bo meet CD X ^ at Q . -Through . 0
draw BOP perp. to \)^ XQ meeting AD at

E .and BC at P.
,

P ® Join E(i, QP,. PX
and XE. 'Then XPQE is the reqd. square.

Proof—In the A® AOE and OPC, because AO=00
(Cor. 3j Tbeor.‘‘21) tbez.AOE=bhe Z.P0C, and thez.0AE
= theBlb. Z.0CP

,
.*,che A® are congruent; so that

E0.=0P (Theor. 17J. Similarly , lb can be proved that

X0=0^. Now in the A®. XOE and EOQ, X0=0Q^
EO I'e common and the /:.XOE=Z.EQI^ (being ft. z.®)

therefore XE=EQ (Theor 4) Similarly ih can be proved
that QP=PX, PX=XE.^'Hence the fig. XPC^E is a
rhombus.

,

' ' ^ '

The z.A0B=bbe aEOX (being rt. Z.®^) , take away
the common aAOX. the z.XOB=tbe Z.AOE.

,

Now, in the A® BOX and AOE, B0=AO, the z.A’’'OB=

the z.AOE and the z.XBO=tbe Z.EAO (each being 46*)

.*. A® are equal. OX=0E (Theor. |^7). Z,XEO=a

Z.EX0=45*, since'tbe third Z.EOX of the A EOX 15 a '

rt^ Z.. Also OX=OP (since each =5OE), z.OXP=
Z. XP0= 45 ". z. EXP= A ,EXO+ z. OXP=.90V

A the rhombus EXPO is a square.
) j. * */L ** ”

10. Let ABGB
^ M H b .

sqoare.

Cons. —Bisect the 'Jx sides AB, BC, CD,

DA at) E, P, G, H E ir^ G respectively. Join ^

EP, PG. GH, HE. K X/ '
' 1 lieii -EPGH is the

reqd square. j ' F u ' ‘ v

Proof—iJoin PH and EG. Then PH and EG are equal

and intersect at rt. z.® at 0. That is the diagon^ate of
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fig. EFGH are equal, and bisect one another at’ it, Z.K

the fig. EEGH IS a tqnare (see proof. Ex. 9).

Let) KLMN he any other inecnhed eqnare. Join tha'

diagonals 'KM, EL ; then these 'wiU intersect at the pt. 0.

Because OK is greater than OE.and OLis greater than

or (Theor. 12), therefore -which i8=0K^+ 0L*,
- is greater than EE®, which is=OE^+OF*. That is,

the tq. KLME as less than the sq. EFGH Similarjy it

can he proved that any other sqnare’ inscribed in the

given sq. ABCD, is greater than the sq. EFGH.

Hence EFGH is the square of noinimnin area inecnhed

in the given sq. ABCD.

11 . Let ABCD H he a given rectangk*

(i) Join BD, and ' diameter

describe a circle. ‘ Since BAD and BCD
are rb. angled tri» angles and BD is

their common hypo- teniise, therefore the

circle described on diameter

passes throngh the ^ pts. A and G (Ex. 1,

page 165), and is therefore the oircamscribed cticte of the

rectangle ABCD.

( li) Cons.—'At the pts. A »^iid D make the z.® DAH,
ADH eatsh =: 45", the arms AH,DH meeting at H. Then
the Z.AHDe=90-”. Throngh the pts. B and C draw st.

lines EBF, FCG parallel to AH, DH respectively, meeting
each other at F,and the st. lines HA, HD produced at the
pts. E and G. Then’ the fig. EFGH is the reqd. square.

Proof—The fig. EFGH is a rectangle ( by construe’

'

tion k therefore EH=»FG, HG—EF ^Tbeor.' 21). ‘

How, the Z.HAD«45",aDd the z.DAB=90*, there-
fore th^ Z.EAB *=3 45*. Consequently the z.EBA=!45*.

18 an isosoele's A* Similarly, it can be shown
that DCG IB an isosceles A*'

,

How m the A® BAB and DCG, 'aB*DC, /.ABB«
j^DGC (being rt. z.8)'and 2,EBAa= Z.6CD veach being
45 ), therefore EA=DG (Theor. 17) .But the Z.HAD=5
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-’

l6a Z.HDA (by cun'*.), benoe EA=«HO (Theor. Wfj
Thertifore (i<ince Hfi^a H.G««FGa«iiF«
Therefore the reot EFGH 48 a square.

13. Let 'EBF g be a cfiren quadrant,
(i) Biseot the ^ N EBP by the st. line

BD meeting the arc = BP D. At D drav
the r-nneent 61)H ^ meet-
iag BE, BP prodiioed

l
** ® respec-

tively Bisect the Z.BfiO by the st,

line HO meeting C F BDatO. Dravr the
iDsonbed circle of A GBH.

Then 0 is the m-centre of the A GBH (Prob. f6).

Then the circle inscribed in the AOBH is the reqd circle,

becanse it touches each of the sides BG, BH, and touches

GH at D. Now, 81 nee GH is a common tangent to

the circle and the Arc EF at J), the circle touches the arc

EF at D Bence it is the reqd. circle.
,

(%%) From D draw DA, DC perpo. to BG, BH respec-

tively. Then ABCD is the reqd. square.

In the two A® ABD, BCD, becairse z.BADn £.BCD
(being at nnglue , Z,ABO=Z.l)BC (by cons.) and BDiSy
common to both

,
the A^ ere identically equal

(Theor. 17) .*. ADsDC And the fig i ABCD is a rect-

angle (by cons ) Hence it is a square, and it is inscribed

in the quadrant EBF.
Page 200.

1. {%) With any pt. 0 as centre and

radinss:! cm. des- h/^ \ oribe a circle. Let

CIJF be one of its diameters. With
centre C and radins =C0 draw an arc

cutting the circle at K̂ / B and D* Through

B and D draw the diameters BOE,
DOA. Join AB, BO, *" CD, D£»EF and FA.
Bmca the A® BOC, COD are equilateral, Z.DOC=60*=.
.d-BOC. .\ ^AOC IS al8o=:60’=»z.l)OE=Z.EOP=z.
FOA. Thus each of the il® at 0=s60*=iof 360*. .%AB
DEF is the reqd. regnlar hezag9n\Frob. 30 ),
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(ii) With any ^ pt, 0 afTcpfltra andf

radiuB»4 cm. des-, onbe a circlp. Dra'w
any two diameters BOF, HOD at rt.

an (r|eR Co each other*
f

Draw the diameteia
A0£, GOC bisecting '^/ \ ^he angles between
the 6rst' two diame* ters. Then each of
the angles at 0 is (Videnth =45'*= Jnf
860\ JoinAB.BC, CD, DB EF, PG, GH and HA
Then ABCDBFGH 18 tbe read, regular octagon
(Prob. SO).

(mi Set jig. in E%, (ti.

Bisect the angles AOB BOC, etc. at the centre 0, bv
OH, OK OL. OM ON Obr resnectively. Join AH, HB>
BK| KC,CL LD DM jjfg, EN, NP, PG 'ud GA. Tht-n

each of Che angles at 0=s30‘=tt of S60*. the 6g,
AHBKCLDMENPG >8 the reqd. regular dodecagon.

2 (ti With anv c pb 0 as centre and
radius sa 1*6'’^ des- enbe a circle. Ins-
cribe a regular hexagon in thiscirde
abidEx. Kii; and B ---^O 'k let A, B, C, D,E, P'
be its angnlar pta Draw tangents to
the circle at these P*^®* meeting one
another at G H,K, l L, M and N. The
resulting fig. GHKIiMN is the reqd. circumscribed regit
lar bexagou.

Join OH, OK, OL, OB and OC.
Proof Because the OBK and OCK are rt. z.®,

therefore the z.® BOC .and BKC togethor=:2 rt.
(Inf. 5, Theor. 16). But the z.B0C= 60* [proved in
Ex. 3> (i)J, therefore the z.BKC=s 120'. Similarly it can
be pro^d that each of the z.® CLD, DMB, BNP, PGA

AHBsslUO". Hence the fig. GHKLMN is equi-
gnanlar.

.

** ^

- Again because the circle touches the st. lines HK and ,

KL, therefore OK bisects the Z.HKL (Ex. 6, poge 177>'
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Similarly OH.'OTj'bieect the z.® GHK, KLD reapectively

Hence each of thp z.® OHK, OKH, 0£L, OLK*=60*j

the OHK, CKL are equiangalar, and therefore

equilateral. .*. HK=OK=KL. .
" ,

Similarly it can be proved that KLaLM, and bo on.

Hence the fig. GHKLUIH is also equilateral. Therefore

GHKLMN 18 a regular figure.
, 5

>

Measure all the sides of the hexagon GHKLHH and

they will be found to be equel to,one another ;.aleo mea-*

sure the angles and it will he found that each of the

angle8=120". Henoe^the.fig* iSr^egular.

. {«; With any* .a k h 0 “ centre and

radius ea 16* des- enhe a circle. Ins-

cribe a regular 'n. T octagon in it
;
and let

K, L, M, H, P, Q, t 'B-'. S ha its angular

pts. Draw tan- ® gents to the circle at

these pts.' cutting one another at A, B,

C, D, E, P, G and H., The resulting fig. ABCDEP6H
18 the reqd circamscribed regular octagon.

Proof— Proceed as in the case of Er. 2, {i).

Measure all the sides and angles of the octagon, and
16 will be found that all its sides are equal, and each of

the angles=135*.. Hence the fig. is regular.

8. Let 0 be the

le. Inscribe a

BECE in it. Join

fihen ABC is the

triangle in It. Leb^

lengths of their . E

centre of a given cir*

regular hexagon AB
AB, BC and CA.

inscribed equilateral

a and h denote the

Bides.

Join OA, OB and OC. Then the Z.B0Cs=2 the
Z.BAC(Theor. 38)= 120’. z.^ OBC -and OCB are

16)' Bat z.0BC=*
.^OCB, since O^BbOC

, each of the z.®s=30*. Also
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the Z.BBG, being the angle of a regnlar hexagon=120*

;

and zt can be proved as before that z,BBC= ilE0B=
30". NoWyio the two A® BOG, BEG, side BC is common,
Z.OBC=/.EBC, Z.OCB=Z.ECB (each - being= .-10").

,*. two A® are tqaa!. /. the AB0G=^ tbe fig BOCE.
Similarly it can be proved'ihat AA0C=^ tne fig. AOCB,
and the AAOB=i »he fi'g. aOBD. Hence summing
np we have the AABC= J the hexagon ADBEGF.

(m) Becansp ^ AB'=0B“ (Ex. 6, page 199;, oc AB®
=3 OB^ ,

and OB=BE,
/. AB==3 AD=, that is, 6*

4. With any q pt. 0 as centre and
radia5=£^ des- cribe a circle. At
0 make an ii.COD q

=1' of 360", or 51**4

nearly by means h ^ fi of the protractor.

Join CD Set off ^ chords DB, BP, PO,
GA and AB each equal to CD ronnd
the circumference. o Join BC, Then

ABCDEFG is the reqd, inscribed heptagon.

Becanse 7 times tbe z. ABC+360"=2x7 rt. ij.®=
1260* (Cor* 1, Theor. 16), therefore the iLABC=i (1260*
—360*)=l28f*. Measure the ^ABC, and n side AB,
and it will be found that Z.ABC= 128*'6 nearly, and
AB=173*'.

Page 201,

I. Draw a at. ' line CD=2^, and an

C and D make £j> DCB, CDE eaqh=
120*, making CB, Af,” o DE each =2'^.“ At
B and E again A make the CBA,
DEP each=120*, \jJ

,

snaking BA, EP
each=2^. Join AP. Then ABCDEP
is the reqd., regular hexagon on a side
of 2^. '

.

Bisect the BCD, CDE by the* at. lines CO, DO
meeting at 0, With centre 0 and radios 00 dcEcribe a
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•trtiie ; then thie eirele ia tho eireaaieribed ejrels Slie-

hezngon ABGDEF (Prob S^l)

From 0 draw OL perp to CD. With centre O' and
radius OL describe a circle ; then this oireie is the

inacnbed circle of the hexsi^on ABCDEF (Prob 31 1,

Bv calc'iinMon the z. OCD &= 60* => /. ODC, and
hence=) l. COD (Theor. lb). A OCD is equilateral.

0C=sCD=^*, the eircnm-di ini-*rer =» 4'*'. Now,

cL=j cD=r. oL-you'-UL" =/rrT= ys
>1*73'^, therefore the ia*di«meier=: j*46*.

Meas-ire the eirouin*diamater and the tn*diameter,

and they will be found to be=s \r and d 46''' respeeciTely.

2. Seejig. xn Ez 2, i<), page 200 :

—

Let 0 he the centre of the given circle, and let

ABCDEF and GHELMN be tbe inscribed and oircnms-
cnbed regular hexagons. Join OB!, OE, OB and OC.
Let OK cut BC at F.

Tneii OP=yOC»-CP»=yOC*-i OC’ = OC,

andOC=BC=yoS='-KC*=y6K* -i 0'K»=r*^^ 0 K

=^ HE Therefore HK=^^ OC.

The A 0HE=i OB. HK=i 0Gx^0C=>^-0C»

,

and the A 0BC=i OP. BC= *^0Cx0C=®^0 C ®

2 4

*=f^0C» = f aohe.
Now, the hexagon ABCDEF«6 AOBC, and tbe

hexagon GHEL1!IN=6 A OHE
^ .*. 'the hexagon ABCDEF= I of the' hexagon

~ GBELHIN
ays
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If 00 10 -cm., then ffbe area of the hesagoQ '

ABCDEP^e A 0BC«6 x «^OC2«6x-^x(lO/s«

150y3 or 259 8 aq. cni<

3. Lso 0 be the A centre of a given

circle, and let ABO isosceles tri-

angle inscribed in it, / \ each of

the z»® ABC, ACB
(\ /^\ /]

18 donble of the L,

BAC. Itisreqd. to V.y M/7 shew that BO is. a

side of a regular pen- tagon inscribed lu

the circle.
® ^

The Z.S ABC+ACB+BAC=180* (Theor. 18^ or

2 Z. BAC+2 L. BAC+Z. BAC, or 6 z. BAC=*180*. ,

/. z. BAC =36". Join OB, OC. Then the z. B0C=»
2 the z. BAC (Theor. 38)=72“=4 of 360".

Hence BC is a side of a regalar pentagon inscribed m
the given citcle (Prob. 30).

"Note^See also Ex. 17, page 171.

4. [i) Draw a

With centres A and
cm. draw two* arcs

p
at 0. With Centre

OB de<^oribe a circle.

CD, D£, EF each

the circumference of the circle. Join FA. Then ABCDEF
IS the leqd. hexagon

[ since A AOB is equilateral ar^d

therefore z. AQB=60*=^ of 360‘j.

Area of the hexagon ABCDEFsts6 times the AOAB^

^ AB® (proved in Ex. 2)=6X^X 16=41-57 sq.

cm.
» * *

(tt) Draw a st. line ABBa4 cm. Produce it both-
ways to any pt?. J eud Q, A* A andB^draw AF, BE
perpp. to AB. Bist at the z,® PAP, EBQ by the et*
iineB AH, BC respectively, making each of tbeni«r4 ea»»

St. line ABa> 4 cm,
B, and radius = 4
cuttiCig^one another

0 and radius OA or

Set off chords BC,
equal to AE round
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Draw HG, CD parallel bo AP or BE makine eaeh=a i nm
With centres G and D, and radin3=4 cm*

at

nd

With centres G and 5^=4 D, and radins=4 cdraw two arcs out- /T '\ ting the Imp AP
P and BE at E. ‘'/rHL”-TN> jJi GP i)E aPE Then ABCD L I EPGH ,s fhe req£,

PE Then ABCD \li
octagon (since each

/ P**" ft

E
jq — UUI

^
.augle=l85").

ed fniio 4 m
^ and BE at M. Then ,the octagon is diy.id-

and a central'aq^a?e/®°®°*‘“
rectangles

_Now AH2=AK=+HK2= 2 AK^ Therefore AK«
V2-7T=2^2om.

AAHK+4'reo» AB AK
7?, o ^^•^K’+4(AB AK)+AB®*4 x a?

+4»-=I6,+ 82/2 + 16*-

, , Page 203.
.

,

1. '^e know that if^g»ieomferenoe ';
,

dTI^eter 7’ * *

(w) 3*14286 ; aiid in

case (%^^)
'

St ^.^=s 3*13953 And mean of the three

rAanU.»- i‘^S^25+ 3 14286'-{-3 13^5 3 ^a -sso'IoaoS.
,^

^

I S t
'

‘2.

^

Length required for 20 complete tnrn8«76*4''.
•*

•« 1 ... turn e ^•77''.

Henoe the cuoamferenoeaaS*77'>'. .„-_8*77^‘
^

nearly. ' ' ' ^ !

. ir.
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8. The wheel makes 4.00 revolntions in 977 yards. ,

• 1 revolafcion ... ’^‘2*4425 yds.
• • ••• •••

Hence the circamference=32*4425 yds.

.
2'4425 ydP._ 2'442o X 3 X 12^ ,

** ^ 28 lu. r 2b

Page 205.

1. The circnmferenoe of a cncle= 2 in cose

fi) the circumference =2x 3*14 X 4*6= 28*3 cm.
,

and in

case (11) the circuinfereuce=2 X 3*1416 X 100 *=628*3 cm.

2 'The area of a circle= in case .(i) the

areas=3 1416 X (2*3)^= 16 62 sq. in.
,
and in case (lij ihe

area=3*i4l593xU0*0)^=352 99 sq. in.

3. See fig in Ex. 1, Page 199.

Let ABC D he the circle inscribed inthesqnnrc

BPGH whose side= S-G''. The radios BO = J BD= i

EH[= 1*8 era.

Bence the ciroamference=s2 r=2 x3*1416x 1*8=

Il*3l_cra.

And areo='"r^=3’1416x(l*8)*= 10*18 sq. cm.

'4. Seejigt ^?ll, Page 199. <

Since the diameter of the, circle is the diagonal .of .the

square. ,*. the diagoual= 2x7=14 era And the area

of the eqoare=| ^produce of diagonals)= ^ xl4x 14=98

sq. cm. And the area of the cirolo='”‘r* X7**=154

sq* cm. .*. the difiereficc of the areas=l54—>98= 56 sq.

cm.

5. Let 0 be the

concentric circles of

Then the area of the>

these two circles
='**’.

(OA*-OB^«3*1416

»3’1416 X 14=43*98 sq. in.

common centre of two
radii 5*7'’’ and 4*3'»

circular ring between
OA'*-"’^. OB®**^
^6*7 X 6*7 -4*3 X 4*3 )
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. 6» See fig in Ex 5.

Let 0 be the oeutce of two concentric circles, and let

AB be drawn tangent to the inner circle from anj point

A on the enter circle. Area of a circle of radios

(OA* — 0B®j saarea of cheering (see £z. 5^.

7. See fig. in Ex. 1 ,
Page 199,

Let ABCD be the rectangle inscribed in a circle. Join

Ac, BD. The area of the rectangle^ABx AD~8>< 6aa

48 pq. ora. The diameter BD of the circle= ^AB^+AD*
“iySi+ ddsslO era. The radius= 5 cm* Hence tiie

area of the circle^"" r*=s3 1416 X 5 X 5=s78'5 sq. cm.

The area of the four segments out side the rectangle

«

78 5 — 48«es30*6 sq. cm.

8. The area of the reqd. squarecstbe area of the circle

whose radius is 6*e='*X 5*=3*1416 X 25 «b 78 54 sq. in.

the side of the required sqaare=^y!78 64=8’8b'^»=8’S'^.‘

9. See fig. %n Ex ft, - ,

Let 9i’ be the radius of the smaller circle. Then the
radius of the greater circle= fa+ \f, The area of the

22
ring sa (2£C+l;=a22 (given). «

* >

»=s8. the radii are 4" and Z".

10 Let ABC A

triangle whose side

and EDP be the cir— g'

be the equilateral

»4,"and let ABC

oumscribed and ins*

enbed circles. Tjien these circlps are cnncentric, hF^av
thfir common centre ‘ at 0. BP»s^ BC=2'’'. /. A«’
yAB^BP®*=*/l6-<J*=^2y3iti. A0«SAP«|x2

JA »n ,
and 0P=j AF»s|y3 sin. Thediffr-

ttloii ol the~areas of these two cucless'’'^ (AO* — 0P*jsa
j«aM4l6x-V-t;'* 13*57 sq. in. " ' -
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11. Let P

points (l‘5'^,0)aQd

qTnFRT
—

i_
1

1—

P

1 /T
“ n '

'r-

—

-
X

and Q be the

(0, '8") respec*

QP»=/0P^+(lP=*==t.v^ly. Join QP. Then ^ ^

y(1*5*)+ ' *81^= '• With centres P and Q and radii—

7" and 1*0'^ draw two cirde-j ;
then they -wali fionch each

onher externally, because the sum of their radii= •7'^- 1-0"

= l-7"= the distance between the centres P and Q- .*.

their circumferences nre= 2x3*l4X 7=4 4 f
and 2x^ 14

X 1=6 S'" nearly. And their areaa are=3 14 X (‘7/= 1*54

eq. in: ;
and 8* 14xP = 3-14 sq. m. nearly.

12 Let P be Q. U the point (1-6', 1*2^)

With P as centre UZEttiWl and radiu3=r des-

cribe a circle. Join

cle at B. and pro-

OP cutting the cir*

duoo OBi to meet it

to OX Tnen OP
=ypM:2+0M"=yti€}2+,i-2i2=2'". or=op-pr
gam at Q From P draw PH perp

and 0Q=0P+PQ=2'"+r =3'". Thore-

fore the circles described with centre 0 and radii "iT and 3^

will touch the first circle, the former cxtorvally nt R, and
the latter internally at Q. Draw the circles as shown in

the figure.

Page 206
1. Set -fig \n Ecu 8 page 189.

Let AB and CD bo any two parallel st lines and RF
any other st, hue meeting them. It is reqd. to dcsonbe
circles to touch AB, CD, EF.

(i Locus of the centres of ciro'es touching AB and EF
10 one or other of the lines EO, EP which bisfct the
angles AEF, BEF respeotively [Note VI, page 188).

(W) Loous of the centres of circles touching CD and
EF 18 one or other of the hues FO and FP bisecting the
angles CFB and DFB respeokivuly. [Not*^ VI, p 188] .*,

tt.he points 0 and P, where these st. lines lutereeot, are the

7
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Centres of the required ottclea (iii) Agoin, the centres of oil

circles touching two parallel straight 'lines lie on a line

parallel to the givin liiiee and quoway between them.
the points 0 i»nd P are equally distant ffoin CD, hende the
radii|Of the two circles are (qoul the two circles are equal,

2. Let ABGt ^ DEP he two triano

plea which have //A\\ /\ their bases BC. EP
equal, and tl^jrer II / \ cnl z.BAC= tb-

verfiical Z.EDP. It B C is reqd, to show

that their circiimcirolos are also cquul Place the AABC
over the ADEP such that the pt B falls on the pC E,

and BC aloriy EF , then becan«c BC=EP, C will coincide

witn P L>t "GGP lepr'^sfnt tl.« new pr>»ition of 'theA
ABC. ^'el

,
hincc the /.j!iGP=t-he Z.EDP, the poims

D, G P, E are ooiici-clic [Ooiiverse, Theor 39]..*. the

oircum circle of the APEP is also the circum-circle of the

AEGF Therefore the oircuni circles of the A® DEP and

ABC are rqual.

3 Let ABC bo J ^ » triangle, and let

Sand 1 be its oir- cum-centre and in-

centre. And let //Tsiw'\\ ®
It 18 reqd. lo prove ^ V Np that AB = AC.
Because I is the in \ J centre, the JL

BAl= the Z.CAI ^ (Prob 2b >. From S
draw SD, SE perp, to AB, AC. Then since, S is the

circumcontre, .*. D and E are the mid. pts. of AB and AC
respectively (Prob. 25), In the A^ SAD and SAE, ’ the

Z.SDAe= the /lSEA being rt. Z.®, the z. SAD « the z.

SAE, and AS is common to both .*. the A® are equal m
all respects [Theor 17], AD =AE. And since AD,
AE are halves of AB, AC respeotively, AB=AC.

' triangle rt. z.d,

note the diameters

,tbe circumscrived

d=b+c.

4. JLiei ztiiu ne

at A , let D, d de>

of the insocibed and

oircles. It 18 ’ reqd. to show that D~
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Area of the A'ABC=J (a+6+cy; \<rhere r a radios
the insorib.*d circle [Ex. 5, p. 198], and it is also

} cb. i c!> = i (a+ 6-Hfl) r, r
^

'•

a+b-ho '*

Z. A IB a rt.

2 oh
d — 2 r Again because the

angle. a^r=o^^b^. and D=CB=a fProb. 10]..-.D+d
t

_ao+ab + g >o+b)+c^+ b^+ 2cb
a+b+c a+ti+o a 4-6+0

'

fes i(g+ + ’C+ &^^6 g,(c+6) fg 4-6^0^
^

a+6+fl «+6+c =c+6.
5. See fig xtt Ex 5 page lii8.

nA of a A ABC couch tbesideff
AB, BC, CA at D, E and P re'^neciiivuly. It is reqdi to
prove chat t^he a.j^gles of the ADBF are rosppcbively 90

*

ik, JO — iB, 90 — ^C. Because AP and AD are two
tangents drawn Iron, A. AP«AD [Uor

,
Tlieor. 47],

*• Now the AJ'AD+ bhe
*’*^at 18 2 ilADP+z^A*

u
* •*• *>•’0 Z^ADP^OO'-iA.

• J. . . Che A l^l! —90 —4A Similarly, it can be proved
chat che^ Z. pPE = 90 -^B, and the iFDE=90^-iC.

triangle and let I, Jf
lubcnbed ciicle, and
touching the Hide BC.
that I, B, I' and 0
cause IB and IC
bi-eciors of ' he ,i.®B

4..%- lu 1.’“ ~ PB, I'C are the ex-t^nal ^’SPO^tors of the z.s B a^d 0 [Prob. 27], .% the z,^IBIaudlCI arerc. Z.S. z.IBr+z.lOI'=2rt. fs
iheor. SSr'

^ ^ ooncyoUc [conveise,

t’ we 198.

inecribed circletouch the Bides AB, BC. CA at D, E P, respecCively.

b. Let ABC be a
be the centres of the

the epcribed circle

It 18 reqd. to prove
are concyciio. Be*
are the internal
and C(prob. 26;, and
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It wonld be stifiBcient, if we prove that AC —AB»GE
—BE. Beoanse AP=AD, BE=BD’, and CP=CE [Oor.

Tbeor. 47] AC — AB=(AP+CP)—(AD+BDj=(AD-}-
CE^-tAD+BE)=CE-BE.

8. Let ABC be A ^ triangle, of which

the Bide AB IS greater //l\

I and S be its mean- \ tre and circnmcentre.

Join IS, AI andAS B ° ^ It is reqd. to prove

that the ^IAS=J ^Z.C— Z.B). Join SB, SC Since SB=s'

SC (each being oiroum-radiua), the Z.SBC=z.SCB.
Simiiarly ^SBA=Z.SAB and .d. SCA *= Z.SAC z.

C-z.B= ( Z.ACS+Z.BCS )— z.ABS+ ^CBSl= z.

ACS-Z.ABS [since Z.CBS= z.BCS],= Z.CAS- z.

BAS==»(Z.CAI+Z. IAS)-(/_BAI-z.IAS»== 2 the

Z.IAStVZ.CAI=^BAI]. .-.the z.IAS*=H^C-z.B).
(ii) From A draw AD perp. to BO Tnen since lA

is the bisector of the Z.BAO, Z:DAI= J (Z.C— Z.B),

[Ex 3, p. 138] ,
the z.DAI=ohe Z.IAS

, i. e
,
Al is

the bisector of the Z.DAS.

9. Let ABCD ® quadrilateral.

Join diagonals AC, intersecting at

0 Bisect AO. BO
the pts. K. L, M’ F A ^ , respectively.

Through these ots* // \ draw St lines EEP,
ELG, GlffH, Q

— C
AO, BO, CO, D,0 G respectively ; and

let them meet at the pts. E, P, G, H as in theder Then
E, P G, H are the oircum-csntres of the A® AOD, AOB,
BOO and GOD respectively [Prob. 25]

It is reqd. to prove that EPGH is a parallelogram

Because EP, GH are both perps. to AO, therefore EP is

parallel to GH (Es 2, page 41). Agcm because EH, PG
are both perps. to BD, therefore EH and PG are parallel

(Sx. 2, p. 41). Hence the fig EPGH is a parallelogram.
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10. Let ABC be

be the centre of the

comscribe a circle

a triangle and let 1

inscribed circle. Oir-

aboat) the A ABC

and let P be its centre ^ (Prob. 25'. Join AI
and prodace it to meet the circam*circle at 0 Join BX,
IC.

It is reqd. to prove that 0 is the centre o^ the circle,

circnm«cribed about the A BIC. Join BO, CO.
Proof— Because 1 1 ** the in*centtre, therefore AI, BI

and 61 bisect the BAG, ABC and ACB respectively

(Prob. 26). Therefore the z. OlC=the Z.lAC+the z.

IGA (Tneor '16, Obs.)=| z. BAG +^Z. ABC. Agaiu
bncanoe the z. OCB = the z. OAB (Theor. 39)=^
Z. BAG, and the z. BCI=i Z.ACB, therefore the z.

OlC^ohe Z. OCB-f-toe <^BCI ** the Z.0CX, ,*• 0C~
01 (Theor. 6). Likewise it can be proved that OB=01.
Therefore 0B= 01 =0C. Hence 0 ts the centre of the

circle circa ojscriDed about the ABIC (Theor. d3l.

11, Let BC be en the base, GH the
El

albitade, and PLL the

scribed circle of a

radias of the circam

triangle. It is reqd.

to construct the triangle’

Cons. Bisect BC at D. At D draw DF perp. to BC.
Tnen the circam-centre lies on DP (Prob. 25). With
centre C and radias=sP[L draw an arc cutting PD at 0.
With centre 0 and radius OG draw the circle BAG. At
B draw BE perp to BC making BE=QH. Prom E draw
EA' parallel to BC, catting the circle at 'A and A'. Join
AB. AC, A'B and A'O.

Then ABC and A'BG are the two reqd, triangles sft*

tisfyiDg the given conditions

,
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. f z.0EC= Z.DSC (beiner rb.z.®),

becaase ^ Z-OCE— Z.DGE (oroved),

EC IS common to bosh,

/.tvfo A^arfi identically equal ;
.*.0E=BD.

2 . (^) Let ABO A • be an acute-angled

tnanofle. Draw AD, \ K P®^P® Irom

A, B,G on opp, aides. DE, EP, PD.
Tben^ DBP is the pedal A- It is reqd.

to prove that AB, BC, CA are external

bisectors of theA®P, B ^ D, E of the pedal A-
H G

t

PC 18 the internal bisector of the Z.DPB. (Theor.

II, page 208) ,
and AB is pern to PC. it is the exter-

nal bisector of the same z. DPE, becaase internal <and
external bisectori of an angle are at rt, angles to one
another (See Bz. 6. page 13).

Similary it can be shown that BC, GA are external

bisectors of Z.® P'DE and DEP respectively,

(^^l Let ABC L A be a A obtuse"

angled at C. Draw AE, BD, CP perps.

from A, B, C to opp. sides. Then D and
E will be pts. on produced and
BC produced res- pectively. Join DE,
EP, PD and pio- I q duoe them both-
ways. Than DEP is the pedal A-

Now, CP bisects the z. DPE internally .*. AB
(being perp to CP) is ibe external bisector of the
Z.DPE.

Again, AE bisects the z. PEK (Theor. II on p.
208 », ^. e., bisects the z. PED externally

,

at the
-> bottom of p 208) ECB, being perp. to AE bisects the

Z.PED internally. For the same reason DCA being
pnrp. Nif) the external bisector BD of tlie Z. PDE, bisects
the z. PDE infernally. ,

'

3. See figs in Ex. 2— First let us suppose the AABC to be acute-angled as in Fig. ui Ez. 2' u). The z.
B0C=z.P0E. Tne angles "APO, AEO of the quadl.
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A'POE are supplemenbary (since each is a rt. the

fig. is coDcyciic (Oon verse, Theor. 40). Z.® EOE and

EAE are supplementary. Bnb Z. F0E=5Z.B0C, .*. Z.

BOC and z. FAE {%e, the Z. BAG) ore supplemeniaiy.

Let the A be obtnee*ancied at G, as in Fig. in iSi; 2

(ii) Since Z. 0DA= Z. OFA being rt. z.®, the pts. F
A, 0. D are concyclic (Oonverae, Tbeor 39;, z FAD
=:zF0D in' the same sagment FAOD ofi the cirol'e

(Tneor. o9)
, %.e ,

the zBAC= Z BOG.

4. See fig. %n Em 2 (i)—In the A BOG, the lines

BF, OD are perpe. from vertices B, G. 0 to opp. sides G0|

BO. BG ] and they intersect at A. Hence A is the ortho-

centre of the ABOC.
Similarly, it can be proved that B is the orthocentre of

the A AOG, hnd G is that of the A AOB And 0 is

given to be the orthooentre of A ABC. each of the

four pts 0, A, B, G 18 the ortboceutie of the A whose

vertices are the other three
'

5 Let 0 he the

AABG. Join OA,
scribe circles about
AOG, AOB. It IS

all these circles are

orthocentre of th

OB, 00. Oircnm
the A® ABO, BOCe
reqd to prove that

eqnal.

Take any pt. G on the circle circumscribing the AABO
on the side of AC remote from B Join AG, CG

The Z BOC=8npplemeno of the z ABC [Esc. 3 ft),'

=the Z AGO ( Theor 40 ) Now fold the fig. AOGG
about the st-yline AC ,

then the pt G concides wuh a po

,

say G' on the same side of AC as 0< and AG, CG coii.oides

with AG', CG', Now zA0C«=zAGC= £AG'C, C and
6' lie on the same arc AOG (Converse, Tneoi. dQi That
18 , the pt) G on the arc AGO coincides with a pt G' on she
arc AOG By taking other pis on the arc AGO, it can be
similarly shown that each of them coincides wi h coi res-

ponding pts on rhe arc AOG. .‘.rbe whole arc AGO ooincidea
With the arc AOG. /.the segment AGO the scgmencAOG.
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Similarly by fiaking any pt., say K| on the arc AHG
and joining AK, KC, it can be proved that eegment ABC
sasegment AHC.

,
by adding the circle ABCGj=the circle AOCH.

In ,the same way iti can bo proved than each of the

eircle circnmacribing AOB> BOC is also= the
^
circle

ABGG.
,

‘ 6. Each of the F Z.® ADB and AEB is

a rt. Z. (Theor. 41)
, /\e ®

perps. from B ai'd A °PP*
BFof theAABP..*.G orthocentre of

|ihe A APB. Now the
^

perp. from P on
,

AB
must pass through G. ,

° PGH is perp. to

iAB,
' 7. Let ABC be a A. tnanele. Draw BE

CP'perps. to AC, AB, cutting one another

at 0. Than 0 'IS the /^^\ \ orthooentre. Des-

cribe a circle about the A ABC,, ai^

draw the diameter ^ AK. Join BK, CK.
Then BOCK shall be parm.

Since Z. ACK is a rt. Z. (Theor. 40), Z,A,CK'= Z.

AEB. .*.BE i. 6. BO and KC are parallel (Theor. 13).

Similarly it can bo nrovpd that CP, e. CO and BK are

parallej. fig. BOCK is a parallelogram,

,

8. See Fig. %n Ex, 7—Let ABC be a A* Draw BE,
CP perps. from B, C on AC, AB, and let them cut at 0.

'Then 0 is the orthoceubre of A ABC. Describe a
circle about the A ABO, and draw the diameter AK.
Bisect BC at G. Join OG, and produce it. It is reqd.

to prove that it will pass throngb K. Join OK.
' Now BOCK IS a parfn. (proved in Ex. 7), .r. its
diagonals BC, OK bisect one another That is, the -pb. Gi
the mid. pi, of BC, lies on OK, pts. 0, G, K, are in same
St. line

; ^. e ,
- OG produOed passes through K.

Also 0G=:GK,
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I 9. Let 0 be the

ABC
,

Draw AG
Then 0 liea^on AG.
about the A ABC
Join 0£ , produce
the circam circle ao

It 19 reqd. ho prove

orthocentre of a A
perp. from'A £o'BC.

Describe a' ' circle

Hiseob base BC at £.
0£ and AG to meet
P'aiidD. J6in DF.
tha»DF is parallpP

ho the base BC, Join AF Then AF is diameber bhrongh
A (See Ex! 8). /. A.DF =1 n z. (Theor. 41) =Z.
AGB. .*.BC and FD are parallel (Theor. 13 ).

'

10. See Fxg. %n Ex. 9—Lee 0 be the orfcbooenire

and P hhe eiroumcenr.re of a A ABC Draw AOG pern,

from A bo BC Ueyoribe the circle about the A ABC,
and draw the diameoer AFF Join OF 'cubbing BC
at B Then £ ib the nitd. pr>. of BC as well as of OF
(proved III Ex. 8). Join F£. Then F£ is perp. bo BC
from E (Theor 31). lo is reqd. to prove that A0=:2 PE,

In the A AFO, F is the mid. pb. of AF, and E
the mid. pt of OF. FE«| AO. or A0= 2 PE. {Ex,

3, page C4j

11 Let 0 be p- a the orthooentre of

a A ABC. Join P®’
S, D. B, F be the

1
oircurooentres of

the A® ABC, BOC, -AOC, AOB respec-

tively Join DE, EF, FD. Ib 18 reqd.

to prove that the A ABC= the A
DBF lu all respects

Join 5A, SB. SC, PA, FB, EA, EC, DB and DC.
These ara xhe radii of circles ciroiimsoribsd about the

A® ABC, BOC, AOC and AOB which ,nre all eqnal^

(proved in Ex. .‘.these lines are all eqhal to one another.

eaon n( bbe fags. . SBDC, SAFB and SAEC IB a
rhombns. '

.*. CD is parallel to BS, and BS is parallel to AF. .*.

CD.and AF are parallel , and they are also equal .*. AC
=PD (Theor, 20). <

Similarly it can be shown that AB=sED
,
BCs=FE.

Thus we have the three sides of the A ABC respecbirely
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Qqnftl to the three sidOs of the A DSF i
**• the

are eqnal id all respecu*.

12. See Fig, %n Ex, 9.—Let A be the given vertex,

0 the orthocentre, and P the circiimcentare. It is rcqd.

to construot the triangle.

The triangle is constructed if vre know the base.

IQow troin tilxv lO, we know ohat AO is aonble the perp,

didtauce of the base from P, and is parallel to that perp.

Henoe we have the following construction.

Constraction—Join AO, AP With P as centre

and radios PA draw the circle ACDB. From P draw
PS parallel to AO, making PE = A AO. At £ draw
BEC nerp to P£ meeting the circle at B and C. Join

AB, AO. Tneu ABC is the reqd. triangle.

Page 211.

1. Let BC be ^ given base and
X the given verti- /x cal nni»le ; and let

ABC be one of the pyT -y. A® on the busy

BO, whose vertical p/A angle A«=/l X.
I Prodnce AB to any o I \ '/ j\ pt D and AC to

' any pt. E Bi«ect
\J'4

^

and BCE oy BIj, intersecting at
Then is the excentre opp, to A. It is leqd. to find

the locus of Ij.

The jl BIj C=90*— § A {See Ex. 7, p 47) =constRnb,
since z. A is coii'ttant (being always— Z. X', and BO is

a given line./, locus of 1^ is the arc of a segment of which
BO 18 a chord, and which ooutains an angle=90* — J A.

the given st. tine;

two parallel st. lines

and B Bisect the
AC, BC, and let

, , _ IS reqd. to find the
loons of 0 . .

The sum of the z.s PAB and QBA= 180* (Theor. U).
sum of their hnlvpq=90% %. e., 4ABC+ 4BAG= 90*

/. the 4ACB=99*:
,

2. Let AB be
let AP, BQ be any
drawn through A
4 S PAB, (^BA by
them meet at C. 'It
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the locns of C is the circle desciibed on AB ea a
diameter (Tbeor. 41).

3. tSee Ex 6 page 265.

4. L«-t BDE bo c,g-^ 0”® **^*® systeid of

concentric circles ^bose common centre

18 0. Let A be the
)e) fi*®d pt., and let AB

he a tanutot drawn from A to the circle

BDE It IS reqd. to ^ find the loooa of the

pt. B.

Join OB, OA. Since 0 and A are fixed pts , OA is a

fixed at lute. And the zT ABO i« a rc. Z. ( Tneor 46 ).

locus of B IS the circle drawn on OA as diameter.

5 See fig tn Ex 7, paqe 170. Let BODE bo the e:tven

circle, and D and E two fixed pts. on it. Let DC, EB be
two such sr. lin)><< drawn from D and E, that the arc BG
interce oted between them b^* of cooacant length

,
and let

them meet at A. It is reqd. to hud the locus of A.

Since arc D£ and BC are of constant lengths, the

DBE and BDC subtended by these arcs at the circum
fireuce are also o^ constant magnitudes.

Now the z. DAB=the z. BDC— the z. ABD i Thcor.

16). .*. the /.DABortbe z. DAE is alio constant,
and Binee tne Z. DAE stands on the hzed line D£, the
locus of A 18 the arc of a segment of which DE is a coord,
and wnicu contains augle=ihe Z.BDC—the Z.ABD.

6. Let A, B be ^—x. two fixed pts. on the

circumference of a
f o \

circle ABPQ.and let

PQ be an) diameter. Join AP, BQ and let

them nrterseco at C I'* J® reqd. to find the

locus of C.
^

Join A^ Since A, B are fixed pts. arc AB is Of

some fixed length the Z. A(iB subtended by this

arc at the circumference is of constant magnitude. And
the z. PAQ 18 a rt. Z. (Tneor. 40). the Z. AOB which
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»= Z.PAQ,+ Z.AQB (Theor. 16) ie also constant. And

since ohe L, ACB stands on a fixed line AB, the locos of

G IS the arc of a segment of which AB is a chord, and

which contains an angle= fiO'+the JL AQB
7 Let BAG be an> triangle des-

cribed on the fixed f ^
ba«c BC, and having

Its vertical BAG
{

' «» 8*^®“

zlX. Lot BA be y produced to P snch

that BP=BA -I-AC. !*»

the locos of P. Join ^ fx

,

PC*

Since BP=BA+AC, therefore AP= AC, and hence

the z. APC=the A AGP (Theor. 5). The z.BAC=
the jL APG+ the Z. AGP (Theor. 16, Ohs.) = 2 the

Z. APC. Therefore the Z. APC = ^ the ZL BAG e= J
Z. X Hence the z. APC is also constant. Therefore

the locos of P IS the arc of a segment on the fixed chord

BC, containing an angle=i the Z. X
8. Let CBAbe the given circle of

which AB is the \ fixed chord. Draw
any other chord AC com-
plete the parallelo- '— gram ABDG. Craw
the diagonals DA, GB catting one another at 0. It is

reqd. to find the locae of 0.

Sinco the diagonals of a paralleigram bisect one
another, therefore 0 is tbe middle pt. of the chord BC

;

and since this chord passes throngh the fixed pt B,
therefore tbe locus of its middle pt. 0 is the circle 0B(i
whose diameter B^ = the radios of tbe given circle CBA
(See Ex. 6, jiage 165i

9 Let OA, OB
at rt. angles to one
be a position of the
slides between them.
PX. QX perps. to

let the perps. meet at

the locus of X.

be two rnlers placed
another, and let

straight rod which
From P and Q draw
OA and OB, and
X It is reqd. to find
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The 6g. 1 < by conabrncfcion, a rpctangle
;
there*

fore Its dift£roJ3>i|p OX, PQ are eqnal. Since the rod PQ
IS of constant l'‘ui.rilj OX is also of 'o instant lengDii

,

and the 0 ip s fixed pt Therefore the locna of X
18 the qn tdrautj Mit,erc'Dtied betireen OA and OB, of the

circle whope centre IS 0, and whose radiuss: the length

of the rod PQ.
10. Let two cir- oles intersect at A

and B, and let P be R®* c**""

cumference of one of p(<^(|/jL*®^ )
them. From P two

Bb lines PA, PB are drawn and prodnced

to cut the other cii ole ^ Y at*'X and T Join

AY, BX inteisecting at G. It is reqd to find the locus

of c :
,

Because A and B are fixed pts
,

therefore the

APB, AXB and AYB are of constant macfnibiideSf

Therefore the ext. Z. XBT, being=3the APXB+the z»

XPB (Theor 16 Obs ) is constant
;
and therefore the ext.

Z. ACB which 18= the z.CBy+ the Z.CYB (Theor. 16,

Obs.) IS alpo constant. And this , Z. ACB stands on fr

fixed hue AB.
Hence the locus of C is the arc of a segment on the

fixed chord AB, containing a constant angles* z.P-h
Z.X+ZLT=Z.P+2 Z.X.

11. Let AB!b c nnd ABQ be any
two circles intersect- /X ing at A and B,
Let HAX’be a fixed Liie drawn
throngh A and ter- minated by the

circumferetioes, and Hro U Rya let PAQ be any
other st. line simi- V ' larly drawn. Join

HP and QK, and'prodnce them to intersect at G. It is

reqd. to hiid the loons of G.

Since the ext z.HPQ=:tbe Z. HGK-hthe Z. PQG
(Theor. 16, Obs ) therefore the z. HGK=the Z. HPQ—
the Z. GQP. Becanse H, A and H are fixed pts., 'there-

the.Z.® AQK and APH which the arcs AH and AH
subtend at the circamfereuces are of constant magnitudes.
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H^nce their differeaos is also constanti That is, the L,

HCK is oonslunt. Therefore the 'locna of C is the' aro

of a' segment on the Bxed chord HAK, containing

an angle=!the A APII"rthe.AQK. ' '

.N . Page 212. ^

1, Let P be a any pt -on the

cironm-circle Of ^ ABC,
and.let PD, PP ( //^A \ 1

P®rps drawn
from P to BG

,
\/* \/ .AB. * Join

PD. Let It oat bV d^c ° 2^ AC at B., Join

PE. It IS reqd. to prove that PE is perp. to AC. Join

AP, BP and CP. V .

Proof.— Because the z.® ^P and PDB are rtl.

angles, therefore the p'ts. P, D, B, P are concyclic (Con-

verse, M'heor. 40) ,
and hence the Z. FPB=the Z. PDB

( Theor. 39 ) Also the Z. ACB=the z. APB
( Theor. 39 ). 'in 1, or Z. ACB =* 180* — z. APB m
fi,q. 2 .

ifi^l.~/.thez.PPA«thez.PPB~thez.APB«bbez.PD
B— the z.ACB= the Z. DEC (

Theor. 16, Obs )

«the Z. AEP (Theor. 3). ‘

Fig, 2— The z. AEP *= z. EDC + z. ECD
EPB + 180* - A APB = 180* - APB-iL PPB)
=* ibO* - L APP. L AEP + L APP = j80*.

the pts. A, E, P, P are conoyclic. There-
fore the z.® APP anti AEP are' sapplemeutary
(Theor. 40) in fin I, or are eqnal (Theor. 39) in

fig 2. Bat the z. APP is a rt. angle, therefore the
Z. AEP 18 also a rt. ahgle. Hence PE le perp.to AC.

2. SeeJig. in Ex\ 1. Let P be any each pt. that
D, E, P, the feet of the perps. drawn from it on the
tides of the given A ABC are oollinehr. It is rend, to
find the loons of P.

'

Becalise.the z.® PEA and PPA are
therefore tne. pts P, A, E, P are
40 ) , the z. APP = tho z. AEP An
iislSO* — z. AEP in fig. 2, =sbhe

rt. angles,,

concyclic

f'Q* 1, or ^

£. DEC,
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Again becanw the Z.® PFB, PDB are rb.' angles,

therefore the pts. F, B, D, P are conoycho { Oonfersp,

Q’heor. 40 ). Therefore the Z, PPS^sahe Z. EDB
(Tbeor.39) /. m fig 1. Z. PPB-z. PPA=z.- PDB
— Z.DEC =ext z. EDB~iDt. opp. z.DEC*a9 Z.ECD or

ACBfrheor. 16 Obs.) , or, inJig 2, Z.PPB+Z.PPA
= Z.PDB+Z.DEC« Z.®EDC+DEC of the aDEG= 180*

•-Z.BCD(or Z.ACB;. That is, the z.APB and bhe,z.ACB
are equal, or supplementary ''Henci

, xneith'r case,

the piB. A,B, C and P are cnncydljc. Therefore .the

looiiB of P 18 the cvroum-oitcl'* •{ the A ABC.
3. Let ABC '

AB'C' bo two

triangleb with the \ common z. A. Let

circum-oiroles of f
j

these two tnaUElpa

inoet again at P. Frojp P draw PD,
PE, PP and PG perps. to AB, AO,

BC and B'C'respectively It is rcqd.. bo prove that the

ptB D, G, P, E are colliupar ’

,

Proof—Because PD, PP PE are perps. drawn from

P bo the,sides of the A ABC, ttb“refore the pts. D, P
and £ are colhnear. [Prob V, page 2U, Sioison's line].

Again because PD, PG, PE ore perps drawn from P on
the sides of the A AB'C', therefore the pts. D, ^ and E
are collinear [Prob. V, page ’^12] Hence the pts. D,G,P
and E are collinear.

4 Let ABC be D M n triangle insdnbed
in a given circle, and ^ P*>*

this circle. Let 0 X be the ortho-centre

of the A ABO. Join
) PO. From P draw

PD. PE, PP perps to AB, AC and’ BC
respectively. Join Jy BP, then DP passes

through E (PrOb. V, page 2l2) , let it out OP at G. It is

reqd. to prove that OP is biseotad by the st. line DBP at G.
Let BP meet the circle again at 11. Join MC. Pro-

duce BP to any pt. N making PN=sBM. Determine Q
as the circnm-ceutre of the A ABC (Piob. 25), and draw
qK, perps to AB, BN respeoti vely. Then K and L
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are the middle pis, of AB, M? respectively - (Prob. 81).

Join 00, bhen 00=2 QK (Et. 10, pagre 209j=2DL=DK
[ bectuse D]lI+ ]!IL= PJIf+IiP, or DIi=I/Ii!rj.

Proof—BiCAUse cb«» ABP and ADP are rb. angles

therefore tha pt^ A. D, P and B are coucvcho (Converse,

Theor. 10), and bjiici the ,d.PAE= !;hp PDE (Tbeor.

89). A?ain becan'»^ the pu-* A, C, P, iSI are concvcUc,

therefore the z.PMC=fhe PAG or PAE fTheor. 39 )=
the aPDB. DF and MO are parallel iTbcor, 13), Alao

OHO, PMD are parailei, being perns, to the sc. line A B.
If CO cat BF at H, then the fig. BHOM is a paraileloeram

Therefore HC=Bi!r=PN, and since 00=BN, 0H=
BP* Also OH IS parallel to BP. Tfterefore the fig.

BOHP is a pa^allelog^^lm (Tbeor. 20 >• Hence the diagonals

BHr PO bisect one another at G (Oor 3, Theor. 2 P. Hence
OP IS bisected by the st. line BEF at Q.

Proof of tbe Equalities ou Prop. "VI, page 213.

(i) Becanse from A A two tangents AE,

< AF are drawn to the inscribed circle, there-

fore AE=AF C Oor. Theor. 47). Simi-

larly it oan be proved ^bat BB=BF, and

Ci)=CE. I

Now AB-f.BC-i-CA=AF+FB+BD+BC+CE-f*EA
=2 AE+2 BD+2 CD=2 AB+2 BC. Thao is 2s=2 AE
+2a, or 2 AE=?s--2a, AE=s—assAF. Likewise
it can be proved that BD=BF=s-6, and CB=CE
=s— c.

(li) Bec.'insB from A two tangents AEl AFi are
drawn to the escribed circle AEl=AFi (Cor
Theor. 47). Similarly it oau be proved obat BFi=BDr
andCEx^CB;,.

.% AB+BC+CA=AB+BBi + CBi+CA=AB+BPi
CEi+ACi=AFi-}-AE*=2 AEl That is2s=2AEl,

Tuerefore AEi=AFi=8.
8
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(ill) Bacaase AEi=ss [orovedin (u)]i CDi

e= CEi =*AEi—AC *= s - 6.

Again because AFi=sl.proTBdiu(u)], therefore BDi

=BFi=AEi-AB=s-c.
(iv) Becanse CD=s-c [oroved in (i), and BDi-s-c

(proved in (lii)] ;
therefore CD=BDi.

Aeain b«WMeBD=s-6 [proved .ho ODl=

, _b [proved lo WO].

.

M Sioco ABi=AFl=a [proved " WO. “4
AF=8-a [proved in (Ul; therefore EEl-AEl AE--

il,_al=S :.od FPi=ATi-AP=.-(o-» =“ Beoce

EEt=FFi=a.
(vi) Areaof the AABC=H“+^+c r (Ex. 5, page

]g8i=r8,
since 28=a+b+<5«

Also its area J (b+ 5-a) (Ex. 6
.
page 198)=^ (“

4-b+c)—a]r^= s-a) r^.

(vin If the 4.C

the figures IDCE and

Tectanglss. *=

ed in ( 1 )], and r^—

[proved in (iii)].

be a rt angle
,
then

Ii Di C El would be

ID=CE=s— c [prov-

IiDi= CEi = s—b

Froof of the properties on Prop VII, page 214

See fig in Ex. II, page 180.

(i) Because IA bisects the z. BA.0 (Prob. 26),

and IjA also bisects the z. BAG (prob. 27),

therefore the pts A, I and are coilinear. Similarly

m can be proved that the pts. B, I and I3 ,
as well as the

pts. C, land Ij are coUiuear.-

(11) Since IjA and I.A are the internal and extern-

al hiseotora of the Z.A, therefore the Z-I^Als is a rt.

angle (Ex. 6 page 13). Similarly the z.I,AIi is a rt,

^ngle. Therefore the'st, lines I3A and I,A are in one
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f«. hne (Thaor, 2). Henoa the pts. I„A and I* a™ •

coliinear. Similarly is can be oroved thao the pts, I 5 . "
and Ii as well as the pts. Ij.Cand lo are colhneera

(ill) Basanse Alj and Alg are the ioteroal and ex-

ternal btasctors of iL A, therefore IjA w perp. to I2 A oc

I2l3
«*5imilarly is cao be p-occd that I3G is perp to

and that loB is perp. to I3I1 .

Tnerefore I is the orshoceotre of the AliX^Is^
ABC is the p“d5l triangle of the A Xjlgl^. Therefore

the A* BIjC, CIjA, AIs B are eqniangnlar to one

anotner and to the A Iilgls [Prop. II, Cor. (iU,

208J.

(in) If the inscribed circle tonch the side" BC CA
and AB at the pts. D, B and B, then the Z.Fl}E=s90‘—

Ex. 5, page 203 ). Also the ^.BIlC*=90*—

^

(E«. 7, page 47j. Toerefore the z. PDB*=*the Z.BI 1
C.

Similarly, ic can be prosed that the Z.DEP=»6he Z. AlaC
and that the z. EPD the z. AI 5 B Hence the

A^lililj cod DBF are equiangular.

BsoAnse I is tns orcnomeatre of the A XiXfilj

£ proved 10 cass (in)
j, therefore of the fonc points i, Ij,

I2 and Xj each is the orcbo*ceotre of the triangle whose
Vertices are she othei three ( Ex. 4, page 209;.

(71 ) I is the ortho-centre of the AX 1I2X3 [proved in

case ( 111 ;] ; therefore the three circles which pass tbrongh
tJ»o TcTtiicaa of the A Iilols and me pt-X are each equal
to the ctrcnm-circle 01 the Alilolg (Ex. 5, page 2j 9).
Hence the four circlee, eaco ol wnicb passes tbrongh tnree
of the pie. I, I2 , Is are all equal.

Page 215.

1. Seejig.in Ez. U, 189; also in Ex. (i),

213. (i) It has been proved in Ex, (iij, pnge

gI3, that ABj=sAFi=s. Similarly I t can be proved
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that BD-= 8 , also CD5 =fl. BD=s --6 [proved in Ex.
(i), page 213] and CDi=s--& [prored in Bx. (ui), page
213]

Therefore DDissBDa —BDs=8—(s— 6)=!6 and DiD,
saCBa — CDi==« - ( a—

b

)—b, Bence DD2=DiD3 =b.

(ii) GDsBDi [proved in Ex. iv, page 2i3] and
BDi=s— c [proved in Bx. *ui^ page 213] Therefore

CD=BDi=s-f Now DDs=CD3 -CD= 8-(a-c =c,
and DiD.vcaBDfl—BDi=»8— a—c,=c. Hence DDit=»

(III) D2D3 =DD2+D3),*=b+c [from (i/and (ii)].

(iv) DDifcsDDa —^ DtD2=6 c. ,

2 . See fig in Ex 1 . I is the ortho centre
^
of the

Alil^lfl. *18 well ns the in centre of us pedul tiiangle

ABC And the vertices Ir, I2 and I 3 of the A I1I2I3

are the centres of the escribed circles of the A ABC.
Therefore the orthocentre and verticep of a triangle are

the centres of the inscribed and escribed circles of the

pedal triangle.

3. See fig. in Ez 2, jjjapc 211.—Let X be the given
angle and BC the given base. Let ABC be any triangle

on the given base BC having the vertical aA=sZ.X.
Produce AB, AC to prv, D and E, and bisect the z.®
BBC, ECB by the st. lines BIi and CIi meeting at Ii.

It IS reqd to dod the locus of

Since the Z.BIiC=i90°—-^(Ex. 7, p. 47), sod the

Z.A is constant, Z.BI1C is also constant. /. the

locus of Ii is the arc of a segment on the dxed chord BC
containing an angle= 90*—

4. Let BC be ^ the given base, and
B the given angle. A Let ABC be a tri-

angle on the base / \ / BC, having its. vert.

L. A= Z. B. It 18 l_ A /P reqd to prove that
the oiroaiQ'oentre of ® ° tbeiAABC is fixed#
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‘ Since the vertical L. BAG is con'ihanlj, and the base

BG 18 fijfpd, the locus of vert ex A is the arc of a sae-

rtient bn BG as its chord, containing an angle= JL D
(Prob. 241. Bub this arc circumsoribea the A ABG,

' /. the cirouni'Circle is fixed, and hence its centre is also"

fixed.

' 5. See Jig. in Ex. II, page189 Let ABG be a triangle

on the given base BG, and having its vertical ^ BAG=:
the given vertical angle. Let Iq be the centre of the

escribed circle touching the side AC It is reqd. ,to find

the locus of

Bec'inap the z.® laBIj and IjAIj are rb. .*• the

pts. I-i B, A and Ig i>re conctchc (Tbeor, >39 converse)

/. Z.the Blalissthe Z.BAl2(Theor. 39 1= ^A =* constant.

.*. the locus of Ig 18 the aro of a segment on BG as a
hhord containing an angle ^^A. '

( I

6. Let BG be ^ the given base, X
the given vertical /\ anele, and E the

point of ohntao't with the base BG of the

,

inoircle. It is reqd. construct the
triangle. " E

The locus of the in-centre 0 ih the arc of a segment
on BG as chord containing an angle » 90* + | X
(Prop. IV, p. 210). From E diaw EO perp. to BG meet*
log this arc at 0. Then 0 is the lo-oentre of the triangle
and OB the in radi'us. With centre 0 and radios OE
'draw a circle. From B, C draw tangents to this circle
(Prob. 22) and let^the cangeuts meet at the pt. A. Then
ABC 18 the reqd. triangle.

,

7. Let BG be the given base, X
> the given vertical /d\\ angle, and D the

point of contact of the escribed circle

with the base BG. ct j It is reqd. to cons

/ --fltrncb the’ triangle, Vs^
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The locus of the exoentre I is the arc

on BC as chord containing an anglers 90* «-

of a

•X
segment

2
(Bx. 1, P.

211 ), Draw this arc. From D draw DI perp no BC meefi*

mg this arc as 1 Then I is the canore and ID the radios

of the escribed circle. With centre I and raaius ID draw
a circle

, from B and G draw taneenns to this cirole, and
produce them to meet at the pt A Then ABC is the reqd.

triangle

8 Let I be
inscribed circle

I) .the centres

ciicles of the ^
otjciim-oircJe of

III, list Ilfi ot

ptfobivelv it IS

that B, B and D
ofII„IIa,Il8.

the centre of the

and 1 ^, Is and
of the escribed

ABC, and let the

the A ABC cut

E, P and D res-

reqd. to show
are thp mid, pts.

Join AP CP. The Z.APC= 180*- B (Theor. 40), and
tne AAl2C«90*-iB iJflx. 7, p 47'. .*. the L. AFC
0*2 Z. A I, C. Again becanse the Z.^ 1 A Is and IC I 3

are rt angles, therefore the circle on diameter II3 passes

through A and G (Bk. 1
,
page 165)./. tbe centre of this

ciicIp lies on II, and since P is a pt. on ll^, such that

Z.A FC=32 z.Al 3 C, F must be the centre of this

ciicle tleuce II3 is bisected at P. iSiimlarly it, can be

proved tbat II^ and II g are bisected at E and D.

9. See fig %n Evi, 8 —Let I3, 13 be the centres of the

escnbpd circles which touch the sides A G and A B of the

A A B C. It IS reqd. to prove that the pts. B, G, Is
and Ig ail he on a circle whose Centre is on the circum- '

circle of the A A B G.

Proof—Becanse the z.® I3 B I3 and I5 C Ig are

rt. angles, therefore the pts I,, G, B and Ig lie On a
cirole whose diameter is Ig I, {Ex, 1, page 165). Bisect
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I- I, at P ;
then P is the oeoire of this circle. Join

PP. Beoaage 1 13 is bisected ab P ( proved id Ex. b ),

and Is I2 a-t Pi therefore PP is parallel to Ig I, {E(C 2

pape 6I1 ,
hence the ext. Z.APP = the int. I3 C

(Theor, 14 . Acjaia because the 2L ® I A Ig and I JB Ij

are rt. angles, therefore the pb*«. I, A, I3 nod B aie

concyclm (cinverse, Tneor. 40) /. the A I, I == the

^ABI (Theor 39). Therefore the ^APP « the jL

ABI or the ^ ABP ;
and since they sfcaud on the sama

hoe AP the pta. A, P, B, are cincvoUc ( Oon verse,

Theor. 39 ) Bat the po. P lies on the circum-citole

of the A ABC which passes throngb A and B Hence the

pb. P aHo Ups on the circum-circle of the A ABC.
10. See fig in JEflJ 2,p» 2l3.

LetA,B, C. be tbp three given poiubs It is reqd. to

draw With A B and C as centres, three circles which may
touch one another two bj two

,
also to show how many

solntiODB three are.

(1> Let the inscribed circle of the AABC touch the

Bides BO CA and AB at D, E and Pmspeotively. Then
AE^'AP BD=BP and CD=CB lEx. I, p» 213;. the
circles described wish c nitres A, B and C and radii AF,
BD and CE respectively, will touch each other extelually
two by two (in Let the escribed circle with Ii ea centie
touch the sides AB BC and CA an the Dt«. Pi D-l and El
respectively. Then AEi«=APi, BDi=BPl and CDi«=»0Ei
(Ex. 11 and 111, p. 21H), the circles described with oen**

tres A, B and C and radu AEi CDi aud BPi will touch
each other two by owo

If the eacnbed circle with Ij and Ig as centres touch
the side- BC, CA, AB, at the pts. Dz Eg, P* and Dg,
Ejand Pg respectively ; then it can similarly be shown
that the gircles aescnbi^d with A, B and C as contrhs and
radii ABa, CDj, and BP j, as also the circles described ^

with centres A, B, C and radii ABg, CDg, BPg will touch
each other two by two. Hence it is clear that there are
four solutions of this problem.
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1 1 . See fig in Ex 1

—

Leo Ii. I3 and I3 be ohe cepbres of bhe three escribed

circles lb la reqd. to consbrucb^bhe triangle* ^

Analysis*—Let ABC be each a triangle. Join Ijia*

Ijig. I3I1 and from Ii.Ia ftnd I3 draw perps. bo the

opp, sides^ lacersecDing ab Ij.^ince I la the orbhocentre of

the AI3 la incenbre of the AABC ;

the pts. A,I, III are collineari so are bhe pbs. B, I| Ig? •

C, I, I3, (Exs. (v) and (1), p. 214). A.B.C are the feet

of the perps. drawn from L, I3 I3, Hence wo get the'

following construction.

Construction* -Join Ii Iji, Iglflilt.Ii* from Ii,

la, I3 drop perps. bo the opp sides, and let A, B, C, ba_

the feet of these perps Join AB, BC, CA. Then ABC is

the reqd triangle.

12 See fig. tn Ex. 1.

Let I be the centre of the inscribed circle, and I3, 12
bhe centres of two escribed circles. It is reqd. to contruot

the triangle.

Analysis —Let ABC be snob a triangle. Then A, I,

II are collinear
,
so are B, I, Ig, Also if Ig be the third

ex-centre, then Ig, A, I3, are collinear , so are Ij, B I3 ;

and I. C, I3. lines IC, Ii, B, Is A drawn from the

vertices of the Allj Is. pass through I3, Bubls.is the

otho-oentre of this A • ,
<1

IC, Ii B, la A are perps. drawn from the vertices

of bhis A to the opp sides, and C, B, A are the feet of

these perps. Hence we have the following construction.

Construction—Join IIj, Ii I, I3 I. From I, Ij, Ig,

draw peips to the opp. sides, and leb C, A, B be the feet

of these perps. Join AB, BC and CA. Then ABC is bhe

reqd. triangle.
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13. Let EAF be yE

cal angle.Pfc6 h
’

andr khe radios of the inscribed

^
W B G

^

circle. Itisreqd. to consfirnct tie

triangle.

Analysis:—Let ABC be such a triangle, and lefc-I, H
be the centres of the inscribed circle and the escribed

circle touching the side BC. Then the points A, I and

Ij, are colUnear. Through I draw a st. line IL parallel to

AB ; then its distance from AB=sf. From pf draw I'jH
perps. to AE,AB, then AH«»AG=| P. (Ex. n,p 813 j.

BC IB the transrer^e common tangent to the inscribed and
escribed circles. Henoe we get the following coostructiou

Cosstrnctionst—Bisect the Z.EAP by AD Draw a

st line IL parallel to AE and at a distancenr from it,

cutting AD at I. ' From AE cut oS AH equal to ^ P.

At H draw HIj perp. to AE cutting AD at li, With I,Ij

as centres and radh=»r, H respectively draw two circles

Then these circles will touch both AE and AF.

Draw a transverse common tangent to these two circles

intersecting AE aod AF at the pts. C and B respectively.

Then ABC is the reqd. triangle.
»

14. Let DAE be a the given vertical

angle, HO the length of the perp, from

the vertex to the ^ base, and t the

radius of the in- scribed circle. It

is reqd. to construct ^ —o the triangle.

AnSrlysist—.Let ABC be such a triangle, and I be
the centre of its inscribed circle. Join, AI ,

then AI,
bisects the z. DAE. Through I draw a st. line MIL
parallel to A3 1 than it is at a distance « r from AD.

9
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From A draw AF pcrp. Iio BC , then AF«>K0. With

» centres I and A and radu=r and NO respeoMvely

draw two circles. Since the former is the ineoribed circle

,of the triangle, aod svno'* Z. APB is a rfc. angle, BC is

t^e direct onmnlon tangent to those two circles. Thus

we get the following coiistractions

ConstructiODB— Bisect the Idas by the kt. line

AS, and draw a at. line HL parallel to AD at a distance

•3 r'from it, intersecting AS at I. With centres I’and

A, and radii *= r and NO'respectirely draw two circles.

Draw a direct common tangent to thesh two cirAles, and

lot it cut AD, AE at 3, G. Then ABC is the required

triangle

15. Sit Jig xn Ex, 8. «

Let ABC be a triangle, and I the centre of the in*

scribed circle. It is required to prove that the centres of

> the circles .oircamsoribad about the triangles BIG, CIA
rand AIB he on the oironmferenoe'’of the oiroam>cirole

of the triangle ABC.
Let Ij, Ig, I3 be the centres of the three escribed

circles. Join Alj, then each of theib passes

throngh I Join I3, Ig, 1„ Ig ; then C, A, B lie on

theselines. Let the circle about the A ABC cutlli, llg

Ilgjat the pfcs. 'E, P, D respeotively. Join AF and CP.

It has already been proved in Ex. |8, that the Qg.

AlCJg IS ooocyohcj and that P is the centre of the oir«

cutoBcribing circle. Hence the centre P of the circle

oiroumscribed about the triangle CIA lies on the cironm*

cirole of the>.A ABC Similarly it oan be proved that

E “and D are the ocntres of the circles circumscribed
obont the A® BIC and AIB

; and they he on the oircum*
cirole of, the A ABC.

' '
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Page 218.

'

1.

Let BC be a / the given base and'

X the given ver- /N^ tical angle. Suppose

ABC to be a trran- /bL-^ g*®

baYing its veitical ^ ~ ^ ?*
It is reqd. tO find /* / \M y*^ the loons of the

centre of the nine- B VQ ic c points circle.
'F

Since the base BC and the vertical angle le given,

the ciroutn-circle of the A ABC la fixed (Prob. 2^).

circnm-radins is constant the radina of the nme-poiuts

circle = i cucuni-radins = constant.
[
Property (ii),

page 217 ]
And since the nine-points circle always

passes through G the mid pa of BC, its centre is always

at a distance *= ^ oircnm-radnis, from the pt. G,

Its locus is arc HCPl of the circle whose centre is G, the

mid, pt. of BC, and radios =5 ^ oircum-radius.

2

,

Let ABO be a ^ triangle, and let

0 be its ortho-centre. Join AO, BO, CO.
It IB reqd. to prove nine-

points circle of the ^ ABC is also

the nine-points circle of each of the

A® AOB, BOO, COA. ®

The nine-points circle of the A ABC passes through
the mid. pts. of AB, AO, BO (Tiieor. VI ll, page 216), t g,,

through the three mid. pt“. of the sides of the A AOB
Since one and only one circle can pass through three
points not ID one 86.,line (Theor. 32), and since the nine-
points circle of a triangle passes through the three mid.
pts. of Its Bides, the nine-points circle of the A ABO
must be the nine-points circle of the A AOB.

Similarly it can be fehown that it is also the nine-
points circle of each of the A® BOO and COA.

3.

Seefid in Ez. ll,' yage'm Let I, I^, I3 be th®
centres of the inscribed and the esoribed circles of a A ABC-
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"s.

It\Breq1 fco provs tbab the circle circainscribed abont
the /\ ABC la the niac*poio&s circle of each of the

III la.IIs Ii and Ij Is Is-

* • From Theor. VIII on pi^gs 216 and Theor. 32

we know that in o triangle the circle pasaing through the

feet of the perp«. drawn from its vnrotcea to the opp, sides,

la the nine-points circle of the ‘

In can be easily seen that in each of the I

TIs Is.Hg l„IiIol3.A,B.C are the feet of the perpa.

drnap from the vt'rcicea to ctio opp, sides. Bence the

circle tbroagb A, B, 0, la the niue-pomta circle of each

of the above triangles.

4. It 18 reqd to prove that all triangles which have
the same orthocuntie and the eatne circumscribed circle,

have also the same mne-points circle.

Since all the have the same ciroum-oirole, their

common oironm-oentre la a hxed pti and common oiroum*
radiiifl IB of constant length. Also theic common or-

tho centre is a fixed pt.

/. the centre of the nmo-points circle, which is the
mid. pt. of the st line joining the orthocentre and the
circnm-oentre, la a fixed pt. also. And tht- radios of
the nine-points circle = half the common circum-radias
a constant.

Hence, alt the triangles have the same nine-points
circle-

5, See fig in Ex, 2 (i), page 209. Let ABC be a
triangle having it. base, BC = the given base and the
/I. ABO = the given vertical angle. Let DBF be its

pedal triangle. It is reqd. to prbve that one angle
and one side of the pedal A &r6 constant.

Join AJD, BE, CP intersecting at 0. Since FO bispots
the A EPD, and EO bisects the A FED,,*, theAFOE

»

90* -f i the A FDB. ( Ex. 6, page 47 ).
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In the qaadl. AF OE. einoe L AEO + ^
90* + 90* *=» «80*, /. the other two z.® EAE + FOE
« 180‘. or z. FOE * 180' - .Z. FAE =180 - z. A

90° + ^ the z. FEE = 180 •“ JL . • i the

A FDE = 90* -• A A = constant, since A A is given

to he constant. aFDE is also constant.

Again beoanse the base and the vertical angle of

the A ABC are given, /. its cironm-oirole is fixed ( Prob,

24 ). Its oircam-radins is of constant length. ,*. radins-

of the nine-Doints circle, which is » half the cironm*

radios, is also of constant length ;
i e.', the nine-pointe

circles of all the A® ^^ose base«the given base, and

vertical A=the given vertical A, are all eqoal to one

another.

Now EF is a chord of the nine-points circle, and it

snbtends a constant angle FDE at oircnmferrence.

It 18 of oonstant length (Theors. 42 and 451.

Thn«« one angle FOE, and one side EF of the peda[

A OEF are constant

6
.^

Let ABC he

given'base BC, and
angle BAC =3 the

gle. Lpt N, I, II,

cum-oentre, in cen-

respectiveljr. It is i,"

a triangle on the
having Its vertica
given vertical an-
I2 ,

I
3 be its cir-

tre, and ex-centres
reqd. to find the

loons of the oironm-centre of the Ali I 2 I#- Join Ii I.,
I2 Ia» I2 Ii* Then A, B C lie on these lines. Also I is
is oho ortho-centre of the A Ii I2 [Property (v), page '

214]. And since A, B, C are the feet of the perps. drawn
from the vertices I 3 II on opp. sides

; the circle
through A, B, C, t, s ibe oiroum-circle of the AABC is
the mne-ptints circle of the Alx Is I®- N is the cen*
tre of the nine-points oirole of the Ali I2 I3 . Join IN
and produce it to S making NS=IN. Then S- is the cir-
cumcentre of the Al] la I® [Property (1), page 217].
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